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WIPS - COMPUTER CODE FOR WHIP AND IMPACT

ANALYSIS OF PIPING SYSTEMS
.

PART B

THEORY MANUAL

ABSTRACT

WIPS-ANAL is the structural analysis module of the WIPS code. WIPS-
ANAL incorporates a sophisticated solution strategy for nonlinear dynamic
analysis, and currently has a library of five structural elements (PIPE, BEAM,
UBAR, SHELL and GAPF).

This manual describes the solution strategy, and presents the assumptions
and theory for each of the structural elements. Two of the sections (B2 on
material theory and BS on large displacements theory) present theoretical
material which is common to two or more elements.,

A typical WIPS user will generally not be concerned with the theoretical
details of the elements. Nevertheless, a basic understanding of the assumptions
and procedures is desirable. A sufficient understanding for most applications
can be obtained by studying the first one or two chapters for each element type.
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E1. SOLUTION STRATEGY

SUMMARY

WIPS ANAL solves the nonlinear structural analysis problem by step-by-step integration
through time. This section describes the solution strategy.

CONTENTS

Bl.1 STEP-BY STEP ANALYSIS

Bl.l.1 GENERAL STRATEGY

Bl.l.2 BASIC EQUATIONS
Bl.1.2.1 Newmark Equations

Bl.l.2.2 HHT Modification
Bl.l.3 CRITERION FOR TIME STEP SELECTION
Bl.l.4 NONLINEAR SOLUTION STRATEGY

Bl.l.4.1 Event-to Event Strategy

Bl.l.4.2 Midstep Error Calculation

Bl.2 THEORY FOR CONTACT ANALYSIS
'

U1.2.1 OUTLINE OF PROCEDURE

Bl.2.2 CONTACT SURFACE DEFINITION
Bl.2.2.1 Primary and Secondary Surfaces

Bl.2.2.2 Primary Surface Geometry

Bl.2.3 LOCATION OF CONTACT POINT
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Bl.1. STEP-BY-STEP DYNAMICS
;

i
B1.1.1 GENERAL STRATEGY |

WIPS-ANAL performs a step by step dynamic analysis accounting for both material and
geometric nonlinearities. The integration time step is automatically varied during the analysis,
following a strategy devised by Hibbitt and Karlsson (Bl.1]. The structural analysis is based on
the direct stiffness method, with substructuring. The analysis proceeds in a series of linear
steps, with modification of the structure tangent stiffness each time a significant nonlinearity4

occurs.

Equilibrium iterations are not performed within a time step. Instead, an event-to-event
strategy is used to prevent substantial equilibrium errors from developing. In this strategy, the
analysis within any time step is performed as though the loading were static. Within each step,
the proportion of the load required to produce the next significant nonlinear " event" (e.g.
material yield; gap closure) is determined, and that proportion of the load is applied (plus an
allowance to ensure that the event is passed). The remainder of the load is then applied, and
the process repeated. The event factors are calculated at the element level. Unbalanced loads
at the end of any time step are applied as corrections in the succeeding time step.

Two-level substructuring is used, with elbow, straight pipe and slab substructures consti-
tuting separate substructures at the lower level. The substructuring procedure is based on the -
work of Row and Powell [Bl.2].

Step by step integration is performed using either the well-known Newmark # method or
; the Hilber Hughes-Taylor extension [Bl.3] of this method. The Hilber Hughes Taylor (HHT)

procedure introduces energy dissipation through the numerical scheme. Viscous damping is
assumed to be zero for this method (except for the visco plastic modeling of strain rate effects).4

For the Newmark method, dissipation is introduced by specifying a damping matrix propor-
tional to the initial clastic stiffness matrix.

Bl.1.2 BASIC EQUATIONS

i Bl.1.2.1 Newmark Equations
The step-by step solution strategy is based on the wel' known constant average accelera-

tion assumption (Newmark # = 1/4) (Fig. Bl.l.1). For linear behavior within a time step, the
solution is obtained from the following equations

2H+ fr + 5r Af = A3 + B., + AB, (B1.1.1)
3

AE, - h 22, + j, +2fri, (B1.1.2)

Af = -21,+ Af (B1.1.3)

Af = -2*',- j, + AI (Bl.l.4)r
2

in which

Er - tangent stiffness matrix;
' fr - tangent damping matrix;

_M = mass matrix;

3
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; AE - externalload increment during time step;
'

R, = unbalanced load, if equilibrium is not satisRed at beginning of step;

j . AE, - initialload for time step;
j,,f, = velocity and acceleration vectors at beginning of step;

| and

! A , Aj, Af = displacement, velocity, and acceleration increments.I
1

; The unbalanced ic,ad, E., at any time is given by:

E, - E - Eu - Ec - Er (B1.1.5)

in which
i /

1 E - externalload;
' Eu = inertia forces;

Ec = damping forces; and
Rx = static resisting force for the structure.

! For a linear problem, application of Eqns. Bl.1.1 - B1.1.4 ensures that dynamic equili-

| brium is satisned at the end of each time step, and hence, E - 0. For a nonlinear problem,
'

equilibrium errors represented by B, may be present at the beginning of a step. These errors
can occur if the damping matrix changes at the end of the step, or if equilibrium errors due to;

; nonlinear behavior in the preceding step are not eliminated by iteration.

| Energy dissipation is conveniently introduced by setting fr = #,E , where E, - initial
| (clastic) stiKness matrix and #,is a dissipation factor with units of time. Golafshani 181.4] has ;

i investigated this type of dissipation in detail and found that it has the desirable characteristic of
j providing heavy damping for high frequency oscillations. The amount of dissipation is con-

| veniently controlled by means of the dimensionless parameter #,/At, where At is the time step
,

(or, for a scheme with a variable step, the initial time step). The default value of #,/At in
i WIPS is 0.1.
||

Bl.1.2.2 HHT Medl8 cation

} Hilber, Hughes and Taylor 181.1,B1.3] proposed an integration scheme which introduces
energy dissipation in the higher modes of vibration by numerical means. This type of energy
dissipation is especially desirable in pipe whip analyses because high frequency oscillations can

i be generated when impact occurs. These oscillations have negligible effect on the overall struc-
| tural response, but can cause major numerical difRculties.
i
'

For the HHT scheme with zero fr, Eqns. B1.1.1 and B1.1.2 become:
:
i 1 y + (1 +a)fr AI - (1 +a) AE + E, + AE, (Bl.l.6)

i

Aj, -g f, + , j, (Bl.l.7)

i A1 - - g-1 A ty,- fj, + g{, AI (B1.1.8)

Af - - 1, 3,j, + AI (B1.1.9)

y ,- f-a; -f ( a* (0 (Bl.l.10)#-i ,

j in which a is the HHT dissipation factor (with a default value of -0.1 in WIPS).
:

4
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The equations in the rest of this section are given for the HHT scheme. The equations
for the Newmark scheme are similar.

Bl.1.3 CRITERION FOR TIME STEP SELECTION
For a linear problem, application of Eqn. Bl.l.1 ensures that equilibrium is satisned at the

time step intervals, but not within the time steps (if equilibrium were satisfied at all times, the
exact response would be obtained, which is not the case). Hibbitt and Karlsson (Bl.1) have
proposed a criterion for time step selection based on the equilibrium error at midstep. This cri-
terion assumes that if the "midstep error" (or ' half step residual") is small, then since the step
end error is zero, the overall effect of equilibrium errors should be small, and the response
computation should be accurate.

For a linear problem, the midstep error can be very easily calculated, as shown in Fig.
B1.1.1. Because the midstep values of1,i, an1 E are averages of the step end values (assum-
ing linear variation of B), the midstep error is related to the displacement Ar,,,. Specifically,
the midstep equilibrium error, AE,,,, is

AE,,, - Kr A r,,, (Bl.l.11)

or

AE,,, - Kr Af (Bl.l.12)

AE,,, is easily calculated from this equation. In WIPS the calculation is performed at the ele-
ment level, and AB,,, is assembled from the element contributions. If the maximum norm of
AE,,, exceeds a user specified upper tolerance, the time step is reduced (in WIPS, by a default
factor of 0.5); whereas if it is less than a lower tolerance, the time step is increased (in WIPS,
by a default factor of 2).

Equation Bl.l.12 strictly applies only for linear behavior within a step. For nonlinear
behavior the criterion must be combined with the nonlinear solution strategy.

Bl.l.4 NONLINEAR SOLUTION STRATEGY

Bl.l.4.1 Event to-Event Strategy
liibbitt and Karlsson applied the time step selection strategy by iterating to convergence in

*

each step, then obtaining AB,,, by an explicit equilibrium error calculation at the midstep. In;

WIPS, an event to-event strategy is used, with no iteration, and AE,,, is calculated using Eqn.
Bl . l.12.

I Fig. B1.1.2 illustrates behavior which is linear between well defined ewnts. In a Newton-
Raphson iteration scheme, the solution would follow the path ABCD, whereas in an event to-
event scheme the solution follows the path AB'C'D (which in this case is the true path). The
event to-event scheme has the disadvantr.se that extra computation is needed to determine the
events, and the advantage that it follows the true path more closely, and hence ends to be
more stable computationally. This advantage is particularly important when .he event
corresponds to a large increase in stiffness, for example, when a gap closes or when a yielding
element unloads.

Fig. Bl.l.3 illustrates a more likely type of behavior, which is not exactly linear between
events. In this case the solution does not follow the exact path, and an equilibrium error, E ,
is present at the end of the time step. In WIPS the event calculations are designed to keep this
error small, and B,is carried forward to the next time step (Eqn. Bl.l.6). The event calcula-
tions typically allow a small amount of overshoot beyond the exact event, as illustrated in Fig.
Bl.l.4. This also contributes to B,in the next time step. -

5
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B1.1.4.2 Midstep Error Calculation
if no event occurs within a time step, AB,is calculated by Eqn. Bl.l.12. If one or more

events occur, a weighted value is calculated, as follows.

Let the event factors be such that the time step is divided into substeps fiat,
(1 - fi)/2A t, (1 -ft)(I-/2 )f3At, etc., where ft, /2, f3, etc. are event factors. Let the dis-

fi n substep 1, Ar2 in substep 2, etc.iplacement increments calculated for the substeps be A
For substep i, the velocity increment is calculated by modifying Eqn. Bl.l.8 as follows:

s-1 Yl,+ 1- - 1 A t F, H (1 - f) + sat A r, (Bl.l.13)iA F, - -<
p 2p - j-n -

-

in which H indicates the product. The midstep error is then calculated as:

A R ,,, - f, Kn Ai, (Bl.l.14)

in which Kn = tangent stiffness for substep i.

I
1

6
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Bl.2. THEORY FOR CONTACT ANALYSIS

Bl.2.1 OUTLINE OF PROCEDURE
For variable configuration contact analysis, conditions of force equilibrium and geometric

compatibility must be satisfied at the contact interface. The solution procedure in WIPS is a
variation of the force (flexibility) method of structural analysis. The steps in the analysis are
essentially as follows.

(1) In any time step, first assume that the contact forces (normal and friction) remain con-
stant. Because this is generally not true, gaps and overlaps will develop between points
which were previously in contact. Determine the motion of the complete piping system,
and hence calculate these gaps and overlaps. Assemble in vector 3

(2) At each contact point, apply equal-and-opposite unit normal forces on the two contacting
structures. If friction is prese:.t, apply friction forces in conjunction with the normal
forces. These friction forces have values equal to the coefficient of friction, and directions
which oppose the current relative sliding motion.

(3) For each unit force pair in turn, calculate the change in overlap at all contact points. The
result for unit force pair i is column i of a flexibility matrix. Construct the complete
matrix, f.

(4) Using the flexibility matrix and the calculated gaps and overlaps, determine the force
changes, AE, required to re-establish compatibility, by solving

f Ag - g (Bl.2.1)

(S) Account for the effects of AN on the complete system, to obtain the state at the end of
the time step.

For a nonlinear system, the procedure follows essentially these steps, with modifications to
account for nonlinearity. In each time step, it is necessary to examine the geometrical relation-
ships between the two contacting surfaces; to formulate the flexibility matrix and solve for
changes in the interaction forces; to account for new contact and for separation; and to account
for nonlinear behavior. The procedures are described in the following sections.

Bl.2.2 CONTACT SURFACE DEFINITION

Bl.2.2.1 Primary and Secondary Surfaces

For surface to-surface contact, one surface is the primary surface and one is the secon-
dary. The primary surface must be a quadrilateral space grid, defined by structural nodes at the
grid points (Fig. Bl.2.1). The secondary surface could, in general, be defined by any con-
venient set of structural nodes on the surface. In WIPS, however, only two options are pro-
vided for the secondary surface, namely, (a) a quadrilateral grid and (b) a sequence of nodes
along a line.

During the analysis, each node on the secondary surface is considered as a discrete point.
The geometrical relationship of each node to the primary surface grid is determined. If any
secondary surface node penetrates the primary surface grid, contact is indicated. The problem
thus reduces to preventing discrete points (the secondary surface nodes) from penetrating a
three dimensional space grid (defined by the current locations of the primary surface nodes).

Bl.2.2.2 Prima y Surface Geometry

Each quadrilateral of the primary surface grid has straight edges but may be arbitrarily
warped in space. The average point,0, of any quadrilateral (Fig. Bl.2.2) has global X,Y,Z coor-
dinstes which are the averages of the corner node coordinates. Each quadrilateral is then
divided into four plane triangles, as shown. In addition, axes r and s are established, connect-
ing 0 to the midpoints of the sides. In general, each triangle will occupy a different plane. It is

9
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assumed that no quadrilateral is severely distorted, so that no severe discontinuities are present j
either within a single quadrilateral or between adjacent quadrilaterals.

The location of a point on the primary surface is defined by the quadrilateral in which it i

lies, and the r,s coordinates within the quadrilateral. The coordinates r,s are natural coordi-
nates similar to those used in isoparametric quadrilateral finite elements, with salues ranging
from -1 to +1 in any quadrilateral (Fig. Bl.2.2).

Bl.2.3 LOCATION OF CONTACT POINT

Bl.2.3.1 S.iortest Distance to a Triangle

A secondary surface node makes initial contact with the primary surface when it first
penetrates one of the flat triangular facets.

Consider the geometrical relationship between a single triangle and a point in space (Fig.
Bl.2.3). The triangle is defined by point 0 (the average point of the quadrilateral) and nodes
1,2. The point in space is node M. Vector 3 s a unit vector defining the outward normal toi
the plane of the triangle. Points 0,1, and 2 are in right hand screw sequence about vector g.
The projection of po;nt M on the plane is point N.

The normal distance, d, of M from the plane is the length NM. This length is the dot
product

d - OM n (Bl.2.2)

in which .Q1f = vector OM. If d is positive, point M lies outside the surface, whereas if d is
negative, point M has penetrated the surface.

The location of N is conveniently described in terms of natural triangular coordinates as
used in the theory of triangular finite elements. That is

area (12N) area (20N) arca(01 N)
(Bl.2.3), , , . ,

area (012) area (012) area (012) ;

The sum ao + ai + a2 s always unity. If all three values are between 0 and I, point N liesi
within the triangle; otherwise it lies outside.

If point N lies within the triangle, the distance d is the shortest distance between M and
the triangle. If N lies outside the triangle, the shortest distance, d', will be either (a) the shor-,

test distance between M and one side of the triangle (the "S" zones, Fig. Bl.2.4) or (b) the dis-
tance between M and a vertex (the "V" zones, Fig. Bl.2.4). The corresponding point on the tri-
angle will be N', with triangular coordinates a'o, a'i, a'2 The distances d and (if required) d'
and the coordinates a and a'can be calculated without di!!iculty.

Bl.2.3.2 Closest Approach to Surface

Fig. Bl.2.5 shows a two-dimensional representation of a primary surface, with three
different secondary node locations (M , M , and M ). Each straight line of the primary surfacei 2 3

represents a triangle.

For each secondary node, a point of closest approach (N or N') and a corresponding dis-
tance (d or d') can be found for each triangle, using the procedure of the preceding section.
This is illustrated in Fig. Bl.2.5. The point of closest approach to the primary surface is
assumed to be that point (N or N') for which the distance (d or d') is a minimum. This point
may be within a triangle (as for node M) or on an edge or vertex of a triangle (as for node
M2). Node M3 s similar to node M in that the point of closest approach lies within a triangle,i i
but the distances 4,f and d , may be nearly equal. The smaller of the two is assumed to definef
the point of closest approach. If the values happen to be identical, the first point tested (in the

,

' computer logic) is arbitrarily chosen. The same is true for point M , in which the distances to2

two triangles (or, in 3D, up to a possible 8 triangles) will be identical.

i
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At any time after contact first occurs, the point of closest approach is assumed to be the
contact point.

Bl.2.3.3 Location Within Quadrilateral
The four triangles in any quadrilateral can be identified as shown in Fig. Bl.2.2. Given a

point (ao, ai, a2) in one of the triangles, the corresponding coordinates (r,s) in the quadrila-
,

| teral can be obtained as follows:

I Triangle No. Coordinate r Coordinate s

I l - an a2 - ait

!

2 ai - a 1 - ao
|

| 3 -l + ao ai - a

4 a2 - a -l + ao

llence, given the contact point in terms of a triangle and the coordinates (ao, ai, a2)
within the triangle, the location can be defined in terms of a quadrilateral and the coordinates
(r s) within the quadrilateral.

31.2.4 STATE AT BEGINNING OF TIME STEP

| Bl.2.4.1 Conditions to be Satisfied
| A contact pomiis defined by a secondary surface node, a primary surface quadrilateral, and

a location in the quadrilateral (in terms of natural coordinates r,s). For each contact point there
is a normal direction and a normal distance between the primary and secondary surfaces. There

I is also a normal contact force (along the normal direction) and, if friction is considered, a
tangential force. The conditions to be satisfied are as follows.

(1) The normal contact force must be compressive.

(2) The normal distance must be zero.

(3) The tangential force must oppose the relative sliding motion between the two surfaces at
|

| the contact point.
,

(4) The tangential force must equal the normal force multiplied by the coefficient of friction.

; The normal and tangential forces must also, of course, be equal and opposite on the primary
| and secondary surfaces

Bl.2.4.2 Current Geometry,

The contact surfaces may both deform substantially, it is assumed, however, that the sur.
'

faces deform only small amounts within any time step, and hence, that the geometry remains
constant during the step.1...s allows geometrical calculations within any step to be performed
using small displacement kinematics.

For any time step, the nodal displacements at the end of the preceding step are assumed
to define the geometry for the time step. The contact point locations and normal directions are
calculated for this geometry and are assumed to remain unchanged throughout the step. Any
errors due to this assumption appear as unbalanced forces at the end of the step and are applied
as corrections in the following step.

11
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Bl.2.4.3 Compatibility and Equilibrium Violatlens
,

The contact point relationships are calculated in the geometry at the beginning of each !

time step. Relationships are calculated for all actual contact points at the end of the preceding
step, and for any other points which have sufficiently small normal distances that contact is pos-
sible within the current step.

In the solu' ion of the contact problem in the preceding step, the normal distances at the
contact points were made to be zero in the geometry for that step. Because the geometry
changes between steps, the normal distances will generally not be zero but will indicate small
amounts of gap or overlap. Let the vector of these initial overlap values be g,.

The contact force magnitudes at the beginning of the current step are assumed to be the
same as at the end of the preceding step. In the geometry of the preceding step, these forces
were exactly equal and. opposite and were in equilibrium with the mternal resisting forces of the
structure. In the new geometry, the forces will still be opposite in direction, but their points of
action will generally not have identical coordinates. Also, because of changes in the normal
directions between time steps, the contact forces will generally not be in equilibrium with the
internal resisting forces.

1 Bl.2.5 BASIC 1,0AD VECTOR

Bl.2.5.1 General

in the step by step integration scheme, a basic load increment vector, AB, is calculated at
the beginning of each time step. This vector is given by

aa - (1 + a) (a, + & ) - g + ag, - a (B a+ &") (B1.2.4)

in which

a = lillT dissipation factor.
E, - external lead at the end of the current step, excluding any contact forces. In a
WIPS analysis, this will typically consist of the jet force only. This force may be changing
in both magnitude and direction.

3,* = externalload at the beginning of the current step.

& = exterri ' load due to contact forces at the beginning of the current step. The mas-
nitudes of t;.ese forces are the magnitudes at the end of the preceding step. The locations
and directions are determined for the geometry at the beginning of the current step.

&* = externalload due to contact forces at the beginning of the preceding step.

& = internal resisting load (static c!cment forces + inertia forces) at the beginning of
the current step.

AB, = initialload required by the step by step imegration scheme (Eqn. Bl.i.7).
The load B, + & - & is the initial equilibrium unbalance for the current step, accounting for
(a) overshoot of element yield, gap closure, etc. in the preceding step; (b) change in magni-
tude and direction of the jet load. (c) change in location and direction of the contact forces; and
(d) change in the structure geometry (large displacement efects) in the preceding step.

The load vector, AB, is augmented by a vector (l +a)AE due to changes in the magni-
tudes of the contact forces during the step. These are the additional forces needed to prevent
overlap of the contacting surfaces, and constitute the only change made in 48, for the time
step. That is, no allowance is made for (a) changes in B, due to change in direction of the jet
force; (b) changes in & due to changes in location or direction of the contact forces; or (c) the
cEcci of time step subdivision on AB,. In efect, AR is regarded as analogous to a static load,
and the solution for the step is obtained by the event to event strategy. Because 3, and & will
actually change, and because AB, could be afected by time step subdivision, there will be
equilibrium unbalances at the end of the time step. It is assumed that these unbalances are

12
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|

small, and they are carried forward to the following time step.

Bl.2.5.2 Centeet Force Vector

The vector B. is built up from the interaction forces between pairs of contacting surfaces.
The interaction forces consist of pairs of equal and essentially opposite loads in the normal and
tangential directions at the contact points. The tangential forces are not exactly opposite,
because the coordinates of any pair of contact points are not exactly the same, flowever, any
errors are small and do not accumulate because 3, is recalculated at each time step using the
new geometry.

For the calculation of 3,, the contact force magnitudes at the end of the preceding step
| are used. The normal and tangential contact forces are nrst transformed to global forces, using
j the new normal directions. For each secondary surface point, these global forces act directly on
j the corresponding node. For each primary surface point, with natural coordinates r.s, the
i forces are distributed among the nodes of the corresponding quadrilateral, using the well known
j interpolation relationship for a 4. node isoparametric quadrilateral.
|

l Bl.2.6 CONTACT FORCE CHANGES
i

| Bl.2.6.1 Overlap Chanses

A solution is first obtained for the equation

| K * AI = Ag (81.2.5)

in which K' = cEcctive tangent stiffness matrix (Eqn. Bl.l.6); and A8 is given by Eqn.
Bl.2.4. Using the current geometry and small displacement kinematics, the displacement incre.
ments are transformed to increments of overlap distance at the current contact points (by calcu.

| lating the differences in global displacements at each contact point pair and taking the dot pro-
'

duct with the normal vector, not by exact geometrical calculation). For the primary surface,
i the contact point displacements are obtained from the displacements at the quadrilateral nodes
'

using the interpolation relationship for an isoparametric quadrilateral. Let the vector of overlap
increments be An.

Bl.2.6.2 Flesibility Matrix
! Each contact point is considered in turn. At each point, a pair of equal.and opposite umt
i forces is applied in the normal direction, together with tangential forces with magnitudes equal

to the friction coefficient. The nodal displacements for each unit force set are determined by
solving the equilibrium equations, and these displacements are transformed to increments of

i overlap distance (by the dot product procedure). For each unit force set, the increments in
| overlap distance define a set of flexibility coemelents, making up one column of a flexibility

matrix, f. The set of cocmcients for all contact points dennes the complete flexibility matrix.

Note that the effective tangent stiffness matrix is used in these calculations, not just the
static stiffness matrix.

Bl.2.6.3 Force Changes

From Section 81.2.4.3 the vector of initial overlap values, due to geometry changes
between time steps, is n . From Section Hl.2.6.1 the change in overlap values is A3. llence,
the changes in the normal forces, AN, required to restore compatibility, are obtained by solving

f * Ad = A5 + g., (51.2.6)

subject to the condition that, for any contact point, I,

i N, + AN, ) 0 (81.2.7)

|
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in which N, - contact force magnitude at beginning of time step, compression positive. If
Eqn. Bl.2.7 is not satisfied, separation is indicated, and a nonlinear " event" occurs.

Bl.2.6.4 Nodal Displacement Changes

For the current geometry, the contact force changes are transformed to e vector of global
force increments. The equilibrium equations are then solved once more to obtain nodal dis-
placement increments. These are added to the increments from the solution of Eqn. Bl.2.5 to
obtain displacement increments for the time step.

Bl.2.7 EVENTS WITillN TIME STEP
The displacement increment from Section Bl.2.6.4 is the increment for the time step, pro-

vided no esents occur for displacements of this magnitude. Events may be due to (a) change
in state of any nonlinear element (b) initiation of new contact, or (c) separation.

Event factors for element change of state are for each element. Event factors for new
contact are determined by transforming the nodal displacements from Section Bl.2.6.4 to
changes in normal distance (using the dot product procedure). If the change for any potential
contact point exceeds the current gap for that point, a new contact is indicated, and an event
factor is calculated. Event factors for separation are determined by satisfying an equality in
Eqn. Bl.2.7 The smallest esent factor governs.

The computer logic for the escnt to event procedure with contact is described in detail in
Section Bl.3 and will not be described here. One important point to note, however,is that dur-
ing the process of scaling by the event factor, the initial overlap vector, y,,, is also reduced.
The reason for this is that although the initial overlaps actually exist at the beginning of the
time step, for analysis purposs they are auumed to develop during me step in the same way as
a . This auumption is imphcit in Eqn. Bl.2.6. Ilence, if a part of the time step is "used up"n
between events, part of g., is also used up. Note, further, that the geometry is assumed not to
change if a time step is divided into substeps. The geometry at the beginning of the time step
is used for all substeps

Hl.2.8 l'RICTION COEFFICIENT VARIATION
If the relative sliding selocity between the primary and secondary surfaces changes direc.

tion, the friction force also changes direction. llence, if the sliding velocity is near zero, it is
pouible for small velocity changes to cause reversal of the friction forces, and hence, introduce
large unbalanced loads. To avoid this, the friction coefficient is auumed to be zero at zero slid-
ing velocity and to increase so that it reaches its nominal value at a specified velocity tolerance.
Between zero velocity and the velocity tolerance, the coefficient is auumed to increase as a
cubic function of velocity (S curve).

14
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Bl.3. COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM

Bl.3.1 GENERAL

The strategy is an extension of the static event to event procedure. The pure event to-
event procedure ensures zero equilibrium t.nbalance (i.e. the true load displacement curve is
followed exactly). In the WIPS stratesy, some equilibrium unbalance is allowed, but the events
are chosen to keep the unbalance small by allowing modest amounts of yield value overshoot,
yield reversal, sap closure overshoot, and separation overshoot. The amount of overshoot
allowed will be su:h that the equilibrium error is small.

The contau analysis in any step is based on the configuration at the beginning of the step.
The amounts of overlap and tha contact force locations and magnitudes are determined for this
configuration using small displacement geometry. Because the displacements in any step are
finite, there is ad equilibrium error at the end of the step caused by changes in the locations
and directions of the contact forces. This error is corrected in the succeeding time step.

81.3.2 LOAD YECTOR

At the beginning of each new time step, a basic load increment is calculated. This is

AB - (1 +a) (3,+E,) - E + AE,- a (Et+Es ( 11 1 . 3 . 1 )

in which

a = lillT dissipation factor.

E, = external load at end of new step, excludina contact forces. This will typically con-
sist of the jet forte only. This force may be changins in both magnitude and direction.
E,'= externalload at beginning of new step.

E, - external load due to contact forces at beginning of new step. The magnitudes of
these forces are the magnitudes at the end of the precedins step. The locations and direc.
tions are determined for the geometry at the beginning of the new step.

37 = externalload due to contact forces at beginning of preceding step.

E, = Internal resisting load (element forces + inertia forces) at beginning of new step.
AB, = |nitialload, required by step by step integration scheme (Eqn. 81.1.7).

The load E, + B,-E, is the initial equilibrium unbalance for the step, accounting for (a)
overshoot of element yield, sap closure, etc. In the preceding step; (b) change in magnitude
and direction of jet load; (c) change in location and direction of contact forces; and (d) change
in structure geometry (large displacement e#ects) in the preceding step. The algorithm does
not iterats within any time step.

The load vector, AE, is augmented by a vector (l +a)AR, due to changes in the magni.
<

tudes of the contact forces during the step. This is the only chanse made in AB. That is, no
allowance is made for (a) changes in E, due to change in direction of the jet force; (b) changes
in f, due to changes in location or direction of the contact forces; or (c) the effect of time step
subdivision on AE,. In efect, Aj is analogous to a static load, and the solution for the step is
obtained by the event to event strategy. The contact force changes, 43,, are the additional
forces needed to prevent overlap of the contacting surfaces.

31.3.3 STIFFNESS MATRIX

The stiRnese matrix le the stective tensent stiNness, including Inertia efects. For the
Hdber Hushes Taylor extension of the Newmark method, the siltnese is:

'
f * = (1 + a) Er + AAra8 INI 3 2)

19
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in which

8r - static tangent stiffness matrix

Af = mass matrix
At - time step

in the event to event strategy, Kr hat,ses at each event, and g is reformed. To reduce thec

computstion time, events correspond only to those changas of state which can lead to substan-
tial equilibrium unbalances.

Bl.3.4 TIME STEP CONTROL
Within each step, a test is made as to whether or not the time step is too large for accept-

able accuracy. This is done by estimating the equilibrium error at the midstep, considering the
effects of time step only (i.e. not considering unbalances due to nonlir. car element response).
For a linear structure, the midstep error vector is

f., " 8r * M ' A'/8 (HI 3 3)

wherc dr- state stiffness matrix and M = calculated velocity increment for the time step.
If the maximum norm of B., exceeds an upper toleran:c, At is too big. The step is repeated,
with at halved. If the norm is less than a lower tolerance, it can be increased. If this happens
for two steps in succession, At is doubled for the following step. The solution scheme esti-
mates B., for the nonlinear case and adjusts the time step accordingly (see Section Bl.l.3).

Bl.3.5 Cr)NTACT FORCE CALCULATION
The contact forces are determined by a flexibility approach, if points on contact surfaa 11

overlap contact surface A, the following steps are followed.

(1) For each overlapping point on surface B, the point of closest approach to surface A is
found. This point is along the normal from the point to surface A. The normal direction
and distance are calculated. i.et the vector of normal distances (overlaps) be 3

O) For each pair of points, unit equal and. opposite forces are applied to the two surfaces
along the normal direction, plus corresponding friction forces in the tangential direction.
The structure displacements due to these forces are found, and hence, the change in the
normal distance. This change is a (dynamic) flexibility coemeient. When all pairs of
points are considered, a flexibility matria, f, results.

O) The changes in the normal forces, AB, required to eliminate the overlap are found by
Alving

f Ag - g (Bl.3.4)

subject to the condition that at any point, I,

N, + A N, ) 0 ( 11 1 . 3 . 5 )

since contact forces must be compressive. The forces Ag correspond to a load increment
AB, on the structure.
In order for the procedure to be compatible with the event to event strategy, it is neces-

sary for the computed behavior to be linear within any time substep. This is because the com-
puted displacement increments are scaled proportionally to reach each new event. Ilerwe, cer.
tain assumptions and approximations must be made, as follows'

(1) The contact point locations and normal directions are determined for the structure
geometry at the beginning of the time step and are assumed to be unchanged during the
step. A correction for changes in location and direction is made in the following time
step.

20
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(2) Small displacernent (linear) kinematics is used to determine the relationship between
nodal displacement increments and changes in overlap distance. This ensures that nodal
displacements and overlap distances are linearly related.

(3) If the contact point locations and normal directions remained constant in a time step, and
if the structure displacements were actually small, the contact solution procedure would
ensure zero overlap at the end of the step. However, these conditions are not actually
satisRed. As a result, when the oserlap distances are computed for the updated structure ,

| geometry at the beginning of each new time step, the overlap distances will not generally
'

be zero. This error is corrected in the following step, it is assumcd that the changes in
j overlap distance are in three parts, namely (a) changes due to load Af; (b) changes due

to the load AB,; and (c) a correction, g,, equal to the overlap at the beginning of thet

time step. All three are assumed to vary linearly in the step, in particular, the y, correc.
tion is not applied instantaneously at the beginning of the time step but linearly during the
step.

,

Bl.3,6 DATA STORACE
!

The following data blocks are used in the analysis.

J, = clement state information at beginning of time step.

I, = contact state information at beginning of time step. *

J= element state information at some time within the time step. This must be kept '!
separately from J, because it may be necessary to return to the beginning of the step ;
and repeat with a smaller At.

J= contact state information within the time step.

E, - structure stiKness at beginning of step. This is the efective dynamic stiKness
H + (l +a)f,. Because of the dependence on Ar, it may be necenary to

anemble a complete new silKness if At changes.
lfi - current triangularlied tangent stiKness.

E, = internal resisting load, made up of elastic, damping and inertia efects. This is
independent of Ar. It is calculated only at the end of each time step.

E, = applied enternal load. This is determined by interpolating in the load time histories.
| f, = applied enternalload due to contact forces.

r

AB, = initial load vector required by the Integration scheme, equal to g( f, + g .).l

This is calculated at the beginning of each time step only.

|'
f ],1 = displacement, velocity and uceleration,
43 = load increment for time step.

y

Af= displacement increment in any time subetep.
<

A , = accumulated displacement increment over all subeteps in current step.f

9,= Internal resisting force for a single element. This ammbles into E,.

AD. = contribution to m6dstep error from an element. This is calculated as g, Al At/8 at the
emment level and is the element force increment, muming linear behavior, for a die.
placement increment Al At/8. This is assembled into Aj . which is then accumu-
lated into J., for all subeteps.

E., = vector of midotep unbalances. If the behavior is linear in any step, this becomes
Ir Al A r/8. If the step le div6ded into substeps, J., is accumulated over the subeters
and is essentially the value based on the secant stiKnees for the full time step. The
manimum norm of J. Indkates whether & t le too large of too small.

2I
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[= flexibility matrix for the contact points. This is formed by applying unit equal and-
opposite loads at each contact point in turn, solving for the nodal displacements, and
hence, determining the overlap distance changes. The size depends on the number of
contact points at any time.

y, - overlap distances at contact points at beginning of time step (i.e. error due to changes
in contact point locations and structure geometry during preceding step).

Ag - changes in overlap distances during time step.

B= normal interaction forces at contact points, compression positive.

Ag = changes in normalintera$ tion forces required to restore compatibility.

E, - structure load vector corresponding to E.
AB, - structure load vector corresponding to AB.

Bl.3.7 CONTROL PARAMETERS
The following control parameters are used.

FACREM = proportion of AE not yet applied.
FACELM = clement event factor, in any t:.ne substep, a displacement increment af s calcu.i

lated, if, for any element,lhe full 41 can be applied without producing an event for
the element, then FACELM - 1. If an event occurs, FACELM is the proportion of
Af required to reach the event. -

FACCON - contact evem factor, equal to proportion of remaindct of time step at which new
contact occurs. The event calculation allows some overshoot.

FACSEP = separation event factor, equal to proportion of remainder of time step at which
contact separation occurs. The event calculation allows some overshoot.

FACTOR = factor by which remainder of time step must be scaled to reach next event. Con.
trolled by smallest of other event factors.

LOTOL = indicator to show when Ai can be increased. If the maximum norm of 3,,,is below
a lower roterance (= 1/8 of that for which At must be decreased). LOTOL is zero
at the end of the step; otherwise it is 1.

INCDT = indicator which counts successive steps for whict OTOL = 0.

NSUll = substep number, when events occur within a time step.

Ill.3.8 STORAGE OF STATE INFORMATION
At the beginning of the step, the state is denned by the data blocks J, and I,. After one

or inore substeps, the state is deAned, in separate storage, by J and J. At the end of the time
sit p, J and Ibecome J, and I, for the next step.

In the nrst subtlep of any step, the event factor calculation and the state determination
start from J, and I, and the new state is saved separately as J and J. For the second and sub-
sequent subeters, the event factor cakulation must begin with J and I. The state determina.
tion could begin with either J (path Independent) or J (path dependent). The path dependent
scheme is consistent with the event.to event strategy, whereas the path independent scheme
can lead to inconsistencies. Hence, for NSUDI, both the event factor and state determina.
tion calculations will begin with J. The new state overwrites J.

22
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B2. MROZ MATERIAL THEORY

SUMMARY

The Mroz material model, extended to include rate dependence, is used in WIPS for pipe
elements and for shell elements in straight pipe, elbow, and slab substructures. This section
describes the theory and computt. tion procedure for the material model. Because of the impor-
tance of material behavior in pipe whip computations, this section also contains a review of the
principles of computational plasticity.

CONTENTS

B2.1 INTRODUCTION
B2.2 PRINCIPLES OF COMPUTATIONAL PLASTICITY

B2.2.1 VECTOR SPACES FOR STRESS AND STRAIN

B2.2.2 INGREDIENTS OF PLASTICITY THEORY

B2.2.3 YIELD CRITERION

B2.2.4 FLOW RULE

B2.2.5 HARDENING RULE
B2.2.6 LOADING / UNLOADING CRITERION

B2.3 RATE INDEPENDENT MROZ MODEL

B2.3.1 CONCEPT

B2.3.1.1 One-Dimensional Model

B2.3.1.2 Multi Dimensional Extension

B2.3.1.3 Yield Surfaces

B2.3.1.4 Yield Surface Equations

B2.3.2 TANGENT FLEXIBILITY
B2.3.2.1 General

B2.3.2.2 Stress and Strain Increments

B2.3.2.3 Flexibility Matrix

B2.3.2.4 Summary of Assumptions |

IB2.3.3 TANGENT STIFFNESS

B2.3.3.1 Direct Derivation
B2.3.3.2 Equivalence of Flexibility and Stiffness Forms
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B2.1 INTRODUCTION

A nonlinear kinematic hardening theory for modeling plasticity in metals has been pro-
posed by Mroz [B2.1,B2.2]. The theory permits essentially arbitrary stress-strain relationships,
is consistent with generally accepted principles of plasticity, and is convenient to apply computa-
tionally. From an examination of available plasticity models, it was concluded that the Mroz
model was the most suitable for pipe whip analysis. The existing theory has been extended to
include rate-dependent plasticity and has been implemented as a "bhck ocx" subroutine pack-
age. This package could be replaced by subroutines for different material models in the future.

Because of the importance of the material model in pipe whip computations, this section
contains a detailed description of principles, theory, and computational aspects. The principles

._

of computational plasticity are reviewed in Section B2.2. The rate-independent Mroz theory is
described in Section B2.3, and extended to include rate dependence in Section B2.4.
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B2.2 PRINCIPLES OF COMPUTATIONAL PLASTICITY

B2.2.1 VECTOR SPACES FOR STRESS AND STRAIN
A general three-dimensional state of stress and strain can be defined by the symmetrical

stress and strain tensors:

Ein Fi2 FI)
a- a2 a 22 a 23 (B2.2.la)

F3 832 &33

Ett (32 E13
e2 822 823 (B2.2.lb)E -

E 3[ E32 E33

or by the nine-component vectors:

E9r - [ani a22 a33 a 2 a2: a23 a32 a3: ai3] (B2.2.2a)

19 " (Cil E22 833 Ei2 E23 E23 E32 (31 E13] (B2.2.2b)

Because of symmetry, it is more convenient computationally to use the six-component
vectors: +

g[ - Io11 e22 733 712 723 731] (B2.2.3a)

1 [ = Itni e22 <33 7:2 723 73 ) (B2.2.3b)

in which

7u " eu (B2.2.4a)

and

Y u " ' u + '# " 2' u (B2.2.4b)

The use of yy (" engineering" shear strain) in g6, rather than ey, is necessary to ensure
that E6 and 16 are co Sugates in an energy sense. That is, for a strain increment d s the worki
done in a unit of volume of material is given by:

dW = g[ds - a[di9 (B2.2.5)i

The stress and strain vectors can be decomposed into deviatoric and volumetric (mean) vectors
as follows:

E9 " [9 + E9a. (B2.2.6a)

19 - 19 + E94 (B2.2.6b)

in which

J, - deviatoric stress vectori

I
gg = deviatoric strain Vector

ati + e22 + ena. - mean stress - @2.2.7a)3

29
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e ii + e 22+ e ne ,,, - mean stra.in - (B2.2N
3

and

gf - [ l 110 0 0 0 0 0 ) (B2.2.8)

It is easy to show that Jfy,- 0, so the deviatoric and mean stress vectors are orthogonal. The
vectors E6 and 16 can be similarly decomposed.

Stresses may also be represented in three-dimensional principal stress space. This
representation is not convenient computationally, but is useful for graphic illustration of princi-
ples and concepts. In this space the mean stress vector is parallel to the vector g3 (the " space
diagonal"), where

g[ - [l11]

Deviatoric stress vectors thus lie in the plane perpendicular to 33 (the "tr plane").

B2.2.2 INGREDIENTS OF PLASTICITY THEORY
Plasticity theory assumes that the material is initially clastic. For metals, it is reasonable

to assume that this initial behavior is linearly elastic and isotropic. At some state of stress or
strain the material yields, and its subsequent behavior is clasto-plastic (i.e. partly clastic and
partly plastic). The plastic part of the behavior is characterized by flow of the material, with
non-recoverab!c plastic work. In this report, both the elastic and plastic strains are as.;umed to
be small. To formulate a theory, four ingredients are needed, as follows.

(1) An initial yield criterion.
(2) A plastic flow rule.

(3) A hardening rule.

(4) A loading / unloading criterion.
,

B2.2.3 YIELD CRITERION /

The initial yield criterion defines the state at which the material first exhibits plastic .'
behavior. For metals, two widely used rules are the Maximum Shear (Tresca) and Distortion
Energy (von Mises) criteria. The von Mises criterion is generally accepted as being more accu-
rate and is used in the Mroz theory. The von Mises criterion has the additional advantage of -

being defined by a single, continuous function, whereas the Tresca criterion involves some
discontinuities.

.

,

Initial yield according to the von Mises criterion occurs when: -

f J[J, - aj (B2.2.9)
,

in which e, yield stress in uniaxial tension (or compression).

In terms of the 6-component stress vector, the von Mises criterion is:

fJ[Ji'6J6- aj (B2.2.10)

in which

_ - ding (l 1 12 2 2 )W

| The criterion can also be written as:

f(g) - f J[J,- aj - 0 (B2.2.11)
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in which f is the yield)hnction. The material is clastic for / < 0, and yield begins when f =0.
Although it is not convenient for computation, the principal stress space is valuable because it
permits graphical representation of the yield function, as a yield surface. In 2D principal stress
space, the yield surface defines the well known von Mises ellipse (Fig. B2.2.la). In 3D princi-
pat stress space, the yield snrface is a cylinder (Fig. B2.2.lb). When projected on the vr - plane,
the cylinder is a circle (Fig. B2.2.lc).

B2.2.4 FLOW RULE
i

For any given post-yield state of stress and strain, the flow rule defines the nature of the
i plastic flow. It can be postulated that a plastic potential function exists and that plastic flow

takes place in the direction of the gradient of this function. It is not necessary, however, to
determine the plastic potential function explicitly, since only the expression for its gradient is
required.

After yield, it is assumed that any strain increment can be divided into elastic and plastic
parts.' That is,

j d , - dg,, + d ,, (B2.2.12)i i

The flow rule defines the direction (but not the magnitude) of ds,, That is,

d ,, - g, dA (B2.2.13)i,.

in which

g, vector defining direction of plastic flow (gradient of potential function); and.

dA - magnitude parameter.

For any given state, the flow rule defines g, However, the magnitude, dA, must be deter-
mined usics other relationships.

For metals, an associated flow rule is usually assumed, in which the plastic potential func-
tion is the same as the yield function. That is,

19 - f,,, (B2.2.14)

in which

0# 0#I,4 - etc. (B2.2.15)Se, Ba ,y
; For the von Mises criterion, it follows from Eqn. B2.2.11 that:

f ,, - 3J, - (B2.2.16)

la geometrical terms, the associated flow rule means that the contours of the plastic potential
lienction comprise a family of curves geometrically sifsi!sr to the yield function. The gradient-

c5 the potential function is normal to its contours, and thus normal to the yield function. This
13 ometrical interpretation applies not only in 9D stress space, but in all other spaces.

Nyertheless, care must be taken when performing computations in reduced spaces, for reasons.

ccisidered later.

', Although f,,,is deAned in stress space (and, from Eqn. B2.2.16, has the dimensions of
; strfgs), it is used to define a direction in strain space (Egn. B2.2.13). This is not inconsistent,'

sina f,,, simply deAnes a direction. The change from dimensions of stress to dimensions of
strah is achieved in Eqn. B2.2.13 by asmaning dimensions of strain / stress to dA. An alternative

; fornf.is convenient computationally, as follows.

alet 3, be a dimensionless unit vector deAned by:

''''
, - n,= J (B2.2.17),

IL,h1,,Pr '

.

:.- * .31-
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|

| Eqn. B2.2.13 can now be written as:

de ,, ge, de| (B2.2.18)

in which de|is now a direct measure of the plastic strain magnitude.

B2.2.5 HARDENING RULE
For a material which is elastic-perfectly-plastic, the yield function remains unchanged after

yield. For strain hardening materials, however, the yield function changes progressively. The,

i hardening rule defmes how the function changes.

In geometrical terms, a change in the yield function corresponds to a change in the size,
shape and/or position of the yield surface in stress space. Two rules which have received-

'
extensive use are the isotropic rule of Hill [B2.3] and the kinematic rule of Prager [B2.4,B2.5].
Geometrically, the isotropic hardening rule corresponds to expansion of the yield surface with

; no change of shape and no shift of the origin, as illustrated in Fig. B2.2.2a for 3D principal
stress space. The kinematic hardening rule corresponds to translation of the yield surface with
no change of size or shape (Fig. B2.2.2b).

The d;fferences in behavior predicted by these two rules can be illustrated with reference;
' to a simple material subjected to constant amplitude cyclic loading. Consider a material with
4 the bilinear stress-strain curve shown in Fig. B2.2.3a, and consider cyclic loading in uniaxial
i tension and compression with: (a) a constant range of stress from as to as and (b) a constant
j range of strain from ea to es. For a constant stress range, the isotropic rule predicts com-
] pletely clastic cycling after the first half cycle of loading (Fig. B2.2.3b), whereas the kinematic
; rule predicts cycling around a stable hysteresis loop (Fib. B2.2.3c). For a constant strain range,

the isotropic rule predicts inelastic cycling initially, with shake-down to completely clastic
cycling after a number of cycles (Fig. B2.2.3d), whereas the kinematic rule again predicts a'

stable hysteresis loop (Fig B2.2.3e).

Neither of the two rules predicts behavior which agrees exactly with experimental obser-
vations. In particular, the isotropic rule is grossly incorrect in predicting clastic behavior for,

constant stress cycling, and the kinematic rule is generally incorrect in predicting stable hys-
teresis loops.

Experimentally obtained hysteresis loops [B2.6] for cyclic loading of mild steel (ASTM
,

A106) are shown in Fig. B2.2.4. Figure B2.2.4a indicates that a stable loop is followed for con-!

; stant strain cycling, as predicted by kinematic hardening theory. However, Fig. B2.2.4b shows a
pronounced Bauschinger effect in the first cycle, and progressively expanding loops in later

3 cycles. Neither of these effects is predicted by pure kinematic hardening theory. Overall, how-
: ever, the weaknesses of the kinematic hardening rule are less serious than those of the isotropic

i

| rule. The kinematic rule is also more conservative for practical application in that it generally
,

i predicts conservatively large strains for constant stress cycling. Hence, in the absence of a
more sophisticated formulation, the kinematic rule is to be preferred for practical analysis.

,

B2.2.6 LOADING / UNLOADING CRITERION,

The loading / unloading criterion enables continuing plastic flow to be distinguished from
; elastic unloading, for any current plastic state and any specified strain increment. Two pro-

| cedures are of general applicability, as follows.

(1) - For the specified strain increment, calculate the magnitude parameter for the plastic strain
increment (i.e. dA in Eqn. B2.2.13 or de|in Eqn. B2.2.18). A positive magnitude indi-

| cates continuing plastic flow, and a negative magnitude indicates unloading.
1 (2) Postulate that the material has unloaded an infinituimal amount, so that the current state

of stress lies just within the yield surface. Calculate the (clastic) stress increment, da ,s
.

corresponding to the specified strain increment. If the state of stress moves outside the'

' yield surface, the assumed elastic state is incorrect, indicating continuing plastic flow. If
the state stays within the yield surface, the elastic assumption is correct, indicating

,

f
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unloading.

| By the second of these two procedures, continued loading is indicated if.dg, has a positive
component along the outward normal, n,, of the yield surface. That is, continued loading
occurs if:

n( dg,, > 0 (B2.2.19)

It is shown later that the first procedure leads to exactly the same equation.

A third possible procedure is to specify that loading continues if the increment of plastic
work is positive, and unloading occurs if the increment is negative. If the current stress vector
is a, and if the plastic strain increment is d ,, continued loading occurs if:i

4 W , = ,r , de , > 0 (B2.2.20)

Unfortunately, although this procedure may appear to be physically sound, it is not acceptable
for actual computation. Figure B2.2.5 shows a uniaxial stress-strain relationship with linear
kinematic hardening. On un!oeding from point B, the meteriz! reyic!ds at point C. If it is
assumed that the total strain increment is the sum of plastic and elastic parts, it follows (Fig.'

B2.2.5) that: '

8e, + 8e , - 8e, + 8a/E (B2.2.21)84 -

The plastic work (8 W,) and elastic work (8 W,) are thus as shown. Apparently,8 W, is nega-
tive.

The corresponding situation is illustrated in Fig. B2.2.6 for the w - plane. From previous
kinematic hardening, the yield surface has moved so that it no longer encloses the origin.
Hence, for plastic flow at point C, Eqn. B2.2.20 gives dW, < 0.,

It follows from this discussion that it is not necessary, /br mathematicalreasons, for W, to
| increase monotonically. Rather, the quantity which must increase monotonically is e| If it is

required, for p/tysical reasons, that W, increase monotonically, it will be necessary either to
revise the mathematical formulation or to impose a restriction that the yield surface must
always enclose the origin.

.
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B2.3 RATE INDEPENDENT MROZ MODEL

B2.3.1 CONCEPT

B2.3.1.1 One-Dimensional Model
In uniaxial tension, the stress-strain relationship for the Mroz model must be approxi-

mated by a multilinear curve (Fig. B2.3.1). It is then convenient to separate the strains in elas-
tic and plastic parts and to model the uniaxial behavior with an elastic " spring" and a rigid-
plastic-hardening " spring" in series (Fig. B2.3.2). The relationship between any tangent
modulus, E,, and the corresponding plastic modulus, E,, is then given by:

+ (B2.3.la)-

or

E,E'
E, - (B2.3.lb)

E,- E,

in which E, - elastic modulus.

B2.3.1.2 Multi-Dimensional Extension
in nine-dimensional stress space, the elastic spring models elastic deformations of the

material, and the plastic spring models plastic deformations. The elastic stress-strain relation-
ship can be written as:

d ,9 (B2.3.2a)dg, - p,9 i

or

d ,, - C,,dg, (B2.3.2b)i

in which D, and C, are the well-known elastic constitutive matrices, assuming isotropic
behavior. A plastic constitutive matrix, C,,, is similarly defined, in flexibility form, by:

d ,, - C,, dg, (B2.3.3)i

The Mroz theory provides, among other things, a procedure for calculating C,9 The complete
elasto-plastic relationship is then:

d , - (f,, + C,,) dg, - C,,, do , (B2.3.4)i

in which C,,, is the elasto-plastic constitutive matrix. The matrix C,, is singular, so that a
corresponding matrix D,9does not exist. However, Eqn. B2.3.4 can be inverted to give:

dg, - f,,4 de, - p,, d , (B2.3.5)i

B2.3.1.3 Yield Surfaces
In multi-dimensional stress space, yielding of the rigid-plastic " spring" is governed by a

series of yield surfaces. For illustration, behavior in the two-dimensional eit-e22 space will be
considered. Fig. B2.3.3 shows the yield surfaces in this space (assuming von Mises theory) for
the initial unstressed material. For a stress path along the e22 exis, as shown, the plastic
modulus changes each time a new yield surface is reached. The same is true for any other
stress path.

.

As the material yields, the yield surfaces translate in stress space, without change of size
or shape. For the stress path shown in Fig. B2.3.3a, the surfaces are displaced as shown in Fig.
B2.3.3.b. F'r subsequent reloading, or for loading along the ein axis, behavior as shown in Fig.
B2.3.3b is obtained. The Mroz theory establishes rules for motion of the yield surfaces for

39
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; general stress paths, as explained later. As indicated in Fig. B2.3.3, the yield surfaces make
contact with each other but are not allowed to overlap.a

,

| B2.3.1.4 Yield Surface Equations

In the initial unstressed state, all yield surfaces are centered at the origin. After plastic
.

straining, the yield surface centers will be displaced. If the yield functions are initially fi(g,),
'

f2(g,), etc., the functions after plastic straining become f (g,- gi), f (g, g2), etc., in
which gi, E2, etc. are the locations of the yield surface centers. The functions f are defmed by

| Eqn. B2.2.I1.
t

B2.3.2 TANGENT FLEXIBILITY

B2.3.2.1 General
'

An expression for C,, (Eqn. B2.3.3) is first developed. The matrix D,, (Eqn. B2.3.5), as
required for finite element analysis, then follows. A number of alternative procedures are con-

,

sidered.'

B2.3.2.2 Stress and Strain Increments4

1'
Figure B2.3.4 shows a two-dimensional state of stress, in the ani-e22 Plane. The highest '

i

numbered yield surface contacted at the current stress point is surface i. Increments of stress,
total strain, and plastic strain are shown. In general, these vectors can be in arbitrary direc-
tions. Note that although dg,is in the all-&22 plane for this illustration, the strain vectors,

| will generally not lie in the eti-e22 plane (because of Poisson's effect). Figure B2.3.4 thus
shows only the projections of the strain vectors on the e si-e22 plane.,

;. The normal vector to the current yield surface, n,, is given by Eqn. B2.2.17. Figure
i B2.3.4 shows the projection of n, on the all-322 plane. Because the active yield surfaces all
. have similar shapes and do not overlap, they have common tangents and normals at the current

| stress point.

j For an associated flow rule, the increment of plastic strain, d ,,, is parallel to n, That is,i

d ,, - g,de,* (B2.3.6)i

in which the scalar de,*is defined to be the Mroz efective plastic strain increment. Similarly, the
'

Mroz efective stress merement. da *, is deJined as:

j de* 3[dg, (B2.3.7)
:

| which is the component of dg, along 3, The relationship between the Mroz effective stress
4 and the von Mises effective stress is considered later.

|
The relationship between de * and de * is assumed to be:

- de,' - 1da* (B2.3.8)
Ko

dat the i yield surface, in which K, is constant between yield surfaces and is related to, but not<

equal to,'Ep. The relationship is considered later.

B2.3.2.3 Flexibility Matrix
From Eqns. B2.3.6, B2.3.8, and B2.3.7, it follows that:

d ,, = 'y,3{ dge - Q,, dz,
n

i W2.3M -
,

Hence, from Eqn. B2.3.4,

r,,, - r,, + M93 (B13mg,
40
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B2.3.2.4 Summary of Assumptions |
The derivation of Eqn. B2.3.10 incorporates the following assumptions:

1. Plastic flow is normal to yield surface (Eqn. B2.3.6).

2. The Mroz effective plastic strain increment is the length of the plastic strain vector (Eqn.
B2.3.6).

3. The Mroz effective stress increment is the component of the stress increment vector
along the yield surface normal (Eqn. B2.3.7).

4. Increments of the Mroz effective stress and effective plastic strain are related by a linear
relationship (Eqn. B2.3.8). The stiffness K, in the relationship remains to be defined in
terms of the plastic modulus for the material, E .p

5. The total strain is the sum of elastic and plastic strains (Eqn. B2.2.12).

6. Elastic strains are related to the total stresses by a constant elasticity matrix (Eqn. B2.3.2).

The derivation also depends on the hardening rule, because the yield function, f,(g, q,), and
hence 39, depends on the amount of prior hardening.

B2.3.3 TANGENT STlFFNESS
,

B2.3.3.1 Direct Derivation
The stiffness matrix, D,,,, can be obtained by inversion of f,,, Alternatively, D,,, Can

be derived as follows.

From Eqns. B2.2.12, B2.3.2, and B2.3.6,
Id , - D,9 dg, + g, de, (B2.3.11)i

Premultiply Eqn. B2.3.11 by p,, to get:

D,, d , - dg, + p,939de ,' (B2.3.12)i

Premultiply Eqn. B2.3.12 by n[, substitute Eqns. B2.3.7 and B2.3.8, then solve for de,*to get:

(D,939) r de,
de ,.

- - (B2.3.13)-

DIEe,D,+ K

Hence, substitute Eqn. B2.3.13 into Eqn. B2.3.12 and rearrange to get:

(D ,n,)(D,,g,) r
dg, - D,, ,IE,93,+ Ko d , - p,,, d , (B2.3.14)i i

D

B2.3.3.2 Equivalence of Flexibility and Stiffness Forms
Le't A be a nonsingular square matrix and let u be a vector. The Sherman Morrison for-

mula [B2.7] states that:

A ##9( A-3 + u u )-1 ~j_ (B2.3.15)r
Tu A u+1~ ~~

Put A - D,, and u - 3,/8, and use Eqn. B2.3.15 to invert f,,,in Eqn. B2.3.10. The result
(not surprisingly) is p,,,in Eqn. B2.3.14.

Computationally, it is more efficient to obtain p,, using Eqn. B2.3.14 than by inversion of
the matrix f,,.
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B2.3.4 STRUCTURAL ANALOGY
A one-dimensional model of the Mroz material is shown in Fig. B2.3.2. This model can i

be extended to the multi-dimensional case, as shown in Fig. B2.3.5. The structural model has |

degrees of freedom d , and d ,9, as shown. However, because d ,,is constrained to be paral-i i i
lel to n,, the total number of degrees of freedom is only 10. The 10 x 10 structure stiffness,

matrix can be constructed by assembling the stiffnesses for the elastic and plastic " springs". The
et,uilibrium relationship is:

' ,
, ,

dg, p,9 -[,939
,z de ,.

.

dgi (B2'3'16),,
0 DIEe9 DIEe939+ Ko

,

Static condensation of Eqn. B2.3.16 to a 9 x 9 matrix gives exactly Eqn. B2.3.14.

B2.3.5 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN K AND E,

B2.3.5.1 General

The material properties are defined in terms of plastic moduli, E,, which are related to the
uniaxial clastic and tangent moduli by Eqn. B2.3.1. The tangent constitutive matrix, however,
is defined in terms of the Mroz modulus, K (Eqn. B2.3.8). Two alternative procedures are
used herein to obtain the relationship between E, and K. The first is based on elementny
geometric concepts, and the second makes use of von Mises effective stress and strain values.

B2.3.5.2 Geometrie Interpretation

Consider a uniaxial stress path, along the an axis. After some plastic straining, the situa-
tion will be as shown in Fig. B2.3.6. The vector dg,is given by:

dg9r-< den 00000000> (B2.3.17)

From Eqns. B2.2.6, B2.2.16, and B2.2.17,3, at first yield is given by:

nf - < 2 -1 -10 0 0 0 0 0 > (B2.3.18)

For the stress path shown, the direction of n, does not change after yield. Hence, from Eqn.
B2.3.7,

do * = den (B2.3.19)

and from Eqns. B2.3.8 and B2.3.6,

2
d ,, - D, g, don (B2.3.20i

so that

2
de ,n 3 g, de n (B2.3.20

Hence, the relationship between K and E, must be:

K - f E, (B2.3.22)
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B2.3.5.3 Mroz and von Mises Effective Values

The von Mises effective stress, F, and increment of effective plastic strain, di,, are
defined as:

'%

f!ff, (B2.3.23a)&-

.g

f d ,r d ,,ig i (B2.3.23b)di, -

in which J, and f,are defined by Eqn. B2.2.6. The definition of these values ensures that for
uniaxial stress:

d& - E, di, (B2.3.24)

in which E, plastic modulus as defined by Eqn. B2.3.1. From Eqn. B2.3.23a,

'3
* -[d?,S

d& -
-2, (J[J,)* (B2.3.25)i

The directions of J, and g, are parallel at first yield (Eqn. B2.2.16) and rernain parallel pro-
vided the stress path is radial. Hence,

,w

f g[ df, (B2.3.26)d6 -

and because J, and g,,, are orthogonal (Eqn. B2.2.6):

d5 - g[dg, - de* (B2.3.27)

From Eqns. B2.3.6 and B2.3.23b,

di, - de ,' (B2.3.28)

Hence,

K - f E, (B2.3.29)

B2.3.6 FORMULATIONS IN STRESS SUBSPACES

B2.3.6.1 General

For full 3D stress it is computationally more efHcient to work in 6D rather than 9D stress
space. For plane /axisymmetric strain and plane stress, it is more efHcient to work in 4D and
3D stress spaces, respectively. It is important to recognize that the equations developed for 9D
space do not necessarily apply directly in reduced spaces.

B2.3.6.2 6D Stress Subspace

From the definitions of Eqns. B2.2.2, B2.2.3, and B2.2.4, transformations between the 9D
and 6D spaces can be written as follows.

U dg,; dg, - V[dE6 (B2.3.30)dE6 - 6
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l

d ,; d , - f[416 (B2.3.31)ds - f6i i i

in which

1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0U'~ 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0 0 0 0 (Bl.3.32)
0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.50.5,

1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0y,.
0 0 0 1.0 1.0 0 0 0 0 (Bl.3.33)
0 0 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 1.0

and

f6f[ = f, a unit matrix. (B2.3.34)

The normal vectors f,, and 3 define the plastic flow direction in strain space and
transform according to Eqn. B2.3.31. Hence,

Eb I'''
^ 6 ~V63, - (B2.3.35)n --

(1,Is 1, s)" (1,l6 U f[1. 6)*6

in which

E6fl - ding [1.01.01.0 0.5 0.5 0.5]

That is,3, transforms to 36, which is parallel to f.,6 but is not a unit vector. Equation B2.3.10
transforms to:,

fg - f,6 + (B2.3.36)

in which f4 - f6f,,ffis well known. Similarly, pg in Eqn. B2.3.14 transforms to:

''
Eg - E,6 - (B2.3.37)

3[E,6Ds+ Ko

in which p,4 - Esp,,f[is well known.

B2.3.6.3 A sisymmetric and Plaue Strals

For arJsymmetric and plane stram analysis, it is convenient to deAne the stress and strain
vectors (assuming motion in the 12 plane) as g4 and g., whsre

'

E[ = ali a22 r:2 a33 (B2.3.38)
>
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and. l

g[ - esi e22 7:2 e33 (B2.3.39)

Hence,

dg4 - #4dg,; dg, - f[dg4 (B2.3.40)

i

d ,; d , - f[dgy (B2.3.4!)dg4 - f4 i i

; in which

1.0 0 0 0 0 0000
0 1.0 0 0 0 0000

i 24 " 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0 0 0 0 (B2.3.42)
0 0 1.0 0 0 0000,

and

1.0 0 0 0 0 0000
0 1.0 0 0 0 0000-

14 " 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 0 0 0 0 (B2.3.43)
0 0 1.0 0 0 0000

Hence, Eqn. B2.3.10 transforms to:

| n4n[
f,4- f,4+ g, (B2.3.44).

.
in which

t

'''
~4- (B2.3.45)n

ll,a4E4y[f,a4)*i

#4f[ - ding i1.01.0 0.51.0]

and

f,4= f4f,,f[ is well known.
Equation B2.3.14 transforms similarly.

j

B2.3.6.4 Plane Stress

For plane stress, a33 s zero (but not e33). Heace, f,3 can be obtained as a submatrix ofi

f,4, or D,,3 can be obtained by static condensation of f,4 Alternatively, a direct relationship -
can be obtained as follows.

In Eqn. B2.3.44, f,3 s obtained by ignoring the last row and column. That is,i

n3p[
f ,3 = f ,3 + ' g (B2.3.46)

in which

''''
n3- (B2.3.47)

; 11. 4M4y[L.. )*

! Note that all four components must be included in the denominator of Ec.n. B2.3.47. Inversion
! of Eqn. B2.3.46 by the Sherman Morrison formula gives:
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1
i

i

t

'' #' '' E'D D (B2.3.48)~,s ~as - D[ D,333 + K,'

B2.3.7 HARDENING RULE
,

Figure B2.3.7 shows two successive yield surfaces (i and j) in the vr plane. Both surfaces
; have moved from their initial positions, because of prior plastic straining. The yield surface

origins are located by vectors g, and gj, respectively. The current state of stress is a, on yield

] surface 1. The stress increment is dg moving surface i towards surface J.
; An essential requirement is that surfaces i and j must never overlap. This means that

'
they must have a common tangent (or normal) at the point of contact, it is also desirable that<

the point of contact be the current stress point (as in Fig. 82.3.8a) rather than some other point
(as in Fig. B2.3.8b). If the situation in Fig. B2.3.8b is permitted, two hardening rules must be

j formulated, one governing the behavior before the yield surfaces make contact, and a second
governing the behavior after contact. The situation could become particularly complicated if
several surfaces were in contact, as in Fig. B2.3.8c. If, on the other hand, the yield surfaces are

5

: constrained to move so that the current stress point is also the contact point, only one harden-
l ing rule needs to be formulated, and multi-surface contacts will always be as shown in Fig.

B2.3.8d. The hardening rule used herein is that proposed by Mroz, which satisfies these condi-
tions.

In Fig. B2.3.7, the normal vector, g, to surface i at the current stress point is shown. A
point, g, on surface j can easily be found such that

E E' E El (B2.3.49)-

Ori O)y,

! in which a , and a,j are the uniaxial yield stresses for surfaces i and j, respectively. Hence,f

#gj + g g, (B2.3.50)2 a
* r*i

f
The instantaneous translation of surface i is assumed to be parallel to g g. That is

*

I dg, - ,g'- g. d (B2.3.51)
;

i m which dg is a scalar multiplier.

| With this assumption, surfaces i and j will always make contact as shown in Fig. B2.3.8a.
i For example, consider the situation in Fig. B2.3.9 with a linear stress path as shown. This
: causes the stress point, g, to move around surface i, and hence for the direction of translation -
I of surface i to change. Changes in the position of surface i, and the path followed by its center,
' are shown in Fig. B2.3.9.

! The multiplier dg is obtained from the requirement that the stress point must remain on
surface i. That is,

df,, - 0 - f,5 d g g, (B2.3.52)

Hence, from Eqns. B2.3.51 and B2.3.52

dg - f,5 - f.B2.3.53)
'

lo% E ' Z,
1

Note that Eqns. B2.3.51 and 82.3.52 denne motion of the yield surface directly in stress space,
without reference to plastic strains or the plastic modulu- With this formulation, the plastic
modulus enters through the tangent constitutive matrix, and is reGected in the stress increment -

L dg. As a result, the same geometric construction for hardening applies in all stress subspaces.
In partscular, no special treatment is needed for plane stress. If the hardening rule is applied in
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2D principal stress space, it can easily be seen that for radial stress paths it corresponds to
Ziegler's tule (see, for example, Fig. B2.3.2).

B2.3.8 UNLOADING
From Section B2.2.6, continued loading occurs if the elastic stress increment has a zero or

positive component on the outward normal to the yield surface. That is, unloading is indicated
if

g[ D,, d , < 0 (B2.3.54)i

Alternatively, unloading occurs if de,*is negative, because e,*must increase monotonically. In
Eqn. B2.3.13, the bottom line is

DI E,s Ds + Ki

which is >0 for K, positive, since D, is a positive definite matrix. Hence, the sign of de,'is
the same as the sign of[D,939) rd ,. This is the same criterion as Eqn. B2.3.54.i

B2.3.9 STATE DETERMINATION

B2.3.9.1 General

The equations derived up to this point define the behavior for only infinitesimal strain
increments. In the computer program, however, fmite increments of strain are determined in
each analysis step. It is necessary to calculate the finite stress increments and yield surface
translations which correspond to these strain increments. This is the " state determination" cal-
culation.

The equation to be evaluated is of the type:
a.

Ag=[D,,di (B2.3.55)
0

in which Ag = stress increment corresponding to strain increment Ag.

If the stress path is parallel to the direction of yield surface translation (i.e. if Ag and Ag
are parallel), and if the plastic modulus remains constant, then D,,is constant and Eqn. B2.3.55
is easily evaluated. In general, however, the stress path may be arbitrarily inclined, so that the
normal vector, y, progressively changes. Also, if the stress point reaches a new yield surface,
the plastic modulus will suddenly change. As a result, D, will generally not be constant. If
the changes in D,, are significant, and if these changes are not taken into account, significant
errors may result.

j An " adaptable" Euler integration strategy is used. It is first assumed that p,, is constant,
equal to the value at the beginning of the step. A stress increment is then calculated as

Aa - D,, Ai (B2.3.56)

It is then checked whether, for this Ag, any significant error results. Three sources of error are
checked, as described in the following sections.

B2.3.9.2 Unloading

If unloading occurs, the value of D,, at the beginning of the step will generally be grossly
incorrect. Unloading is checked using Eqn. B2.3.54. If unloading is indicated, p,, is changed
to the elastic constitutive matrix, D,, and the calculation continues.

Because of the large difference between D,, and D,, unloading can produce large unbal-
anced forces in inelastic analysis and can lead to serious numerical difficulties. For this reason,
WIPS looks ahead in each time step to determine whether significant " events" occur within the
step. If so, the step is subdivided to prevent large unbalanced forces from developing. In
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particular, when unloading occurs only small unloading strains are permitted, and the unbal-
anced forces are small.

B2.3.9.3 New Yleid Surfeie
Significant errors can occur if the new stress point, g+Ag, lies significantly beyond the

next yield surface, because of the change in p,. If the new stress point lies outside the next
yield surface but is within a tolerance zone (typically an overshoot of 2% of the yield surface,

! size is allowed), it is assumed that the material law has been followed sufficiently accurately.
The 0.11 strain increment is then applied, and only a scaling correction is made (see Section

3

B2.3.9.5). If the new stress point lies outside the tolerance zone, the strain increment is scaled
to place the stress point at the limit of the zone. The matrix p,,is then reformed, and the pro-
cess is repeated for the bal?nce of the strain increment.

(
! B2.3.9.4 Tolerance en Current Surface
i It is also possible for the new stress point, calculated assuming constant p,,, to lie

significantly outside the current yield surface. This will occur particularly when Ag and Ag are

|
distinctly nonparallel (Fig. B2.3.10). In this case, the calculation is again assumed to be

i sufficiently accurate provided the new stress point lies within a tolerance zone (typically 2% of
the yield surface size). If not, A is scaled, p,,is reformed, and the calculation is repeated for| i

j the balance of Ag.
The scale factor is conveniently determined by considering the " tangential error" shown in;

Fig. B2.3.10. With the actual Ag, the new stress point is at A. If Ag were parallel to Ag, the
;

new stress point corresponding to the same amount of hardening would be at B. The vector'

| g in stress space defines the " tangential error." Assuming a locally quadratic surface, the rela-
! tionship between the " tangential" and " radial" errors is approximately

! e, - 0.5c,2 (B2.3.57)

in which c, - length of g and e, - amount of stress overshoot at A. Hence, for a specified

'

value of c, a corresponding value of e, can be found. This allows the required strain scale fac-
,

,

tor to be determined.
t

B2.3.9.5 Scallas to Yleid Surface
At the end of any application of Eqn. B2.3.55, the new stress point will generally not lie

i exactly on the yield surface. The stress values are thus a4usted, by scaling towards the center
of the current yield surface so that the new stress point lies exactly on the surface. This avoids

i

logical difficulties which can occur if the stress point is allowed to be outside the yield surface.;

. The effect of this scaling is to produce small violations of the hardening rule. If the stress
! values are reduced, then the elastic strains are also reduced. Because the total strains remain

constant, this implies an increase in the plastic strains. However, no movement of the yield
surface center is made to compensate for this increase.

Consideration has been given to compensating for this error. The change in stress due to
the' scaling can be regarded as an initial stress, and its effect can be carried forward into the cal-
culations for the next time step. Analyses have shown, however, that the scaling produces only
small errors in the computed behavior. In view of the fact that the hardening rule will never be
known precisely for an actual material, it has been concluded that further corrections are not
warranted.
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B2.4 EXTENSION FOR RATE DEPENDENCE

B2.4.1 CONCEPT
A structural analogy for the Mroz material was considered in Section B2.3.5 and shown in

Fig. B2.3.6. This structural model can be extended to account for rate-dependent plasticity by
adding a dashpot in parallel with the rigid-plastic-hardening componer.t, as shown in Fig. B2.4.1.

In this model, the clastic modulus and the initial yield stress are independent of strain
rate, and the resistance after yield depends on the plastic strain rate. If the model is subjected
to a constant total strain rate, the plastic strain rate is zero at first yield, then progressively
increases until a steady state is reached. For a typical material, with a small strain-hardening
modulus at high strains, the steady-state plastic strain rate will be essentially equal to the total
strain rate. The type of behavior predicted by the model is thus as shown in Fig. B2.4.2. Initial
yield occurs at the static yield strength. In the steady state the strength exceeds the static

[ strength by an amount which depends on the strain rate and the dashpot stiffness. Between
first yield and the, steady state there is a transition region in which the plastic strain rate
increases from zero to the steady-state value.

This type of behavior is not necessarily the same as that observed in actual materials. In
particular, tests on low carbon steel indicate an increase in initial yield strength as well as
steady-state strength (Fig. B2.4.2). In spite of this discrepancy, the extended Mroz model is
believed to be reasonable for predicting strain-rate effects and has been adopted for the WIPS
elements.

B2.4.2 DASHPOT STIFFNESS

Figure B2.4.1 shows the properties which are assigned to the analogous structural model.
The elastic and rigid-plastic components have properties exactly as for a rate-independent
model. The dashpot component is assumed to develop resistance which depends multi-linearly
on the rate of von Mises effective plastic strain. The dashpot stiffness can be assigned as fol-
lows.

(a) For the steel under consideration, experimental data must be available relating strength in
uniaxial tension to strain rate. Typical data is shown in Fig. B2.4.3a.

(b) Plot this data as strength increase versus strain rate, as shown in Fig. B2.4.3b. Approxi.
mate by a multilinear curve, and define the dashpot stiffnesses, E,j, as shown. Note that
this assumes that the steady-state plastic strain rate is equal to the total strain rate.

B2.4.3 ASSUMPTIONS

B2.4.3.1 Basic Equations

The following basic relationships are used. The notation is as used in Chapter B2.3.

(1) A total strain increment is the sum of clastic and plastic increments:

d , - d ,, + d ,, (B2.4.1)i i i

(2) A total stress increment is the sum of plastic and dashpot increments:

dg, - dg,, + dgs, (B2.4.2)

(3) Plastic stresses are related to plastic strains as in the rate independent theory:

da,*, gidg ,, (B2.4.3)

d ,, g, de ,' (B2.4.4)i
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da ,' - K, de ,* (B2.4.5)

(4) Total stresses are related to elastic strains by Hooke's law:
.

dg, - p,, d ,, (B2.4.6a)i

d , .C,,dg, (B2.4.6b) |
i

(5) Dashpot stresses are related to plastic strain rates as follows:

de * nf dgs, (B2.4.7)

da A - K g di ,*, (B2.4.8)

in which the Mroz dashpot stiffnesses, K,, are related to but not equal to the uniaxial
stiffnesses, E,.

B2.4.3.2 Internal Time Integration
In Wil'S, the dynamic analysis problem is solved by step by step integration through time.

To account for strain rate effects, it is also necessary to use stap-by-step integration within the
material model calculations. Computationally, it is necessary to relate the plastic strain rare
increment in a time step, Ai,*, to the plastic strain increment, Ae *

A family of first order, single parameter integration schemes has been studied in detail
[B2.8,B2.9} for integration of linear, first order differential equations. The strain increment,

i Ae, in a time step, a t, is computed as:

Ae - i., A t (B2.4.9)

in which 4,, " average" strain rate during the step. This " average" rate is given by:

i ., - (1 - f)i, + fim, (B2.4.10)

in which the parameter f controls the characteristics of the scheme. The value f = 0 defines an
explicit Euler scheme (forward difference). Values f - 1/2, f = 2/3, and f = 1 define, respec-
tively, the trapezoidal, Galerkin, and backward difference schemes.

| The trapezoidal scheme is consistent with the integration scheme used in WIPS at the
complete structure level. Schemes with / < 1 are known, however, to produce numerical oscil-

:
lation if the time step, At, exceeds certain limits. This is believed to be undesirable in the!

present context because it could produce yielding-unloading cycles in the rigid-plastic com-
| ponent. The backward difference scheme does not produce numerical oscillations. Hence,

although this scheme provides less~ accurate predictions of transient response, it is recom-
mended for use with the material model. The inaccuracy in the transient response calculation is
not believed to be a serious disadvantage.

From Eqns. B2.4.9 and B2.4.10, it follows that:

I A'

A4 - ' /
i, (B2.4.11)

At
1 '

This equation provides the required relationship between Ai,*and As *

!
,

!a,
.

!
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B2.4.4 DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS

B2.4.4.1 Finite Time Step
Equation B2.4.11 appfies for a finite time step. In the following derivations, Ae, Ar, etc.

are replaced by de, dt, etc., for consistency with previous derivations. It should be remem-
bered that di still represents a finite time increment.

B2.4.4.2 Flexibility
Premultiply Eqn. B2.4.2 by gf to get:

n[dg, - n[dg,, + n[dgs, (B2.4.12)

Substitute Eqns. B2.4.3, B2.4.5, B2.4.7, B2.4.8, and B2.4.11 into Eqn. B2.4.12 and rearrange to
get:

n[dg,+ eke i,'
#de,* - (B2.4.13)
Ke

Ko + f dt
Hence, from Eqns. B2.4.4, B2.4.1, and B2.4.6, -

1

, n[ ]Ke..e,n
d,- C,, + dg,+ g, (B2Wa)i ge gm

Ko + f dt Ks + f dt

or

d , - C,,,,dg,+ d ,,, (B2.4.14b)i i

The first term on the right of Eqn. B2.4.14 defines the rate-dependent material flexibility
matrix. Computationally, the second term is exactly like an initial strain.11 depends on the
time step and the plastic strain rate, i * ct the beginning of the time step.

B2.4.4.3 Stiffness
Solution of Eqn. B2.4.14 for dg, (using the Sherman Morrison formula) gives the

stiffness form:

dg, - p,,,, d , + dg ,, (B2.4.15)i

in which the rate-dependent material stiffness matrix is:

(D,, n,)(D,,g,) r
~ (B2.4.16)D,,,, - D,, -

3[p,,n, + K, + ,y",,,

and the initial stress term is:

dg.,, - p,,,, d ,,, (B2.4.17)i

B2.4.4.4 Structural Analogy
For the structural model in Fig. B2.4.1, the stiffnesses for the separate con:ponents can be

assembled to bive the following equilibrium relationship:

dg, p,, -p,, n, d,i (B2*4*18)
1 (-Q,,3,) T Km

.

de ',
,

]Ke.. 3(o,,3, + x, + , , ,
re,
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Static condensation to a 9 x 9 matrix yields Eqn. B2.4.15.

B2.4.4.5 Relationship Between K, and Es
The relationship between the dashpot stiffnesses Kg and Es is the same as that between

the plastic stiffnesses K and E,, as derived in Section B2.3.3. That is,

4 - f Eo (B2.4.19)K

*

B2.4.5 REDUCED STRESS SPACES
The formulations in reduced stress spaces are obtained exactly as in Section B2.3.7.

B2.4.6 STATE DETERMINATION
For a given strain increment, A , the stress increment can be evaluated from:i

Ae

D,,,A + A g ,, (B2.4.20)Ag - Ag, + Ag, - t

in which Ag , follows from Eqns. B2.4.17 and B2.4.14 with finite At, and all other terms have
been defined previously. Alternatively, the following equation may be used:

A

Ag - D,(A - A ,) - D, d , (B2.4.21)t i i

For the general case, integration of Eqn. B2.4.21 requires less numerical effort, and this
equation is used for the shell element. For the pipe element, however, it is necessary to satisfy
an equilibrium condition for the hoop stress, and this requires static condensation operations on
the material stiffness matrix. In this case, it is more convenient to use Eqn. B2.4.20. In both
cases, an " adaptable" Euler integration strategy, essentially as described in Section B2.3.9, is

i

used.

I

:

.
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B3. PIPE ELEMENT

SUMMARY

This section describes the theory of the pipe type element. The basic fe.:tures of the ele-
ment are described in Sections B3.1 and B3.2. Details of the theory and computational pro ,
cedure are described in Section B3.3 for a curved (elbow) element and in Section B3.4 for a
straight element. A typical WIPS user should be familiar with the basic features of the element
but need not study the theoretical details.
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B3.1 INTRODUCTION

The p4w type element has the following features.

(1) The element may be straight or curved, and arbitrarily oriented in space.

(2) If the element is straight, it is treated as a three-dimensional beam column. Inelastic
behavior is considered by dividing the cross section into subelements (or fbers), and
monitoring the behavior of each subelement. Longitudinal, circumferential, and torsional
stresses are considered.

(3) If the element is curved, it is similar in many respects to a straight element, but includes
additional deformations to account for ovalling. A number of simplifying assumptions are
made in developing the ovalling theory.

(4) The Mroz material model is used, with allowance for strain rate dependence if desired.

(5) The effects of internal pressure on ovalling stiffness and material yield are considered.

(6) Large displacement effects may be considered, if desired, using an engineering theory (i.e.
not a consistent continuum mechanics approach).

A general description of the element properties is presented in Section B3.2. Theoretical
details for the curved element are presented in Section B3.3, and for the straight element in
Chapter B3.4.

!

<

|

4

<
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B3.2 ELEMENT PROPERTIES

y Beam-column finite elements based on assumed cubic displaced shapes are commonly
used for elastic and inelastic analysis. The straight pipe element is exactly of this type, and the
curved pipe element is essentially of this type. However, there are several complicating factors
introduced when the element is curved rather than straight. The assumptions and properties

I are described in physical terms in this chapter. Full theoretical details are presented in Sections
i B3.3 and B3.4.

The element geometry and coordinate axes are shown in Fig. B3.2.1. Each element con-
nects two nodes, each with three translational and three rotational degrees of freedom. For a

i straight element the assumed deformed shape is cubic. For a curved element, however, an
i assumed cubic shape is inconsistent in a finite element sense. If cubic interpolation along the
j element axis is assumed, then rigid body motions can be significantly restrained. If cubic inter-
j potation along the elemert chord is assumed, constant strain states do not exist. For this rea-

son, the deformed shape is assumed to be the exact shape for a curved clastic element. This
i shape can be calculated for any element geometry, as explained in Section B3.3. The element

stiffness is formed by numerical integration (Gauss quadrature). The detailed behavior is mon-:

: itored at two cross sections located at the Gauss points (Fig. B3.2.1). At each point the pipe
cross section is divided into a number of subelements (typically 12), as shown. The pipe wall at

,

each subelement is assumed to be subjected to hoop stress (due to pressure), axial stress (due ,
;
~ to pressure, bending moment and axial force), and shear stress (due to torsional moment).
| The inelastic behavior of each subelement is monitored, using the Mroz material theory,
i

For a curved element a major factor in the behavior is ovalling of the pipe cross section.t

For in plane bending, the longitudinal tensions and compressions in the extreme fioers produce,

i opposing forces which compress or extend the pipe section, as shown in Fig. B3.2.2a. This
ovalling can substantially modify the longitudinal stress distribution, so that instead of a linear

| stress variation over the pipe depth, the variation is strongly nonlinear, as indicated in Fig.
I B3.2.2a. This effect can greatly reduce the bending stiffness of the pipe, and because the oval-
1 ling is resisted if internal pressure is present in the pipe, this stiffness depends on the pressure.

Ovalling is also produced by out of plane bending of a curved element. However, the;

j ovalling deformation is inclined at 45 degrees to the moment axis, as shown in Fig. B3.2.2b.
| This type of ovalling also reduces the bending stiKness and modifies the bending stress distribu-
: tion.
1

in an actual curved pipe, the longitudinal, hoop, torsional and ovalling deformations all
,

| interact with each other to produce very complex behavior. In the curved element theory, the
complexity is reduced by ignoring several of the interaction efects. In particular:

j (1) In plane and out of plane ovalling deformations are assumed to be uncoupled.

; (2) Bending stresses in the pipe wall due to ovalling are assumed not to afect yield of the
j pipe under the membrane stresses produced by internal pressure, bending and torsion in
j the pipe (and vice versa).

,

! (3) Ovalling at any cross section is assumed not to be afected by ovalling at any other cross

| section. In particular, if a pipe elbow is connected to a straight pipe, the straight pipe is
; assumed not to restrain the ovalling near the ends of the elbow. i

! In addition, only two ovalling " modes" are considered, namely, the in plane and out of plane .
' modes shown in Fig. B3.2.2. Detailed analyses of pipe elbows have shown that it may be
i necessary to consider higher order ovalling modes to obtain accurate elastic stress distributions.
j It is assumed, in efect, thet these higher modes are less important for inelastic behavior,

j In spite of the many simplifications which have been made, the curved element has
I

i predicted results in close agreement with experiment. The curved element is also, in spite of
the simplifications, quite complex theoretically, as shown in Section B3.3. ' The straight element"

is less complex, and the theory follows well established procedures.

i
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B3.3 CURVED ELEMENT THEORYt

'
B3.3.1 PROCEDURE AND ASSUMPTIONS

The stiKness and state determination calculations for the element are based on a combina-
'

Ition of beam and shell theory.>

The element is modelled as shown in Fig. B3.3.1. At each of the two Gauss integration
points a beam slice is considered, and each slice is divided into a number of cross-section
subtlementi. The subelement stiffnesses are constructed first, allowing for clasto-plastic
behavior of the pipe steel.~ The slice stiKnesses are constructed from the subelement stiffnesses
by summation. The complete element stiKness is then constructed from the slice stiffnesses by

'

Gauss quadrature.

The slice deformations consist of six beam-type deformations plus two ovalling deforma-o
tions. The beam deformations consist of axial deformation, torsional twist, in plane and out-'

o
of plane curvatures, and in plane and out-of plane flexural shear deformations. One ovalling
deformation is associated with in-plane bending, and the second with out of plane bending (Fig.

! B3.3.2).
The beam deformations at each slice are related to the element node displacements by a

4

! deformation shape function. The ovalling deformations in any slice are assumed to be indepen-

{ dent of the ovalling deformations at other slices. Hence, no shape function is assumed for vari-

{ ation of ovalling along the element length. The ovalling deformations are internal degrees of
; freedom at each slice and are condensed out before the element stiffness is const:ucted from
{ the slice stiKnesses.

1 Each subelement is assumed to be in a state of plane stress, with axial, hoop, and shear

{ stresses. The axial strain in any subelement is afected by axial deformation and curvature of
,

| the slice and by the ovalling deformations. The efects of axial deformation and curvature are
determined assuming plane (but not necessarily circular) cross sections. The effects of ovalling

i are determined using the membrane equations for an axisymmetric shell. The shear strain in
any subelement is assumed to be afected by torsional twist only. Flexural shear effects are

! assumed to_ be negligible at the subelement level and are ignored (they are introduced at the

i slice level). The subelement shear strains due to twist are determined assuming planc, circular

i cross sections.

| Hoop strains are not determined from strain displacement relationships. Rather, the hoop

! stresses are governed by the equilibrium relationship between internal pressure and hoop stress.
j The hoop strain in any subelement thus becomes an internal degree of freedom for the subele-
! ment and is condensed out before the slice stiKness is constructed.

} The hoop stress in equilibrium with the internal pressure is the average value over the
pipe wall thickness. In addition, ovalling induces pipe wall bending, and hence stresses which
vary through the pipe wall thickness. It is assumed that yielding of slice subelements is not,

; afected by pipe wall bending, and correspondingly that flexural yield of the pipe wall due to
; ovalling is not afected by subelement yield. That is, it is assumed that r.1embrane and bending

efects in the pipe wall are uncoupled.
s

Although it is not essential to the theory, it is assumed that the centerline radit of the
bend is large compared with the pipe radius. This is not generally true for piping elbows. How-

'
ever, in view of the many other assumptions made in developing the theory, this assumption is

| believed to be reasonable. Ford and Turner 183.11 have shown that the assumption produces

} only small errors.

|

.
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B3.3.2 SLICE STIFFNESS

B3.3.2.1 Deformations and Actions

The slice deformation vector is y,, given by

y[ - < 8 $ , y , $ , y , 4 w , w, > (B3.3.1)
-

in which 6 = axial strain at pipe axis; 4 = rate of torsional twist; $ = in plane bending cur-
vature; $, - out of-plane bending curvature; y, = in-plane flexural shear deformation; y, -
out of-plane flexural shear deformation; w, - in-plane ovalling (Fig. B3.3.2); and w, - out-
of plane ovalling.

The corresponding slice action vector is J,, where

J[ - < F M. V M, V, T n , n , > (B3.3.2)

in which F = axial force; T = torsional moment; M, = in-plane bending moment; M, -
out-of-plane bending moment; V = in-plane flexural shear; V, = out of-plane flexural shear;
0, = generalized force for in-plane ovalling; and D, = generalized force for out-of plane
ovalling. The forces 0, and O , are defined only in a virtual work sense.

B3.3.2.2 Subelement Strains due to Ovalling

The strain-displacement relationships for an axisymmetric membrane (Fig. B3.3.3) are as
follows [B3.21:

I
,g,gg (vcose + wsin3) (B3.3.3a)e,=

1 b+w (B3.3.3b)e3
a 60

in which e, - circumferential strain in membrane (axial strain in pipe) and e3 - meridional
| strain in membrane (hoop strain in pipe), if it is assumed that the bend radius is large com-

| pared with the pipe radius, Eqn. B3.3.3a can be approximated by

Ie, - - (vcose + wsine) (B3.3.3c)
r

.

The two ovalling deformations are shown in Fig. B3.3.2. These deformations produce

! both normal (w) and tangential (v) displacements. It is assumed that the hoop strains, e4,
associated with ovalling are zero. The shape functions for membranc displacement are thus
chosen as

w - w,cos29 + w, sin 2e (B3.3.4a)

and

-f w, sin 28 + f w,cos20 (B3.3.4b)y -

3

Hence, the strain displacement relationships are

sin's , 4 cose (g + 2,f,2 ) w, (B3.3.Sa)0e,=-
r 2r

en=0 (B3.3.5b)
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B3.3.2.3 Strain Deformation Relationships for Slice

Consider slice subelement i, located at angle 8, (Fig. B3.3.1). The subelement membrane
strains, e., and y,, are related to the slice deformations by

d , - B, dy, (B3.3.6)i

in which v,is defined by Eqn. B3.3.1;

d ,7 - < de , dy , > (B3.3.7)i

and

~.

-stn's, cose,(1 + tsin's,)
.l asineg .aeos6, 0 00

r Zr (B3.3.8)
It -

0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0
,

.

This transformation assumes that plane sections remain plane, that the change in cross section
shape due to ovalling is negligible, and that the ratio of cross section radius to bend radius (a/r)
is small. A modification of the transformation to allow for significant change of cross section
shape is considered later.

Note that the shear deformations, y,, and y,, are assumed not to influence the subele-
ment strains. The effects of these deformations P.re considered separately.

B3.3.2.4 Stress-Strain Relationship for Slice Subelements

Each subelement is assumed to be in a state of membrane stress and strain (plane stress).
The hoop stress is controlled by the internal pressure, according to the well known equation

n - P (a -0.$ r) ,p' (B3.3.9)
a

e
t

in which P = internal pressure; a - radius to pipe wall mid thickness; t - wall thickness; and
a' = a-0.5 t.

The Mroz plasticity theory is used. The details of the procedures used to implement this
theory are described in Section B2 of this manual. For any given state of subelement i, an
clasto plastic stress strain relationship is determined as

dg,- D,d , (B3.3.10)i

in which

dg,r = < de ,, dr , de , > (B3. 3. I I)n

d ,r= < de ,, dy , de , > (B3.3.12)i a

and in which D, - 3 x 3 elasto plastic constitutive matrix and the stresses and strains are mem-
brane values. From Eqns. B3.3.10 and B3.3.9 it follows that

de ,, de ,,
lD,1 dy, dr, (B3.3.13)-

|

de , a'dP/t
'

s
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in which dP is known. Hence, D, can be reduced, by static condensation, to a 2 x 2 matrix,
D,,, in terms of axial and shear stresses only. If dP = 0, the result can be written as:

#[r '[p,,) [,'| (B3.3.14)-

If dP is not zero, an initial stress effect must be included, as described later.

B3.3.2.5 Stiffness Matrix
The transformation matrix B (Eqn. B3.3.8) considers the effects of axial deformation,

bending, and torsion, and the axial membrane strains due to ovalling. A partial tangent
stiffness matrix for the slice, k,, which considers only these effects, is thus given by

3, - 2n f f B[ D,, B, (B3.3.15)
t= 1

in which N - number of slice subelements around pipe circumference.

The matrix k, has zero values in the rows and columns corresponding to the shear defor-
mations y, and y , because the transformation B does not consider flexural shear effects. It is
assumed that the flexural shear stiffness is not affected by yielding of the pipe wall, and hence,
that the elastic shear stiffness can be used. For an effective shear area equal to one half of the
cross section area, the shear stiffnesses are defined by

dV, - Gw at dy , - k, dy , (B3.3.16a)

and

dV, - Gr at dy - k, dy , (B3.3.16b)

in which G - elastic shear trodulus. The stiffness coefficients k,(3,3) and k,(5,5) are set
equal to k,.

The slice stiffness matrix, k,, now includes the influence of ovalling on axial strains but
does not consider bending of the pipe wall due to ovalling. The matrix also does not consider
the effect of internal pressure on ovalling stiffness. These effects are included as follows.

B3.3.2.6 Ovalling Resistance due to Pipe Wall Bending

Consider the ovalling deformation associated with in plane bending (Fig. B3.3.2a). The
radial and tangential displacements, from Eqns. B3.3.4 are

w - m ,cos28 (B3.3.17a)

and

v - -f w, sin 28 (B3.3.17b)

From the strain displacement relationships for an axisymmetric shell,'the pipe wall curvature in
the hoop direction, $ ,, is

$. - h ,7 (B3.3.18)

Hence, from Eqns. B3.3.17,

$. - kcos2ew. (B3.3.19)
a

It is assumed that the bending strength of the pipe wall is not affected by the presence of axial
and hoop membrane stresses. Hence, for any given steel stress strain relationship, a moment-
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curvature relationship can be determined for the pipe wall. For a given state of strain at loca-
tion 8 on the pipe wall, let the moment curvature relationship be

dm - 1, d$ . (B3.3.20)

Hence, from Eqns. B3.3.19 and B3.3.20, a generalized ovalling stiffness can be defined by

240 a, - cos 29 f. ade de, (B3.3.21a)

or

40 e, - k,3 du, (B3.3.21b)

By integrating around the pipe circumference, the relationship between O , and w, can be4

determined. When normalized to O/0, - I and w/w,- 1, where 0, and w, - values at first
yield, the relationship depends on the steel stress strain curve but is independent of the ratio of
pipe radius to wall thickness.

The normalized D-w relationships have been calculated for three different stress strain
curves, as shown in Fig. B3.3.4. It can be seen that the shapes of the curves do not vary
greatly. Hence, for any given stress-strain curve, the n-w relationship can be estimated from
Fig. B3.3.4 without evaluating Eqn. B3.3.21.

For analysis, a trilinear relationship is assumed, as shown in Fig. B3.3.5. The same tri-
linear relationship is used for both in-plane and out of plane ovalling, and it is further assumed
that the ovalling deformations w, and w, are uncoupled. Hence, the ovalling stiffness, k ., is
added to the diagonal terms k,,(7,7) and k,,(8,8) of the slice stiffness matrix.

B3.3.2.7 Ovalling Stiffness due to Internal Pressure

The equilibrium relationship between internal pressure and hoop stress is given by Eqn.
B3.3.9. This assumes that the pipe radius, a, remains constant. As the cross section ovals,
however, the pipe radius changes, with the result that for constant hoop stress an equilibrium
error develops. This error can be regarded as an unbalanced internal pressure, which tends'to

'resist ovalling.

Consider in plane ovalling, m. (Fig. B3.3.2a). From Eqn. B3.3.19, the change in hoop
curvature at location 8 in the pipe wall is

$. - Teos29w, (B3.3.22)
a

Hence, the unbalanced pressure, P., is given by

P. - a 3 t $. - P(a - 0.S t) $. (B3.3.23)

in which P - internal pressure. Assuming t/a is small, it follows from Eqns. 83.3.23 and
B3.3.22 that

|

P. E cos29w , (B3.3.24)
a

Hence, the generalized force associated with P is given by i

2
0 ,, - cos2,,ade w , (83.3.25a)

or

0,, - 3 Pww , - k., w , (B3.3.25b)
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lt is assumed that the same stiKness applies for both in-plane and out of plane ovalling and that
the stiffnesses are uncoupled. Hence, the stiffness k,,is added to the diagonal terms k,(7,7)
and k,(8,8) of the slice stiKness.

B3.3.2.8 Ceedessed Slice Stifmess
After addition of the ovalling stiffnesses, the partial slice stiffness, k,, becomes the slice

stiffness, k,. The ovalling deformations are assumed to be internal degrees of freedom for the
slice. Hence, the 8 x 8 matrix can be condensed to a 6 x 6 matrix, k,, in terms of the stress
resultants on the pipe cross section.

R3.3.3 ELEMENT STIFFNESS

B3.3.3.1 Choice of Shape Fametion
For straight beam elements, it is common to use a cubic shape function. For a curved

beam, however, the use of a cubic function may lead to substantial errors. For this reason, a
shape function is constructed which is exact for an elastic curved beam element, and this same
shape function is assumed also to apply for the inelastic element. The determination of the -
shape function requires additional calculation. However, this calculation is performed only
once, at the beginning of the analysis, and does not add significantly to the total cost. The pro-
cedure is as follows.

;

53.3.3.2 Elastic St!feess
Consider an elastic curved beam, with nodal degrees of frceum as shown in Fig. B3.3.6.

The 12 nodal displacements can be transformed to 6 symmetric antisymmetric deformation pat-
terns (Fig. B3.3.7) plus 4 rigid body displacements. The clastic stiffness in terms of the
symmetric antisymmetric de armations can be obtained in closed form as follows.

The equilibrium reltc.onship between the slice stress resultants and the symmetric-
antisymmetric generalized forces is'

J, - pu E (B3.3.26)

in which

JJ - < F N V, M, V, T > (B3.3.27)

N N4N3Ns> (B3.3.28)Er - < Ni N2 3

)

- .

O cess -sins /rstne

1 r(cos8 - coso) -sin 8/ sine
1

0 sins coss/rsine (B3.3.29)4 cos8 sin 8 -cotestne

0 0 -1/rstne
1-cosecos8,,,g ,,, ::ne

- -
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and # (positive or negative) dennes the slice location (Fig. B3.3.7).

The elastic slice flexibility is defined by

y, - f, S, (B3.3.30)

in which

yf = < 8 $ y, $, y,4 > (B3.3.31)

and

E' ~ *'aEl GA aEl GA 2GI

in which E = Young's modulus; G = shear modulus; A = cross section area; I - cross sec-
tion moment of inertia; and a = flexibility factor to account for ovalling. The flexibility factor
follows from the ovalling theory described in the preceding sections (from the reduced slice
stiffness, k,, for the elastic case, determine the effective El value). The result is

9
a= 1- (B3.3.33)2

212 y_ , 48 Pr
10 + 1 - v3 2 Eata

in which v - Poisson's ratio. The flexibility factor given by the well known von Karman
theory 183.3] is (for P = 0)

9a=1- (B3.3.34)2

f10 + 12

which is essentially identical to Eqn. B3.3.33.

From Eqns. B3.3.26 and B3.3.30, the element 6 x 6 flexibility matrix, fu, in symmetric-
antisymmetric coordinates follows as

fu = hll,hu d# (B3.3.35)r
-+

in which r and # are defined in Fig. B3.3.7. The flexibility coefficients can be obtained by
closed form integration. The matrix fu uncouples into two 2 x 2 plus two 1 x 1 submatrices,
so that only 8 coefBcients need to be evaluated.

The element stiffness, Eu, in symmetric antisymmetric coordinates is easily obtained by
inverting fu.

B3.3.3.3 Displacement Transferinaties ;
The deformations at a slice, y,, can be obtained as follows.

1

From Eqns. B3.3.30 and 83.3.26

J, - f, }u 8 (B3.3.36)

Hence,

fu = 1, bu Kun = 2an (93.3.37)

in which n contains displacements corresponding to E. A transformation between the
symmetric antisymmetric deformations and the 12 local displacements (Fig. 83.3.6a) can easily
be constructed. This can then be combined with the well known coordinate rotation transfor-
motion from local to global displacements, r, (Fig. B3.3.6b). A combined transformation
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between symmetric-antisymmetric deformations and global displacements follows in the form

3 - g,z (B3.3.38)

lience, from Eqn. B3.3.37,

J, - 4 hu Ku E,2 - g,I (B3.3.39)

Matrix g, is the required transformation between nodal displacements and slice deformations.

B3.3.3.4 Element Stiffness

The transformation matrix, g,, is formed for each slice (Gauss point) in the element.
The element stirTness then follows as

K - T, w, gf3, g, (B3.3.40)

in which w, = Gauss quadrature weighting function and A,is the 6 x 6 slice stiffness.

B3.3.4 INITIAL STRESS EFFECTS

B3.3.4.1 General
The effects of loads which originate at the element level are treated as initial stress effects.i

Pipe elements can, in general, be subjected to initial stresses due to changes in temperature,
changes in internal pressure, and creep. Loads which originate at the element level are also
introduced when rate-dependent plasticity is considered. Temperature, pressure, and creep pro-
duce real initial stresses, with physical meanings. The initial stresses caused by strain rate
effects exist only in a mathematical sense.

Initial stresses affect the analysis in two ways. First, they contribute to the load vector;
and, second, they influence the state determination calculation. Initial stresses do not affect the
stiffness calculation.

In WIPS, pipe elements may be subjected to pressure only, and temperature effects are
ignored. Furthermore, the pressure is assumed to be constant with time and is taken into
account by initializing the hoop and axial stresses in the pipe wall to values given by simple
closed tube theory. For completeness, however, the theory allowing for temperature and pres-
sure changes is presented. Creep effects are not considered in this report.

B3.3.4.2 Pressure and Temperature Changes,

At a slice subelement, i, the tangent stress strain relationship, including initial stress
effects, is

,

de ,, de ,,- a di
dr, - ID,1 dy, (B3.3.41)

a'dP/t de u-a di

in which dP - pressure increment, dT - temperature increment, and a - coefficient of ther-
mal expansion. Eqn. B3.3.41 can be condensed to the form

'dr ,'
da ,, # '''' (B3.3.42), - [D,,) dy ,' +'dr, o

or

dg,, - D,, d , + dg,,, (B3.3.43)i
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Application of the procedures of Section B3.3.2 produces the slice stiffness relationship

(, - 1, @, + (,, (B3.3.44)

in which 1, is as deAned in S.ection B3.3.2.8, and

w a'2dP
0
0

(,, 2 ret { 37jz,,,, (B3.3.45)g 9
"' 0

0
0

is the initial slice force. The last term in this equation is the axial force in the contained fluid
(pipe inside area times fluid pressure). Because the increment of slice ovalling forces is zero,
Eqn. B3.3.44 can be condensed to the form:

(, - 1, 4, + (,, (B3.3.46)4

By the procedure of Section B3.3.3, this relationship can be transformed to the following rela-
tionship in symmetric antisymmetric coordinates:

g - Eu gg + g, (B3.3.47)

in which g,p and fu are as denned in Section B3.3.3.3, and

g, - w,g!(,,, (B3.3.48)

',L

in which w, = Gauss weighting factor at slice i and the transformation g, is defined by Eqn.
B3.3.37. Finally, (V, is transformed to global coordinates usins the transformation of Eqn.

'
B3.3.38.

:

83.3.4.3 Strain Rate E5ects

The seneral theory for material strain rate dependence has been presented in Section Bl.
Certain additional assumptions have been made in applying this theory to the pipe element. A

j summary of the assumptions is as follows.

(a) It is assumed that strain rate effects inGuence only the membrane stresses. The bending
stiffness of the pipe wall is assumed to be rate independent.

-(b) Strain increments are divided into elastic and plastic components:,

di-d,+d, (B3.3.49)i i

(c) Stress increments are divided into plastic and damping components:

dg - dg, + dg, (83.3.50)

(d) Total stress increments and elastic strain increments are related by Hooke's law:

dg - E,d , (83.3.51)i.

(e) Mros. effective plastic stress increments are related to effective plastic strain increments by
the rate independent Mror model:

'

da,' pf dg, - K4e,' (B3.3.52)

|
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in which da,* - efective plastic stress increment; de,' = effective plastic strain incre-
ment; pf = unit vector normal to the yield surface; and K - tangent plastic modulus.

(f) The damping stress increment is denned by:

dgs - C dg,-i, (83.3.53)

in which C = damping coefBeient, dt - time step, and i, is the plastic strain rate. This
equation assumes that the backward difference integration sch:me is used.

Is) The flow rule is defined by:

d , - g, de ,* (B3.3.54)
1

With these assumptions, the soverning equations are obtained as follows. Premultiply
Eqn. B3.3.50 by gf and substitute Eqns. 83.3.52 - B3.3.54 Into Eqn. B3.3.50 to set the -
effective plastic strain increment as:

# E #" #de ,' - (B3.3.55)
K + Cldt

By virtue of Eqns. B3.3.51,83.3.54, and 83.3.55, Eqn. 83.3.49 can be written as:

Q,~' + g#0 dg + g j,, y, W 3.3 2dt- 4 (,,,

Inversion of Eqn. B3.3.56 by the Sherman Morrison formula results in:

dg - p d + de, (B3.3.51)l

in which

p - p, - C (p,3,)(p,g,) r (83.3.58)i

dg, - -C fgfi, p,g, (B3.3.59)i

and

C =. Alp,y, + K + (B3.3.60)i

For a finite time step, dt is replaced by At. The last term in Eqn. 83.3.57, dg,, is then treated
as an initial stress. In each time step, the initial stresses, dg,, are transformed to initial ele-
ment forces and assembled into the efective load vector for the step.

B3.3.4.4 Resed Of in Mre Material Calculatlee's
In the state determination calculation for the Mror material, the stresses calculated assum-

ins linear behavior are scaled so that the stress point lies exactly on the yield surface. This(

means that the calculated hoop stress in any slice subelement may not exactly satisfy Eqn.,
'

B3.3.9. If this error is not corrected, it may accumulate over a number of load increments and
reach a signincant magnitude,

The error is corrected by determining, for each subelement, the internal pressure
corresponding to the calculated hoop stress. - The diference between this pressure and thec

|
' actual pressure is then a pressure error. At each iteration, this value is added to dP in Eqn.

53.3.41 and treated as an initial stress efect. This prevents accumulation of error.
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B3.3.5 CHANGE OF SECTION GEOMETRY DUE TO OVALLING
Ovallins may produce signincant changes in cross section geometry. One result of this is

that an elbow is stronger for in plane bending which increases the bend angle (and thus
istretches the cross section) than for bending which decreases the bend angle (and thus collapses

the section). This efect is taken into account as follows.
At each s^ifness reformulation, a deformed slice geometry is determined, taking into |

account the total ovallins deformation. Modined strain deformation relationships for the slice
element (Eqn. 53.3.6) are then written as

,

1I

a
.

' ' 'W at ty,g*Ay) 0 la', + an ) 0 0| eg g g ' "
L (B3.3.61)*,.

1

g | o o o : o a o oer
,

,

in which

i x , - acos8,

! Ax, = (w.cos28,)cose,- % (w. sin 28,) sin 8,

y, - e sine,
I Ay, = (w.cos28,) sine,- %(w. sin 28,)cose,

I and w is the total in plane ovallins deformation. The slice stiEness is then formed using the
same procedures as before.

33.3.6 STATE DETERMINATION
When an increment of global displacement. A , has been determined, the state determl-I

nation proceeds as follows.

(1) Calculate element deformation increment:

A3 - A, Af (53.3.62)

(2) Calculate the beam type deformation increments for cich slice:

A ,- A,AA (53.3.63)3
!

(3) Calculate the ovalling deformation increments:

"" = J, Ay, + f.",' (AE - AL) (53.3.64),

in which I, is the transformation matrix obtained during condensation of the slice
stirness from 8 x 8 to 6 x 6; f.,is the slice stiKnees associated with ovellins deforma-
tions; AL is the error in seneralised ovellins force due to nonlinearity in the proceding
state determination; and AL are seneralised initial forces from terms 5,(7) and 5,(8)
in Eqn. 53.3.45.
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(4) Calculate the seneralized ovallins forces, gn, associated with bending of the pipe wall.
Update the ovallins stiffness, if necessary.

(5) Calculate axial and shear strain increments using Egn. 53.3.6 or Eqn. B3.3.61 if change of
cross section due to ovellins is considered.

(6) Calculate hoop strain increments from the axial and shear strain increments, taking into ,

account any i.nbalanced hoop stresses due to cither internal pressure change or errors
from scaling the stresses to the yield surface.1he hoop strees error can be obtained from: .

B3.3.65)Aa 4,, - -au

in which P = current internal pressure and au = current hoop stress. Hence,

/Dn (B3.3.66)Aa a,, - Dn Ae., - Dn Ay,, ,

As 4, -

,

in which De = term in the constitutive matrix L),
(7) Obtain subelement stresses by Mros material state determination.

(8) Obtain slice forces by summing the stresses over the cross section. Add the axial force
inthe fluid celumn. Calculate the seneralized ovalling forces as :

(B3.3.67)R - R, + g. + g, -

-in which R., R., and g, are ovalling forces associated with axial strain, pipe wall bend-
ins, and internal pressure, respectively The force R. is obtained at Step (4). The f' ices'

,

R, and R, are obtained from e

E' ~ 2 wet } #*'
- sin't , '

(B3.3.68)8Nr O.5cose,(2 sin #,+ 1), , ,
.- t

and
'

R, = 3pw' ' (B3.3.69)

i

Because the seneralised ovellins forces are asaiswd aero values, it follows that

R, = -R (B3.3.70) !.

(9) Calculate the element resisting forces in symmetric antisymmetric modes: !

. . . .

iB= w, s!Jw (53.3.71) '

(10) Transform to global coordinates to obtain the element resisting force a$

j' = s[g (53.3.72)
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B3.4 STRAIGHT PIPE THEORY

B3.4.1 PROCEDURE AND ASSUMPTIONS
The stiffness and state determination calculations for the element are based essentially on

beam theory.
The element can be modeled as either a " Gauss slice" model (Fig. B3.4.la) or as an "end

slice" model (Fig. B3.4.lb). For WIPS, the default option is the Gauss model. At each of the
two integration points, a beam slice is considered, and each slice is divided into a number of
cross section subelements. The subelement stiffnesses are constructed first, allowing for elasto-
plastic behavior of the pipe steel. The slice stiffnesses are constructed from the subelement
stiffnesses by summation. The complete element stiffness is then constructed from the slice
stiffnesses by either Gauss quadrature (for the Gauss model) or by closed form integration (for
the end slice model).

The slice deformations consist of six beam type deformations, namely axial deformation,
torsional twist, in-plane and out-of plane curvatures, and in-plane and out of-plane flexural
shear deformations.

The comp!ete element has six nodal degrees of freedom at each end (Fig. B3.4.2), which
provide six rigid body modes plus six element deformations. In addition, two internal degrees
of freedom are considered to allow linear variation of axial strain and torsional twist along the
element length. These degrees of freedom are added to avoid excessive constraint by allowing
linear strain variation along the element axis. A typi:a! beam formulation allows only constant
strain, which is reasonable if the element axis is also the centroidal axis of the beam. In an ine-
lastic clement, however, the effective centroidal axis wi!! shift as the cross section yields.

The slice deformations are related to the element deformations by shape functions which
include the effects of shear deformation. Each subelement of a slice is assumed to be in a state
of plane stress, with axial, hoop, and shear stresses. The effects of axial deformation and cur-
vature on axial strains are determined aasuming plane, circular erre sectiorts. The shear strain
is assumed to be affected by tersional twist only. Flexural shear effects are assumed to be
regligible at the subelemens Ic>cl and are ignored (they are introduced at the slice level). The
subelement shear strains due to twist are determined assuming plane, circular cross sections.

Hoop strains are not determined from strain-displacement relationships. Rather the hoop
stresses are governed by the equilibrium relationship between internal pressure and hoop stress.
The hoop strain in any subelement thus becomes an internal degree of freedom for the subele-
ment and is condensed out before the slice stiffness is constructed.

B3.4.2 SLICE STIFFNESS

B3.4.2.1 Deformations and Actions
| The slice deformation vector, y,, is given by:
i

y[ = <8 $, $, 4 y, y,> (B3.4.1)

in which 6 = axial strain at pipe axis; $, = bending curvature about element z axis; $, =
; bending curvature about y axis; 4 = rate of torsional twist; y, = flexural shear deformation in

x-y plane; and y, = flexural shear deformation in x z plane.

The corresponding slice action vector is J,, where

E[ = < F M, M, T V, V,> ~ (83.4.2)

in which F = axial force; M, and M, = bending moments; T = torsional moment; and V,
and. V, = flexural shear forces.
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B3.4.2.2 Strain-Deformation Relationships for Slice
! Consider slice subelement i, located at angle 8, (as for a curved element, Fig. B3.3.1).
! The subelement membrane strains, e,, and y,, are related to the slice deformations by:
|

d , - B, dy, (B3.4.3)i

in which y,is defined by Eqn. B3.4.1;

dg[ - < dg., dy ,> (B3.4.4)

and

I ##I"#' ~"' ##' O O OB,- 0 0 0 a00 (B3,4.5)

This transformation assumes that plane sections remain plane and circular. It is also implied
that the pipe thickness is small compared to the pipe diameter.

Note that the slice shear deformations, yy and y,, are assumed not to influence the
subelement strains. The effects of these deformations are considered separately.

B3.4.2.3 Stress-Strain Relationships for Silce Subelement

Each subelement is assumed to be in a state of membrane stress and strain (plane stress).
The hoop stress is controlled by the internal pressure, accordicg to the well-known equation

y, - p(o - 0.5 t) , Pa' (B3.4.6)
! I

in ivhich P = internal pressure; a - radius to pipe wall mid-thickness; t - wall thickness; and
a' = a - 0.St.

The Mro? plasticity theory is used. The details of the procedures used to implement this
theory are described in Section El of this manual. For any given state of subelement i, an
clasto-plastic stress-strain relationship is determined as

dg , - D,d , (B3.4.7)t

in which

dei - < de,, dr , de ,,, > (B3.4.8)

dg[- < de,, dy, de ,,, > (B3.4.9)

and in which D, - 3 x 3 elasto-plastic constitutive matrix and the stresses and strains are mem-
brane values. From Eqns. B3.4.7 and B3.4.6 it follows that

de ,, de ,a
D, - dy, dr, (B3.4.10).-

de a'dP|tu
, <

in which dP is known. Hence, D, can be reduced, by static condensation, to a 2 x 2 matrix,
D,,, in terms of axial and shear stresses only. If dP = 0, the result can be written as:

[D,,] ' '
dy, dr (B3.4.11)"

If dP is not zero, an initial stress effect must be included, as described later.
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B3.4.2.4 Stiffness Matrix
The transformation matrix B (Eqn. B3.4.5) considers the effects of axial deformation,

bending, and torsion. A tangent stiffness matrix for the slice, k,, which considers only these
effects, is thus given by:

N

k, - 2w f 1 B[D,, B, (B3.4.12)
i= 1

in which N = number of slice subelements around pipe circumference.

The matrix k, has zero rows and columns corresponding to the shear deformations y,
and yo, because the transformation B does not consider flexural shear effects. It is assumed
that the flexural shear stiffness is not affected by yielding of the pipe wall, and hence, that the
elastic shear stiffness can be used. For an effective shear area equal to one-half of the cross
section area, the shear stiffnesses are defined by:

dV, - Gwat dy , = k, dyx, (B3.4.13a)

and

dV, - Gw at dy, - k, dy, (B3.4.13b)

in which G = elastic shear modulus. The stiffness coefficients k,(5,5) and k,(6,6) are set
equal to k .y

B3.4.3 ELEMENT STIFFNESS

B3.4.3.1 Deformations and Actions
The element degrees of freedom, after deletion of the six rigid body modes, are given by:

.y[ = < u, 0 0 q P , 0,, 03 u,, 0 ,,,, > (B3.4.14)3

in which u, - axial extension; 0, = z-axis rotation at element end i; Og = z-axis rotation at
end j; 0, - torsional twist; O , = y axis rotation at end i; Og = y-axis rett. tion at end j: u,,,, "

f
additional axial degree of freedom at element midpoint (displacen'ent reivive to the element
ends); and 6,, - additional torsional deformation at element midpoint (twist relative to ele-
ment ends).

The corresponding element action vector is J., where

El - < F, Mn My T, M,, My F,, T,,> (B3.4.15)

The forces F,, and T,, are defined only in a virtual work sense and are assigned zero values.

B3.4.3.2 Choice of Shape Function

For straight beam elements, it is common to use a cubic hermitian polynomial shape
function, which is exact for a uniform elastic beam. If shear deformations are included, the
shape can no longer be obtained from kinematic considerations only. Rather the equilibrium
relationship between moments and shears must De considered, with the result that the shape
function depends on the ratio of the flexural and shear stiffnesses. If a shape function is deter-
mined using the clastic stiffness values, then when the beam becomes inelastic it is implied that
the ratio between the flexural and shear stiffnesses remains constant. This is unlikely to be
correct. A more reasonable assumption, in general, is that the flexural stiffness changes
whereas the shear stiffness remains constant. This assumption is made for the formulation of I

, the slice stiffness and must be retained at the element leva. to avoid inconsistencies. For this |
| reason, the shape function is continually updated as the analysis proceeds, using a strain energy '

minimization procedure as follows. |

|
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| B3.4.3.3 Elastic Beam
i A shape function is " exact" if it satisfies both the homogeneous governing equation for

the element and the displacement boundary conditions at the element ends. An important pro-
perty of an exact shape function is that it corresponds to a strain energy which is an " absolute"
minimum.

For a uniform elastic beam element haded only at its ends, the governing equation is a
homogeneous fourth order differential ca'ution, and the exact displaced shape is at most cubic.1

If shear deformations are ignored, the exact shape is the well known cubic hermitian polyno-; ,

|mial. If shear deformations are considered, the exact shape can be obtained by solving the
differential equation directly, or alternatively by using a linear combination of polynomials up to
cubic and choosing the combination factors to minimize the strain energy.

For a finite element formulation, the alternative method is preferabic. Consider a uni- I

form beam in which both flexural and shear deformations are present. Impose a unit rotation |
at the end x = 0, with the end x - L fixed (Fig. B3.4.3a). The beam will have bending defor-

: mation plus a constant shear deformation, y. If v(x) defines the transverse displacement of
the beam axis, the boundary conditions are:

v(0) - 0
v'(0) - 1 y

_

v(L) - 0
i v'(L) - y

A combination of cubic and quadratic polynomials which satisfies these boundary conditions is--

'

[v(x) - c x- + + x- (B3.4.16)

; -

in which

c = 1 - 2y (P3.4.17) -

The strain energy of the beam is:

! U-% El(v"(x))2dx + % G#L(y,)2 (B3.4.18)
0

Substitution of Eqns. B3.4.16 and B3.4.17 into Eqn. B3.4.18, and minimization with respect to e
results in:

,

I + a,
c- (B3.4.19)

i 1 + #,
'

in which

&-0 (B3.4.20)a,- EI -,g

and

&- (B3.4.21)#, = El -

,g 2

i These equations define the shape function.
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B3.4.3.4 Inelastic Beam
For an inelastic beam, the stiffness along the element length can vary, and hence, the

governing differential equation is generally not known. Thus, it is not generally possible to
obtain tiie shape function by a closed form solution. A simple and effective procedure is to
apply strain energy minimization with certain assumptions. In Eqn. B3.4.16, the shape function
depends on the ratio of flexural stiffness to shear stiffness. As an approximation, the diagonal
terms of the slice stiffness matrix are assumed to define effective flexural stiffnesses, and the 1

slice shear stiffnesses are assumed to remain constant. The shape function is then obtained, as |

described in Section B3.4.3.6.

B3.4.3.5 Internal Degrees of Freedom

The two internal degrees of freedom, u,,,, and 9,,, are included to allow for linear varia-
tion of axial and torsional deformations along the element axis. The shape functions associated
with these degrees of freedom do not involve flexural or shear deformations. No strain energy
is associated with these deformations because the corresponding generalized forces are assigned
zero values.

B3.4.3.6 Shape Functions
Displacement shape functions relating element deformations to the longitudinal,

transverse, and twisting displacements along the element are obtained by strain energy minimi-
zation. They can be expressed as:

du(x)

())* N(x) dy,,, (B3.4.22)-

de(v)

in which u - longitudinal displacement; y and w - transverse displacements in the y and z
directions, respectively; 4 - twist; and N is given by:

x/L 0 0 0 0 0 Nu 0
0 N22 N23 0 g 0 0 0 (33.4 73)-N(x) = 0 0 0 0 has Nu 0 0
0 0 0 x/L C 0 0 N:4

in which

-4x2 + 4xN n - N4: -

7
2'1+a, 2x2 3' #,- a , xx

g,g, ty + 2(1+#,)22 - x- #~
L

I-a, x x #,+ a, I23 2 x
+ 2(1+#,) ~#23 " 2 t1+g, t L

L + A- + 2(1 +#,') x$
" ~"

1 +#,'
'

N3s - x-
L2 L

1-a x' x' Br + a f _,r r
. y,, _ 4

2 L 2(1+#,) L1 +#, L

The shape functions relating the element degrees of freedom to the slice deformations are
obtained by differentiating the displacement shape functions. They can be expressed as:

dy, - g dy,,, (B3.4.24)
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in which 4, and 4,,, are defined by Eqns. B3.4.1 and B3.4.14, and

1 0 0 0 0 0 -8q 0
0 a22 a23 0 0 0 0 0

-, .l_ 0 0 0 0 a35 a36 0 0 (B3.4.25)
L 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 -8q

0 a52 a53 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 a65 a66 0 0

in which the transformation a is defined in terms of dimensionless coordinates q (Fig. B3.4.3b)
as:

-6(1+a ,)
a22 - 9 + 1;(3,g,) ,

-6 (1-a ,)
a23 - q - 1;(3 g )

-6(14 a )y
c35 - q + 1;

,1 +#p,,,

-6(1-a,)
a36 - y - 1;(gg,y

Ws'"s) 1.,5., _

2(1+#,) ~'
(# ,+a ,)
y(3,g,) M83 -5

@' }
2(1+#,') L'*a65 -

(#,+a,)
#" ~ ;

2(1+#,)

k,(2,2) g 4a,-
2g

2

# " GA L -s ,(2,2)g 4k
2

k,(3,3)g 4a, - g 2

A I3'3)f 4#i "

g t2 4

For the Gauss mode!, the integrals are obtained by Gauss quadrature. For the end slice model,
the integrals are evaluated in closed form, assuming that k, (2,2) and k, (3,3) vary linearly
along the element length.
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The shape function is updated at each element stiffness reformulation. If shear deforma-
tions are ignored, reformulation is not necessary.

J

B3.4.3.7 Element Stiffness
For the Gauss model, the shape function, g, is formed at each slice (Gauss point) in the

element. The element stiffness then follows as:

K- w,gfk,,g, (B3.4.26)

in which w, = Gauss quadrature weighting function at slice i, and 3,, is the 6 x 6 stiffness at
slice i.

For the end slice model, the element stiffness is calculated assuming that the slice
stiffness,1,, varies linearly along the element length. Hence, the element stiffness can be
obtained by closed form integration as:

;

M '

K-L}g k, g dq (B3.4.27)T

-w

The additional axial and torsional degrees of freedom at the element midpoint are internal
degrees of freedom for the element. The 8 x 8 element stiffness, K, is thus condensed to a 6 x
6 matrix in terms of element actions at pipe ends. This stiffness is expanded to include ele-
ment rigid body displacements and then transformed to a 12 x 12 global stiffness. The transfor-
mations are well known and are not repeated here.

B3,4.4 STATE DETERMINATION

When an increment of global displacement, M, has been determined, the state determi-
nation proceeds as follows.

(1) Calculate element deformation increment:

Ay,,,. - g,A (B3.4.26)

(2) Calculate axial and torsional deformation merements at element midpoint:
,

A U, - IAy,,, + Ki' < J,,,, - J,, . (B3.4.29)A8,

in which I is the transformation matrix obtained during condensation of the element
stiffness from 8 x 8 to 6 x 6; K,is the element stifiness associated with axial and tor-
sional deformation at the element midpoint; J,,,, is the equilibrium error in the general-
ized axial force and torsional moment at the element midpoint due to nonlinearities in the
preceding state determination; and J ,is the equilibrium error in the generalized force and
moment due to initial stress effects.

(3) Calculate the slice deformation increment using Eqn. B3.4.24.

(4) Calculate axial and shear strain increments using Eqn. B3.4.3.

(5) Calculate hoop strain increments from the axial and shear strain increments, taking into
account any unbalanced hoop stresses due to either internal pressure change or errors
from scaling the hoop stresses to the yield surface. Use Eqns. C1.3.65 and C1.3.66.

(6) Obtain subelement stresses following the state determination procedure for the Mroz
'

material.

(7) Obtain the slice forces, J,, by summing the stresses over the cross section. The slice axial
force due to internal rressure is also added.
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(8) Calculate the element resisting forces:

rJ,,, - L a J, de (B3.4.30)
-w

For the Gauss slice model, the integral of Eqn. B3.4.25 is carried out using Gauss quadra-
ture and, for the end slice model, it is obtained in closed form assuming linear variations
of slice actions along the element length.

Because the generalized axial force and torsional moment at the element midpoint are
assigned zero values, it follows that:

r ,

E S~(7)J,,,, - ' (B3.4.31)T
"

S (8))

(9) Transform the resisting forces at the pipe ends to global coordinates;1

E ' - a[J,,,, (B3.4.32)

i

)

|
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B4. BEAM ELEMENT,

|

SUMMARY

This section describes the theory of the beam type element. The basic features of the ele-
ment are described in Sections B4.1 and B4.2. Details of the theory and computational pro-
cedure are presented in Sections B4.3, B4.4, and B4.5. A typical WIPS user should be familiar
with the basic features of the element, but need not study the theoretical details.
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B4.1 INTRODUCTION

The beam type element provides a more economical means of modeling inelastic pipe
behavior than the pipe type element.

In the pipe element, the stress-strain relationship for the pipe material is specified. The
'

inelastic material behavior is then monitored at several points on th: pipe cross section, and the
moment-curvature and torque-twist relationships are calculated by the computer code. In the
beam element, the moment curvature and torque twist relationships must be specified by the
analyst, and the inelastic behavior is monitored for tne cross section as a whole, not at indivi-

. dual points. The beam element is more efficient computationally, but it is likely to be less
accurate than the pipe element, and less information is calculated on the stresses and strains in
the pipe. Only straight beam elements are permitted, and preliminary calculation is required to
determined the moment-curvature and torque-twist relationships.

The essential features of the element are as follows:

(1) The element may be arbitrarily oriented in space, but it must be straight. Elbows can be
approximated using a number of straight elements.'

I (2) The element is an inelastic beam-column. Inelastic behavior is defined using stress
resultant-strain resultant (e.g. moment curvature) relationships.;

(3) Multilinear stress resultant-strain resultant relationships may be specified. Kinematic
strain hardening is assumed for cyclic loading. Strain rate effects may be considered if
desired.

i (4) Interaction between bending moments, torque and axial force is considered by means of
yield interaction surfaces. The kinematic hardening rule corresponds to translation of the
yield surface without change of size or shape.

(5) The effects of cross section ovalling and internal pressure cannot be considered directly.
If these effects are important, they must be reflected in the stress resultant strain resultant
relationships.

i (6) Cross section plasticity is monitored at two cross sections in the element and is assumed
'

to be distributed over the element length. Element lengths must be chosen so that yield-
ing takes place more or less uniformly over the length of any element (i.e. is not concen-
trated in short plastic hinge regions at the element ends).

(7) Large displacement effects may be considered, if desired, using an engineering theory (i.e.
*

not a consistent continuum mechanics approach). .

A general description of the element properties is presented in Section B4.2. Theoretical details
are presented in Sections B4.3 and B4.4. Details of the computer logic are described in Sectioni

B4.5.

i
i

i

1

|
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i B4.2 ELEMENT PROPERTIES

B4.2.1 AXES

Element properties an~d results are specified in the local coordinate system x,y,z, defmed
'

as shown in Fig. B4.2.1. If node K is not specified, its location is assumed as follows.

(a) If IJ is not vertical, node K is at Y = +=. The xy plane is then the vertical plane con-
taining the element.

(b) If IJ is vertical, node K is at X - +=. The xy plane is then parallel to the XY plane.

B4.2.2 MODELING OF INELASTIC BEHAVIOR

B4.2.2.1 General

It is assumed that yielding is distributed over the element. To satisfy this assumption in
regions of large moment gradient, it will generally be necessary to specify fairly short elements.

Yielding is monitored at two cross sections in the element, located at the Gauss points
(Fig. B4.2.1). Tangent stiKness relationships between the stress and strain resultants at the

i Gauss points are modeled using a plasticity theory similar to the Mroz theory for yield of
metals. The element stiffness is then determined by Gauss integration (i.e. the conventional
finite element technique).

i

B4.2.2.2 Section Properties

The relationships between actions (stress resultants) r.nu deformations (strain resultams)
must be specified for the cross sections at the Gauss points. The relationships at the two points
in any element will typically be the same, but may Ie different if desired.

Relationships must be specified as shown in Fig. B4.2.2 for each of four action- ,

deformation pairs, namely (1) bending moment, M,, and corresponding curvature, $,; (2)
bending moment, M,, and corresponding curvature, $,; (3) torque, M,, and corresponding rate
of twist, $,; and (4) axial force, F, and corresponding strsin, s. Each relationship ma.y have up
to four linear segments, as shown. The relationships may be of different shape for each stress ,

resultant. For example, for material with an elastic perfectly plastic stress-strain relationship,
the torque-twist and force-extension relationships will also be clastic perfectly-plastic, whereas
the moment-curvature relationships wi!! exhibit strain hardening behavior (Fig. B4.2.3). It is
necessary, however, for the deformation values at changes in stiffness to have the same ratios -

for all relationships, as shown in Fig. B4.2.2. This restriction is necessary to avoid inconsisten-
cies in the plasticity theory, as explained later.

The relationships between actions and deformations may be determined by separate
analysis or may be obtained from experiments. If beam elements are used to represent pipe
elbows, the relationships should account for ovalling efects.

B4.2.2.3 Interaction Surface for First Yleid

The actions M,, M,, M,, and F interact with each other to produce initial yield of the
cross section. For modeling of pipes, the influence of axial force on yield will usually be small
and can be ignored. For other applications, however, all four actions may have significant
effects. Because the beam element is not intended only for piping, a general theoretical formu-
lation is used. For the special case of piping, it is recommended that the influence of axial
force on yield be eliminated by specifying a very large value of S,a (Fig. B4.2.2) for axial
efects.

The interaction effect is determined by an interaction surface (yield surface). To allow for
a variety of applications, provision is made in the theory for five diferent interaction sarfaces.
These surfaces are all four dimensional (i.e. M,, M,, M,, and F), and hence cannot be shown

,

1

easily using diagrams The surfaces difer, however, mainly in the way in which the axial force |

interacts with the three moments. Hence, the diferences can be illustrated using the three-,
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dimensional diagrams in Fig. B4.2.4. In these figures, the M, and Mj axes indicate any two of
the moments, and the F axis indicates axial force. The equations defirting the interaction sur-
faces are shown in the figure.

Surface 1 is elliptical and is the simplest mathematically. Surfaces 2,3, and 4 allow more
realistic modeling of moment force interaction for cases in which axial force effects are substan-
tial. For all of these four surfaces, the interaction among M,, M,, and M, is elliptical, and

'

only the force-moment interaction changes. For piping, the influence of axial force on yield
can be ignored, and hence the four surfaces are the same for practical purposes. Interaction
surface 5 is of a different form than the other four and is included for greater generality in spe-
cial cases. For piping, it is recommended that interaction surface 1 be specified, with a very
large value for yield under axial force.

B4.2.2.4 Interaction Surfaces for Subsequent Yleid

For modeling a slice with nonlinear material properties, it is assumed that the behavior is
elastic-plastic-strain-hardening, as shown in Fig. B4.2.5. First yield is governed by the initial
yield surface; and for each change of stiffness, there is a corresponding " subsequent" yield sur-
face. These surfaces are assumed to have the same basic form as the surface for first yield.
Ilowever, because the action deformation relationships may be of different shape for each
action, the surfaces for the first and subsequent yield will generally not have identical actual
shapes. An example in 2D stress resultant space is shown in Fig. B4.2.5. In this example, yield
surfaces considering axial force and moment are produced from corresponding force-strain and
moment-curvature relationships.

B4.2.2.5 Elastic and Plastic Gtiffnesses
The initial slopes, K , for the action deformation relationships are defined as the clastici

st#nessesand are expressed as:

K, - diag | Ei, El, GJ EA 1 (B4.2.1)

where E - Young's modulus, G = shear modulus,1 - flexural inertia, J - torsional inertia,
and A = section area. The slopes of subsequent segments of the action-deformation r-lation-
thips are denoted as K , K), and K and are defined as the post-yield stFnesses. They must be2 4

specified to provide appropriate post-yield behavior.

The assumed multi-linear action-deformation relationship for each force component can
be modeled as a set of springs, consisting of an clastic spring and a series of rigid plastic
springs, as shown in Fig. B4.2.6. The plastic stiffnesses, K,, of the rigid plastic springs can be
related to the post-yield stiffness values, K. The relationship between plastic stiffness, K , andg

,

post yield stiffnesses, K, and Kni, can be obtained as:|

K, Kns
(B4.2.2)Kg- K,- Kns

For each rigid plastic spring, a plastic stiffness matrix is defined as:

& = diag l Ku, Ku, Ku, Kr } (B4.2.3)
,

I where KM,, KM,, KM,, and Krare the plastic stiffnesses of the individual action-deformation
| relationships, obtained from Eqn. B4.2.2.
!

84.2.2.6 Hardening Behavior
After first yield, the yield surfaces are assumed to translate in stress resultant space, obey-

ing a kinematic hardening rule (translation without change of shape or size). An extension of
the Mroz theory of material plasticity is used to define the hardening behavior. Because the
interaction surfaces are generally not exactly similar, overlapping of the surfaces can occur (as
described in detail in Section B4.3.7); and, as a result, the hardening behavior is more complex

;
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than in the basic Mrer theory. For example, in Fig. B4.2.5b, the current stress resultant point,
A, lies on yield surfaces YS , YS , and YS . Hence, all three plastic springs (Fig. B4.2.6) havei 2 3

yielded, and the direction of plastic flow is a combination of the normal vectors si,32, and 33

B4.2.2.7 Plastle Flow

Interaction among the stress resultants is considered as shown diagrammatically in Fig.
B4.2.5. Yield begins when the first yield surface is reached. The surface then translates in
stress resultant space, the motion being governed by the plastic flow of this first yield surface.
Translation of the first surface continues until the second surface is reached. Both surfaces
then translate together, governed by a combination of plastic flow on both of the surfaces. For
any yield surface, plastic flow is assumed to take place normal to that surface. If two or more
surfaces are moving together, the total plastic deformation is equal to the sum of the individual
plutic deformations for each yield surface, directed along the respective normal directions at
the action point. After some arbitrary amount of plastic deformation, the situation might be as
illustrated in Fig. B4.2.5b.

On unloading, the elastic stiffness values, K , govern until the first surface is againi
reached (Fig. B4.2.5b). The surface then translates as before.

|

|

(
|

|

:

!
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Bd.3 THEORY

B4.3.1 DEGREES OF FREEDOM
,'

The element has two external nodes and two internal Gauss stations, as shown in Fig.
*

B4.3.la. The external nodes connect to the complete structure and have six degrees of freedom
each, three global translations and three global rotations. After deletion of the six rigid body

1

modes for the complete element and transformation to the local element coordinates, the six
deformation degrees of freedom shown in Fig. B4.3.lb remain.

The transformation from global displacements to element deformations is:
(B4.3.1)y-gr

in which -
r [y,,,,, . 51 are the element deformations (Fig. B4.3.lb);y 6

r - Iri,r2, r:21 are the global displacements (Fig. B4.3.la);r
!

and the transformation g is well known.

B4.3.2 SHAPE FUNCTIONS
The element slice at each Gaun station has six deformations, namely, axial deformation,*

rotational deformation about each of the local x, y, z axes, and shear deformation along the y
and z axes. These deformations are arranged in the vector w, where wr . [ ,,, ,,, ,,,, ,,} ,
The shape functions for a uniform elastic beam are assumed to be applicable, in both the clastic
and yielded states. These shape functions defme the deformations at an; location as:

w(x) - g(x)y (B4.3.2)

in which
- .

<

s 8 0 0 0 0
it 12

3 0 00 0 s
23 2

O 0 0 0 1A 0 (B4.3.3)); y,; .
0 0 0 0 0 1A

i
'

s 8 0 0 0 0st 52

1
0 0 s,3 s,4 0 0

- _

; and
.

I
'

2
Bai - ,-4/L + 6x/L _pjt ;

g

'
1 +p, ,~2/L + 6x/L*+p)L ;Bs2 -

' -4/L + 6x/L'+p)L ;B23 - I +p,

'
1 +p, ,-2/L +6x/L*+p)L ;B-2

O
Bsi - Bs2 - g g, ' , ;

B.,- B - ,,,";,,o
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wT,) ' - (wi(x),w2(x)... w6(x)] = deformations at location x in the element; and
'

/ - Ivi,v2, * * * ,v6] = element deformations defmed by Eqn. B4.3.1.
The slice deformations are simply the deformations at the slice locations.

B4.3.3 SLICE FLEXIBILITY

B4.3.3.1 General
In one-dimensional stress resultant space, a slice can be modeled as an clastic spring con-

nected in series with rigid-plastic springs (Fig. B4.2.6). This concept can be expanded to .
multi-dimensional space, as follows.

,

The tangent slice stiffness changes as the cross section yields. For any state of the ele-
! ment, a 4 x 4 elastic slice flexibility matrix is first formed, in terms of the section actions
'

(stress resultants) M,, M,, M,, and F, at each Gauss station This matrix is then modified by
I adding in the plastic ficxibility on each active yield spiace to give a 4 x 4 elasto-plastic slice

flexibility. This flexibility is inverted to obtain a 4 x 4 slice stiffness (computationally, the.

Sherman-Morrison formula rather than inversion is used). This stiffness is then expanded to a
6 x 6 slice stiffness by adding stiffnesses to account for shear deformations along the y and z
axes. These stiffnesses are

K - GA) (B4.3.4)y,

I ' K, - GA,' (B4.3.5)

in which GAj - effective shear rigidity along the y axis and GA,' - effective shear rigidity
along the z axis.

In the elasto-plastic state, it is assumed that any deformation increment can be divided
into elastic and plastic parts. That is,

@ - @,+ @ (B4.3.6)
_

in wh'ch;

! i - active yield surface number;
@ = total deformation increment;
4, = elastic deformation increment; and,

@p plastic deformation increment for each active yield surface.-

The slice flexibility relationship can thus be written as:

&~L4-L+ q (B4.3.7)
,

in which -

f
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,

f, = total slice flexibility;
,

f, - elastic slice flexibility (diagonal, containing inverses of the elastic stiffnesses,'

E,); and,
'

f,, plastic flexibilities of each active yield surface.
,

-It is necessary to determine f,, for each active yield surface and then sum to obtain the total
plastic flexibility f,.

: B4.3.3.2 Yield Function
i Each slice is affected by four stress resultants (M,, M,, M,, and F) with four correspond-

ing deformations. The behavior is elastic-plastic-strain hardening for each stress resultant indi-
vidually, as shown in Fig. B4.2.2. Different yield values and stiffnesses may be specified for
each stress resultant.

Initial yield of any sli:e is governed by a yield function (interaction relationship). Any
4

4 one of five different yield functions may be specified, as considered in Section B4.2. After
yield, each slice follows a kinematic hardening rule (that is, the yield surface translates in stress,

resultant space without change of shape or size). The hardening theory is a modification of the
Mroz theory for plasticity in metals.

B4.3.3.3 Plastic Flexibility for a Single Yield Surface
Consider a single yield surface. Let S be the vector of stress resultants, where

T.J- M,M,M,F (84.3.8)

j Assume that the slice is rigid-plastic, and let w, be the vector of plastic slice deformations.
i That is, w,i plastic flexural deformation about axis y; w,2 plastic flexural deformation

about axis z; w,3 plastic rate of twist about axis x; and w,4 plastic rate of extension along
i axis x.

A flexibility relationship for the slice is required in the form

dw, - f, dy (B4.3.9)-

: in which f, - slice flexibility matrix. The following assumptions are made:
(1) Let 4 be the yield function, as considered in Section B4.3.3.2. The yield surface

translates in stress resultant space. After some amount of hardening has taken place, the
yield function is 4(J g), where g - vector defining the new location of the yield sur-
face origin. In two-dimensional space, this is illustrated in Fig. B4.3.2.

} (2) From any given plastic state (i.e. a point on the yield surface), any action increment (df)
'

will produce increments of deformation (@,) and yield surface translation (dg). The
direction of dF may be arbitrary. It is assumed that the direction of dw, is normal to the
yield surface (i.e. an associated flow rule is assumed). ' The direction of dg is determined

: by the hardening rule (as defined later) and is not necessarily parallel to either dJ or dw,.

| This is illustrated in Fig. B4.3.2 for a two-dimensional space.

(3) The direction of the outward normal to the yield surface is the gradient of the yield func-
tion. That is,

;

|
''

(B4.3.10)'p- w
t, ft. ,

in which

! 4J - ad/au,af/9M,a$/aM,ad/or (B4.3.I I)

- yield function gradient; and
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n - unit normal vector.
l

Hence, the deformation increment, dw,is given by'

@, 3 dw,* (B4.3.12)

in which dw,'- scalar which defines the magnitude of the plastic deformation.

(4) Let the component of d_S in the direction of n be d_S,, (Fig. B4.3.2). Hence,

4. g - ( nr. dS) (B4.3.13)

(5) Assume that 4,, and dy, are related by

4,, = K,dw, (B4.3.14)

in which

K, - diaglKu, Ku, Ku, Ky} (B4.3.15)

is a diagonal matrix of the plastic stiffnesses from the individual action-deformation rela-
tionships for the slice, as defmed in Section B4.2.2.5.

(6) From the defmition of g,, (Eqn. B4.3.13), it follows that
r rg dS - n d_S,, (B4.3.I6).

Substitute Eqns. B4.3.14 and B4.3.12 into Eqn. B4.3.16 to get

r .g - nT K , n dw,' (B4.3.17)n

(7) Solve for dr,*as

dw,* - -" # (B4.3.18)T K, nn
.

(8) Hence, substitute Eqn. B4.3.18 into Eqn. B4.3.12 and use Eqn. B4.3.9 to get

"i"dw, - dF - f, d_S (B4.3.19)7
3 K, g

Equation B4.3.19 is the required plastic flexibility relationship for any active yield surface.

B4.3.3.4 Elasto-Plastic Flexibility for Multiple Yleid Surfaces

The 4 x 4 elasto-plastic flexibility of the slice, f,, follows from Eqn. B4.3.7 as:

f, - f,, + f,, (B4.3.20)

where i - active yield surface. The flexibility for any active yield surface, as derived in Section'

B4.3.3.3, can be written as:

S' ' "'
(B4.3.21)f** - n,T K,, 31 j

in which

g, - normal vector to the surface; and,

K,, = plastic stiffness matrix for the surface.

!
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B4.3.3.5 Relationship to Basle Mroz Theory
In the special case where the action-deformation relationships for the four actions are all

directly proportional to each other, the yield surfaces are all of the same shape and the plastic
stiffnesses for each active yield surface are in the same proportion. The plastic stiffness matrix
for each active yield surface can then be formed in terms of the elastic stiffness matrix. That
is,

E,, - a , K, (B4.3.22)

where a, defines the plastic stiffness as a proportion of the elastic stiffness. The plastic flexibil-
ity of a slice can then be written as:

1 ' "

f, - E, f,, - E, n,r E, ' n, (B4.3.23)
a,

,

Because all the yield surfaces are the same shape, the n, are all the same. IIence, if n,- n.
Eqn. B4.3.23 can be written as:

"'"T
f* -

- (B4.3.24)
T (Ea,)E, nn

The flexibility given by this equation is the same as that from the basic Mroz material
theory. This shows that the Mroz material theory is a special case of the extended theory
derived here.

B4.3.4 SLICE STIFFNESS CALCULATION
For a nonlinear slice, a tangent action-deformation relationship is required in the form:

dS - C, dy (B4.3.25)

in which

C, - tangent stiffness matrix for a slice.
The procedure used is to develop a tangent flexibility matrix, then invert this flexibility to

obtain the stiffness matrix, _Gy. Computationally, the Sherman-Morrison formula is used rather
than direct inversion. The flexibility of any active yield surface is:

'' '
(B4.3.26)f,, -

n,T E,, n,

Define

'
(B4.3.27)y, - 3

n,T E,, n,

The elasto-plastic flexibility can thus be expressed as:

f, - f ,+ 1 f ,, - f ,+ E u,u,7 (B4.3.28)

The Sherman Morrison formula states that:

u u ,-sr( A + u u )-i _ j-i _ _3-sr (B4.3.29)
- -- g j-ig+1r

Application of the formula to the inversion of f, gives:

'"-"###' ' " - "C C (B4.3.30)~, ~ ,o_ n - TEI Cao.ngi + 1
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in which 1 - current highest active yield surface.

f,tpi) is obtained using the recursion relationships:

f,i - E' - f., (B4.3.31a)

_ fro-11RiEIfro-i)g_g (B4.3.31b)2?f,0-112o + 1

Hence, substitute Eqn. B4.3.27 into Eqn. B4.3.30 to get:

'*''5'# ' " ~ ' 'C C (B4.3.32)~, ~gsi>-
DIf10-s)3:+3?!e,31e

The stiEness f,is a 4 x 4 matrix. It is expanded to a 6 x 6 matrix by adding the shear
stiffnesses along the y and z axes. The resulting tangent stifness matrix for the slice, f,, has
the form:

. .

C C C C 0 0ggg t12 t13 gg,

C E U C 0 0t21 t22 t23 t24

E 0 C U 0 0, t31 t32 t33 t34'

(g (B4.3.33)
-

0 0 0t41 t42 t43 t44

0 0 0 0 M' 0

|

0 0 0 0 0 M'
. .

in which

C, - f,(I,1) in matrix f,;
GA,' - shear rigidity along the element y axis; and,

'

GA,' - shear rigidity along the element z axis.

B4.3.5 ELEMENT STIFFNESS

The element tangent stiKness matrix is given by

1, = f rf,! & (B4.3.34)

in which

f, - tangent stiffness matrix for an element slice at any point; and,
! J - transformation relating node displacements to slice deformations, defined by Eqn.
i B4.3.2.
.

| The integration is carried out numerically using Gauss quadrature. Hence, tangent stirnesses'
are needed only for the two slices at the Gauss stations.

,

I Bd.3.6 EQUILIBRIUM NODAL LOADS
I

Nodalloads in equilibrium with the slice actions in any given state are given by

2- ErJ A (B4.3.35)
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in which

Jr - S , S , S , S6 S , S6i 2 3 5

(i.e. the actions corresponding to the element deformations v); and the matrix B is given by
Eqn. B4.3.2. The integral is evaluated numerically using Gauss quadrature.

B4.3.7 HARDENING RULE

B4.3.7.1 Geometrical Interpretation
The relationship between the actions and deformations at a slice is multilinear. The

interaction among the stress resultants (M,, M,, M,, and F) is defined by the yield interaction
function, as described earlier. After initial yield occurs, the behavior at a slice obeys a
kinematic hardening rule (that is, the yield surface translates in action space without change of
shape or size). The specific rule followed is a modification of the Mroz strain hardening rule
which has been proposed for yield in metals.

B4.3.7.2 MediRed Mros liardening Rule

For purposes of illustration, consider a two-dimensional M-F space as shown in Fig.
B4.3.3a. In this figure, it is assumed that the current state (point P,) is on yield surface YS,,
and that loading is taking place towards surface YS. It is necessary to define the direction in"

j

which surface YS, translates.

As indica'ted in Fig. B4.3.3a, corresponding points P, and Pj can be identified on YS, and
YS. The relationship between the actions at these two points (J, at P, and fj at Pj) isj

obtained as follows.

Iigure B4.3.3b shows a yield surface transformed into a normalized action space. In this
space, surfaces YS, and YSj have identical shapes. Hence, points P, and P coincide. The loca-j

tions of P, and Pj in Fig. B4.3.3a follow by transforming back to the natural action space. If
the vector of actions at P,is J,, it follows that the vector of actions at Pj is given by:

Sj - Sovi. , g,) + gj (B4.3.36)S

in which

fj = vector of stress resultants at point P,j
vectors defining the current origins, 0, and Oj, of yield surfacesg, and gj -

YS, and YS , respectively,j

M,,, M,,, T, F,,
5"'I ~ M,,, M,,, T,, 5

it is assumed that the dircetion of translation of yield surface YS,is along the line connecting
point P, to point Pj, as shown in Fig. B4.3.3a. That is, the direction of motion of surface YS,is
defined by:

da, - fj - J, da* (B4.3.37)

in which

da* xalar which defines the magnitude of translation of yield surface YS,;-

dg, - vector defining the incremental shift of the origin of yield surface YS,.
The magnitude of da * is determined as explained in the following section. For the hardening
rule originally formulated by Mroz, all yield surfaces are geometrically similar in natural action
space. The rule then ensures that the surfaces never overlap. For the modified Mroz rule, the
yield surfaces are assumed to be geometrically similar only in normalized action space. As a
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result, overlapping of yield surfaces is allowed. This aspect of the model is considered further
in a later section.

84.3.7.3 Matbematical Formulation
Substitute Eqn. B4.3.36 in Eqn. B4.3.37 to get:

dg, - (!,q-1)J,- (!,og, gj) da * (B4.3.38)

The usual normality rule for plastic flow is assumed. That is, the plastic deformation incre-
ment, d_w,, is assumed to be directed along the outward normal to the yield surface at point P,.
The yield surface can be defined by:

4(!, g,) = 1 (B4.3.39)

The requirement that the action point remain on the yield surface is:

d4 - 0 - 4,{ 4,- (,[ da, (B4.3.40)

Substitute Eqns. B4.3.37 and B4.3.38 into Eqn. B4.3.40 to get:

4*[4,
da . -

. (B4.3.41)
k.i (Euy-1)Eo'(Euves-aj)

Hence, substitute Eqn. B4.3.41 into Eqn. B4.3.37 to get dg, as:

(Euf~1)Et ~ (Euusre>) 4.{4,
da, - (B4.3.42)~

k{ (Eurl)Es~(Euv2:~Ej)

For any current state, defined by J,, g,, and gj, Eqn. B4.3.42 defines, for an action increment
4,, the translation of yield surface YS, for loading towards surface YS.

j

B4.3.7.4 Last Yleid Surface

For the case when the action point lies on the largest yield surface, the hardening rule can
be obtained by assuming that an additional infinitely large yield surface exists. The direction of
translation for this case is then along the radial direction connecting the origin of the current
yield surface to the current action point. This is exactly Ziegler's hardening rule. It can be
expressed as:

dg. - (E. g.)da * (B4.3.43)
,

in which

n - number oflargest yield surface;

da' = scalar which defines the magnitude of translation of the yield surface, as before;
g. - vector defining the yield surface origin;
dg. = vector defining the incremental shift of the origin.

For this case, Eqn. B4.3.42 becomes:

(E. a.)d.I 4.'

da. - (B4.3.44)
,

~

f I(E. a.):

,

|
1
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B4.3.7.5 Overlapping of Yleid Surfaces

In the original Mroz hardening rule, it is assumed that the yield surface, YS,, is geometri-
cally similar to the yield surface YSj. This assumption is reasonable for metal plasticity in stress
space because it is reasonable to assume as isotropic material. However, for dealing with stress
resultants, each action-deformation relationship (M,-$,, M,-$,, M,-$,, and F-e), depends
on the cross section shape in a different way, and the behavior is not isotropic in action space.
That is, the yield surfaces will, in general, not be geometrically similar. The authors have con-
sidered a number of strategies in an attempt to obtain " correct" behavior while preventing yield
surface overlap. None of these strategies proved satisfactory, and it was fmally concluded that
overlapping should be allowed.

B4.3.8 PLASTIC DEFORMATIONS
The equations for calculation of plastic strain resultants are derived as follows. The defor-

mation increment for a slice is given by:

@ = f ,d_S + dy, (B4.3.45)

in which

@, - 1,dy,, is the increment of plastic deformation, summed over all active yield sur-

faces.

Premultiply Eqn. B4.3.45 by f, K, to get:

1 ,K ,dy = f ,d_S + f ,K ,dy, (B4.3.46)

in which

f, - f,,is the plastic flexibility of the slice; and,

f,d_S - @, (B4.3.47)

Substitute Eqn. B4.3.47 into Eqn. B4.3.46 to get:

(1 + f, K,) dy, - f, K, dy (B4.3.48)

From Eqn. B4.3.48, the plastic deformation increments can be obtained in terms of the total
deformation increment as:

@, - (1 + f,K,)-lf, K, dy (B4.3.49)

B4.3.9 LOADING / UNLOADING CRITERION
The loading / unloading criterion enables continuing plastic flow to be distinguished from

elastic unloading, for any current plastic state and any specified deformation increment. Two
procedures are of general applicability, as follows.

(1) Postulate that the slice has unloaded an infinitesimal amount, so that the current state lies
just within the yield surface. Calculate the clastic action increment, dJ,, corresponding to
the specified deformation increment. If the state moves outside the yield surface, the
assumed elastic state is incorrect, indicating continuing plastic flow. If the state moves
within the yield surface, the elastic assumption is correct, indicating unloading.

j (I) For the specified deformation increment, calculate the magnitude parameter for the plastic
deformatien increment. A positive magnitude indicates continuing plastic flow, and a
negative magnitude indicates unloading.

By the first of these two procedures, continued loading on yield surface i is indicated if d!, has
a positive component along the outward normal, g,, of the yield surface. That is, continued
loading occurs if
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;

n,r E, ;> 0 (B4.3.50)
|

| To consider the second procedure, first assume that the current plastic flow directions of
all active yield surfaces are the same (that is, g, = 3 or all i). Hence, the plastic deformation'

f

increment for the slice is given by:

d_w, = g dw,' (B4.3.51)

Premultiply Eqn. B4.3.45 by nr.fy . K, to get:
Tf, K, dwn

dw,.
-

(B4.3.52)=

1+nT f, K, n

Substitute Eqn. B4.3.21 into Eqn. B4.3.52 to get:

r2 nr y'
dw,* =

-

(B4.3.53)
1 + ri

in which ri and r2 are scalars defined as follows:
rn .g .n

- E, g . gy", .3 (B4.3.54)r
r

1

E r K,, n
(B4.3.55)r2 -

n

Because the matrices K,, and K, are always positive definite, the scalars ri and r2 always
exceed zero. Hence, the sign of dw,*is the same as the sign of nr.4,. This is the same cri-
terion as Eqn. B4.3.50.

In general, the plastic flow directions for the active yield surfaces are not the same.
H:nce, it is possible for 5,rg, to be greater than zero for some yield surfaces and less than
zero for others (i.e. continued loading on some, but unloading on others). This possibility is
illustrated in Fig. B4.3.4. For computation, it is assumed that unloading is governed by the
highest active yield surface. If unloading occurs on this surface, unloading is assumed to occur
on all active surfaces. If the situation happens to be as shown in Fig. B4.3.4 (which is
unlikely), reloading will immediately occur on one or more of the lower yield surfaces, and the
analysis will continue.
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B4.4 STRAIN RATE EFFECTS

B4.4.1 GENERAL
The mathematical formulation for an element slice with rate independent elasto-plastic

behavior was presented in the preceding chapter. An extension to include strain rate effects is
presented in this chapter.

A physical model for a slice is first constructed for one-dimensional behavior. This model
is then generalized for the multi dimensional case.

B4.4.2 MODELING OF STRAIN RATE EFFECTS

B4.4.2.1 Physical Model
in one dimension, clasto-plastic-strain-hardening behavior can be modeled using a linear

spring in series with a number of rigid-plastic springs (Fig. B4.2.6). To include strain rate
effects, a dashpot is added to the assemblage as shown in Fig. B4.4.1. With this model, the
elastic behavior is independent of the strain rate, but the post yield resistance is the sum of the
stati: resistance plus that of the dashpot. The dashpot resistance depends on its stiffness and on
the plastic strain rate in '.he material.

B4.4.2.2 Dashpot Properties
in order to establish a stiffness coefficient for the dashpot, information is needed on the

strength increase of the element for different plast /c deformation rates. If the physical model
represents steel loaded in uniaxial tension or compression, the dashpot coefficient can be
obtained from test results measuring the strength of the steel as a function of strain rate.
Although the plastic strain rate is not necessarily equal to the total strain rate, the two will be
essentially equal as the maximum strength is approached. Ilence, a graph of strength increase
versus total strain rate can, for practical purposes, be assumed to be the same as a graph of
strength increase versus plastic strain rate. Such a graph might be as shown in Fig. B4.4.2.

For numerical analysis, the graph is assumed to be approximated by linear segments, as
shown in Fig. B4.4.2. The relationship between force in the dashpot and the dashpot deforma-
tion rate can be written, for any linear segment, as:

dS, - C, dh, (B4.4.1)

in which

dfs = increment in dashpot force;

dh, - increment in dashpot defermation rate; and
C, - slope of segment.

For application to the beam element, this concept is generalized to the multi dimensional
action deformation case and implemented numerically.

B4.4.2.3 Damping Matrix for a Slice

For a slice of a beam element, a relationship in the form of E,n. B4.4.1 is requ! red, relat-
ing damping action increments to corresponding increments of plastic deformation rate. That
is, the relationship must be in the form:

4 , - C,di, (84.4 5)

in which

qs = vector of damping action increments;
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6, - vector of plastic deformation rate increments corresponding to 4/, and
C, - diagonal matrix containing the slopes of the individual relationships between
action and deformation rate (dashpot coefficient values).,

| For axial force, F, the strain rate efect is the same as that of the beam material. For
bending moment, however", a somewhat different relationship can be expected, because the

i strain rate varies over the cross section as the beam bends (the strain rate efect can thus be
expected to be relatively somewhat less for bending than for axial force). For torque, a
different strain rate effect may also be obtained, because it depends on the relationship between
shear strength and shear strain rate, which may be diferent from that for behavior in tension.
In practice, it is unlikely that detailed knowledge of the strain rate effects will be available.

,

Hence, for simplicity in the theoretical formulation, different dashpot coefficient values are not'

allowed for esch of the four actions. Instead, a single generalized relationship is used for all

| four actions. The relationship is derived as follows.

versus i, relationship (stress(1) For the steel of which the pipe is made, first obtain the as
,

increase versus strain rate) as in Fig. B4.4.3.

(2) Reduce to a dimensionless relationship (except for time) by dividing as by the yield
stress (or nominal yield stress) of the steel and dividing i, by the yield strain (yield stress
divided by Young's modulus).;

(3) Approximate the relationship by a multilinear curve. Let the slope of any segment be
i C,*, a generalized dashpot coefficient relating dimensionless stress to dimensionless strain
j rate increment. That is,

da, - C,. di' - (B4.4.3)
'

i

e, a)E

| in which a, - yield stress and E - Young's modulus.
Hence,

,

i

de , - C,' E di ,
:

so that, from Eqns. B4.4.2 and B4.4.3,

C, - C,* Ei

(4) Assume that the same dimensionless relationship can be extended to actions and deforma-
tions of a slice, as illustrated in Fig. B4.4.4. For example, for bending about the z axis,
assume the relationship is:'

dMa - C,' El, df, (84.4.4)

in which C,*is as before. It follows that the matrix f,is given by:

l f,- C,*g, . (B4.4.5)
:

in which g, = elastic (diagonal) slice stiffness matrix.;

!

i B4.4.3 MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

54.4.3.1 Besle Egentless
,

! The equations for strain rate effects are derived ao follows.

j (1) Force Equilibrium:

4 - q, - 4, + g, (B4.4.6)

in which
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.

( = total action increment;
(, - elastic action increment; j
(, = action increment due to plastic deformation;+

4, - action increment due to strain rate efects.
(2) Deformation Compatibility:

@-@,+@,- @,+E@p (B4.4.7)

in which

; @, - elastic deformation increment;
; @, = plastic deformation increment;

@p plastic deformation increment for active yield surface i; and
;

i - active yield surface number.

(3) Rate Independent Flow Rule:

@,s - Es h$ (B4.4.8)

; in which

3, - normal vector for current active yield surface i; and'

| h) = scalar which deAnes the magnitude of plastic d'eformation along the normal
direction of yield surface i.

(4) Step by Step Integration:

The dashpot relationship depends on the step by step integration rule being used. Two
options have been considered, as follows:

(a) Backwards difference rule:

# #
(s - fr - i, - fr.En3 - 0, (B4.4.9a),

in which

! f, - diagonal matrix of dashpot coefRc8ents, as denned previously.

| (b) Trapezoidal rule:

#(, - 2f, % - i, (B4.4.9b)

These equations strictly apply only for Anite time increments, At. The theory is
! developed on terms of dt for consistency with previous equations, but a Anite At is used
i for actual numerical implementation. The backwards diference rule is used in the follow-
'

ing derivations and is recommended for use in actual computation.
(5) Plastic Relationships:

i r
'%, " Ele,4, = 1 ' E ,no (, (84.4.10)

s a Bo!

DeAne:

1 1.- 11

t

|
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Hence,

@, - f, 4, (B4.4.11)

(6) Elastic Relationships:

4, - K, @, (B4.4.12)

or

@, - f, 4, (B4.4.13)

in which K, and f, are the elastic slice stiffness and flexibility' matrices, respectively.

84.4.3.2 Derivation of Stifness Equation
Substitute Eqns. B4.4.ll and B4.4.13 into Jan. B4.4.7 to get:

dw - f, @ + f, g, (B4.4.14)

Substitute Eqns. B4.4.6 into Eqn. B4.4.14 to get:

@ - (I,, + f,) 4 - f, 4, (B4.4.15)

Substitute Eqns. B4.4.9, B4.4.7, and B4.4.13 into Eqn. B4.4.15 and rearrange to get:

(In + f, + f,f, f,) 4 - (1+ f,f, ) @ - f,f,i, (B4.4.16)

Substitute Eqn. B4.4.5 into Eqn. B4.4.16 to get:

C* 1

(in + (1 + j)I,) 4 - (l+f,fr g) @ - f,fris (B4.4.17)

Premultiply Eqn. B4.4.17 by (f,+ (1 + C,*/dt)f,)-' to obtain:

( - f,@ + 4, (B4.4.18)
,

in which

f, - (f,, + (1 + )f,)-8 (1 + f,f, ) (B4.4.19)

and
,

C*
4, - -(1, + (1 + j)I,)-' f,f,i, (B4.4.20)

Eqn. B4.4.18 is the required tangent stiKness relationship for a slice, including the effects
of plastic strain rate. The term f,is the tangent stiKness of the slice. The term (,is an ini-

| tial stress efect associated with the strain rate efect. For a finite time step, At, an initial stress
term AJ, is included in the element effective load vector for the time step.

'

When strain rate effects are zero, the terms C,*and (, become zero, and the relationship
of Eqn. B4.4.18 becomes the rate independent relationship:

4 - f, @ (B4.4.21)

in which ,

p, - (f, + f,)-8 (B4.4.22)
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B4.4.3.3 Plastic Deformation
The plastic deformation increments are obtained as follows. Substitute Eqns. B4.4.13 and

B4.4.6 into Eqn. B4.4.7 to get:

@ - f ,( q ,+ (s) + @ , (B4.4.23)

Premultiply Eqn. B4.4.23 by f, K, to get:

1 En b ~ 1, Mr + f,44 + 1.E dro (B4.4.24)

Substitute Eqns. B4.4.9 and B4.4.ll into Eqn. B4.4.24 and rearrange to obtain:

(I+f,f, +f,f ,) @, - f ,f , @ +f ,f,j, (B4.4.25)

or

6, - (1+1 f, h +1.E.)-' (f.E. @ +1,fri,) (B4.4.26)

Eqn. B4.4.26 gives the plastic deformation increment in terms of the total deformation incre-
ment, including strain rate effects.

B4.4.4 LOADING / UNLOADING CRITERION
The unloading criterion remains unchanged from the rate independent case. That is,

n[ 4, ) 0 (B4.4.27)

indicates cor.tinued loading, in which i3 s the normal vector for the highest active yield sur-
face.

,
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B4.5 COMPUTER LOGIC

B4.5.1 STATE DETERMINATION
The state determination calculation for an inelastic element requires evaluation of the

equation
,

Av

AJ - K, dy (B4.5.1)

in which

AJ = finite action increment for element corresponding to the finite deformation incre-
ment Ay; and

f, - element tangent stiffness, which in general varies during the increment.
The computation procedure for state determination of the element is as follows:

(1) From the given nodal disolacement increments, calculate the element deformation incre-
ments from

Ay g Ay (B4.5.2)

in which

Ay = vector of nodal displacement increments, in global system;

Ay - vector of element deformation increments, in local system; and
g = displacement transformation matrix.

(2) Calculate the slice deformation increments at the Gauss stations from

Ay - bay (B4.5.3)

in which
'

Ay - slice deformation increment;
Ay = element deformation increment; and

B = shape function matrix defined by Eqn. B4.3.2.
(3) Perform state determination calculations at each slice, as follows:

(a) Check unloading. If unloading occurs, do elastic state determination. Otherwise,
continue.

(b) Calculate plastic deformation, Ay,, using Eqn. B4.4.26.
(c) Calculate dashpot forces, Afs, using Eqn. B4.4.9.

(d) Calculate total force increments, AJ, using:

AJ = f,(Ay- Ay,) (B4.5.4)

(e) Calculate plastic force increments, AJ,, using:

AJ,=AJ-AJ, (B4.5.5)

The new action point, J,+ AJ,, must lie on the yield surface, if the error is within
a specified tolerance, the state determination is complete. If the error exceeds the
tolerance, or if a new yield event occurs, the deformation increments are subdivided
into smaller increments. The procedure is described in the following section.

(4) Calculate the internal resisting forces for the clement from the slice forces, using

li - Jr! dr (B4.5.6)
0
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i 1

;

i 1

[ in which '

: J = slice force vector; and '

j J = strain displacement transformation matrix deAned by Eqn. M.3.2.

!j B4.5.2 YIELD SURFACE TOLERANCE

j lt is possible for the new action point, calculated assumins constant g,, to lie significantly '

! outside the current yield surface. This will occur particularly when AJ and Ag are distinctly
; nonparallet (Fig. M.5.1). In this case, the calculation is assumed to be sufficiently accurate,
; provided the new action point lies within a tolerance zone (typically 1% of the yield surface

size), if not, Aw is scaled, g,is reformed, and the calculation is repeated for the balance of f
, >'

[A w. ->
,

j The scale factor is conveniently, determined by the procedure illustrated for M.F space in
: Fig. M.S.I. In this figure, the current action point is P, and the new action point, obtsined by ;

! applyins Eqn. M.S.4, is at Q. Hardenins is affected only by the component of A! parallel to
,

! the yield surface normal. Hence, the yield surface translates as shown. Point Q lies outside the
l new yield surface, the amount beins denned by c,, which is the length of the ' radial" error vec.
[ tor, e,. This error must not exceed the allowable tolerance. ,

i Computationally, it is convenient to consider the " tangential' error,' f,, which is the lensth
! of vector P'Q. If the yield surface is assumed to be locally quadratic, then

,

'
,

'

e, a 0.5 t,' (M.5.7)
i+
j- The value of t,is calculated from this equation. If t,is within the allowable tolerance, point Q . '

i- is scaled to the new yield surface and the computation continues (this scalins introduces an
! error which is assumed to be acceptable). If t, exceeds the allowable tolerance, it is assu'med <

'
! that e, varies linearly with slice deformation. A scale factor to set e, equal to the tolerance is
j then calculated using Eqn. M.5.7; the AJ and Ag increments are scaled by this factor;>nd the ;

! new action poir.t is scaled to the yield surface. The slice stiffness is then reformed, and the :
i ' process is repeated for the remainder of the deformation increment. If AJ is parallel to J g,
j no scaling will be required. If AJ makes a large angle with J g, the slice deformation incre-

| ment may be subdivided into several subincrements, depending on the magnitude of, A,w and

j the value specified for the error tolerance. '
,

] The slice deformation increment is also subdivided if's new yleid sudace is reached. in

| this case, the new action point is permitted to go beyond the yield surface by an amount equal

| to'tM allowable radial error, The proportion of the deformatiod increment reguired to reach
this 4 tate is calet lated; the new action point is scaled to the yield surface; the slice stiffness is
reformed; and the calculation proceeds for the remainde[ of the deforr.iation incierrent. ,
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I B5. LARGE DISPLACEMENT THEORY

SUMMARY
.|

This section describes the theory used to account for large displacement effects. An
" engineering" formulation (as distinct from a continuum mechanics formulation) is used. The
same procedure is used for straight pipe, curved pipe and straight beam elements.
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B5.1 LARGE DISPLACEMENTS OF PIPE AND BEAM ELEMENTS
f

B5.1.1 GENERAL
Computations for nonlinear analysis are carried out in two main phases, namely lineariza-

tion and state determination. In the linearization phase, element tangent stiffnesses are com-
puted and assembled to give the structure tangent stiffness. In the state determination phase,
changes in the element states are computed, given the existing state and an increment of nodal
displacement. These two phases are considered separately in the following sections. The com-
putational procedures are based on " engineering" formulations of large displacement theory, not
on consistent continuum mechanics formulations.

B5.1.2 LINEARIZATION
Sections B3 and B4 have described the procedures for calculating the tangent stiffnesses of

the pipe and beam elemeats, considering inelastic behavior but assuming only small structure
displacements. When large displacements must be considered, the tangent stiffness can be
approximated as the sum of (1) the small displacernents stiffness, formulated in the current
deformed configuration of the element and (2) an initial stress (geometric) stiffness, formu-
lated for the current configuration and state of stress.

The tangent stiffness formulated in this way is approximate because large deformation
effects within the elementare ignored. For example, for the purposes of formulating the tr.ngent
stiffness for a straigh'. beam element, it is assumed that the element in the deformed
configuration is still straight. If long, slender elements are specified, this assumption may lead
to substantial error. However, if only short elements are permitted, the error is small. For
pipe whip analyses, it is necessary to specify short elements so that wave propagation and
spread of plasticity along the piping can be modeled accurately. Hence, it is reasonable to
assume small element deformations.

A straight beam or pipe element is a three-dimensional beam-column element for struc-
tural ana:ysis purposes, and the initial stress stiffness is affected not only by the axial force but
also by the shear forces and the torsional and bending moments in the element. A tangent
stiffness theory which accounts for all of these effects has been formulated by Argyns et al
(B5.1,BS.2} using potential energy concepts. The same tangent stiffness has been derived by
Riahi [B5.3], using equilibrium concepts. Both the theory and the resulting matrix are com-
plex. Studies by Riahi have shown that if relatively long elements are permitted, the contribu-
tions of the shear and moment terms can be substantial. However, if only short elements are
allowed, the only significant terms are those originating with the axial force. The initial stress
stiffness then reduces to that for an axially loaded truss bar, which is simple and well-known.
For the WIPS pipe and beam elements, only this simple form of the initial stress stiffness is
used.

The exact tangent stiffness for a curved element is extremely complex, and no attempt
has been made to derive it. It is assumed for WIPS curved pipe elements that the initial stress
stiffness is the same as for a straight pipe element which lies along the chord of the actual
curved element.

The axial force used to calculate the initial stress stiffness is the net axial force at the ele-
ment center. The next axial force is the axial force in the pipe wall plus (for pipe elements)
the (compression) force in the contained fluid due to internal pressure.
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B5.1.3 STATE DETERMINATION

B5.1.3.1 General
The state determination procedures described for the pipe and beam elements in Sections

B3 and B4 assume small element deformations (with the exception of allowances for large oval-
ling deformations). This is consistent with the assumption made in the linearization phase and

,

j is necessary to avoid undue complications.
'

For any nodal displacemem increment, in the global X,Y,Z system, it is necessary to per-
form the following tasks:

(1) Determine element displacement increments in trie local element coordinate system. This
requires a transformation from global coordinates to local coordinates. The transforma-

j tion changes progressively as the nodes displace.

(2) Determine element deformation increments, and hence, element action increments. The
procedures are as described in Sections B3 and B4.

(3) Determine the element resisting force vector in the g!obal system. This again requires a
transformation from global to local coordinates.

B5.1.3.2 Local Ames

The local element x,y,z axes are as shown in Fig. B5.1. The local x axis passes through
the element ends, and hence, is easily determined. The local y axis is known in the unde-
formed configuration and remains normal to the x axis as the element displaces. The direction
of the y axis is affected, however, by rotation of the element about the x axis (rigid body tor-
sional rotation). For any given set of global displacement increments at the nodes, a procedure
is needed to determine the new orientation of the local y axis.

B5.1.3.3 Updating of Axes: Straight Element

A straight element is assumed to remain straight and to undergo negligible torsional
deformation (but not necessarily negligible rigid body rotation). For an lit /initesimalincrement
of nodal displacements (in the global system), the component of rotation about the current
local x axis is easily determined for any node. The average of these rotations for nodes I and J
is assumed to define the increment of rigid body torsional rotation. The motion of the element
during the increment is then assumed to be made up of four separate motions, using the fol-

| lowing procedure. A more detailed discussion can be found in [BS.31.

(1) The node locations at the beginning and end of the increment (I,J and I',J' - Fig. B5.2)
define two locations of the x axis, and hence, two vectors, go nd Ji. The vector 3a ,

which is mutually orthogonal to go and giis determined. 1

(2) The element is assumed first to undergo pure translation until node I reaches its final
location (I',J" - Fig. B5.2). This involves no change in orientation of the x,y,z axes.

(3) The element is assumed to rotate as a rigid body about axis 3, keeping nade I fixed, until
axis x reaches its final orientation. This involves changes in the direction cosines of the
x, y, and z axes which are easily computed.

(4) The element is assumed to undergo the computed rigid body torsional rotation. This
involves changes in the direction cosines of the y and z axes, which are again easy to
compute. The new orientations of the x,y,z axes are thus known.

(5) Finally, the element is assumed to deform (flexurally, torsionally, and axially). This does
not affect the orientations of the local axes.

Because products of direction cosine matrices are commutative, the same final orientations are
obtained by the above process regardless of the sequence in which the rigid body motions are
performed. In particular, the tonsional rotation may be imposed first or last. This remains true
for.linise displacement increments, provided the torsional rotation is pre-defined. That is, if the
torsional rotation is determined from the node rotations using the starting x axis orientat on,i
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then it is immaterial whether this rotation is imposed first or last. The sequence is similarly,

immaterial if the torsional rotation is determined using the ending x axis orientation. However,
the numerical values of the torsional rotations will be different in these two cases, and hence,
also the new orientations of the axes.

For WIPS, it is assumed that the displacement increment for any state determination will
be small, and hence, that the rigid body torsional rotation increments are essentially the same
whether the x axis at the beginning or end of the iricrement is used. The calculation uses the
beginning orientation.

4

B5.1.3.4 Uphting of Axes: Curved Element
The local y axis for a curved pipe element lies initially in the plane of the bend. As the

element deforms, WIPS assumes that the orientations of the local axes are updated as if the
element were straight, using exactly the procedure of the preceding section. An alternative pro-
cedure based on identifying the " plane of the bend" for a deformed element was considered but
not implemented.

B5.1.3.5 Element Deformations
The element deformation increments (curvatures, etc.) follow from the local displacement

increments by applying the element shape functions. The local displacement increments are'
obtained from the global displacement increments using the transformation from global to local
coordinates. In WIPS, the transformation at the beginning of the increment is used. This is
equivalent to assuming negligibly small displacement increments. The alternative of using the
transformation at the middle of the increment was considered but not used. The mid-step
transformation is more " accurate" but has the disadvantage that spuriously large axial deforma-
tions may be computed. These deformations can be of sufficient magnitude to produce large
unbalanced axial loads and to also cause unwanted axial yield.

!
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B6. U-BAR RESTRAINT ELEMENT

SUMMARY

This section describes the theory of the U-bar restraint element. The element is intended
primarily for modeling actual U-bar restraints but can be used to model other restraints with
similar resisting force characteristics. The basic features of the element are described in Sec-
tions B6.1 and B6.2. Details of the theory and computational procedure are presented in Sec-
tion B6.3. A typical WIPS user should be familiar with the basic features of the element but
need not study the theoretical details.

CONTENTS
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B6.1 INTRODUCTION

The ubar type element is intended primarily for modeling U-bar pipe whip restraints of
General Electric type. However, the element may be suitable for modeling restraints of other
types. The essential feature's are as follows.
(1) Idealization as an inelastic bar, arbitrarily oriented in space. Resistance along restraint

|axis only. |

(2) Multilinear force extension relationship in tension (up to 6 linear segments), with initial
gap. Inelastic unloading. Zero stiffness in compression.

(3) Option for large displacement analysis, to allow for changes in direction of restraint axis.

(4) Anchorage to a fixed point is required.
(S) Option for pipe displacements perpendicular to U-bar plane to be ignored, to allow unres-

trained axial movement of pipe.

(6) Option to consider strain rate effects using a nonlinear relationship between yield stress
and strain rate.

(7) Assumed to have negligible mass.
The features of the element are described in physical terms in Section B6.2. The element
theory is presented in Section B6.3.
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B6.2 ELEMENT PROPERTIES

B6.2.1 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
A restraining device in the form of a U-bar has been designed for use as a pipe whip res-

traint by the General Electric Company. The device is illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. B6.1.
For analysis, the restraint is idealized as an inelastic bar, as shown in Fig. B6.2. The bar

possesses only axial stiffness and exerts a restraining force only along the axis of the restraint.
This is a simplified idealization which ignores such effects as bending of the U-bar and friction
between the U-bar and the pipe. The idealization may be inaccurate if the pipe displacement is
not parallel to the initial U-bar axis.

A restraint element may le arbitrarily oriented in space. The orientation is defined by
specifying two nodes at the element ends (Fig. B6.2) or by directly specifying the direction of
the element axis in space. Node I is a node of the pipe system. Node J must be a fixed anchor
point. Two or more elements may be connected to a single pipe node if desired.

For zero strain rate, the relstionship between axial force and axial extension is assumed to
be multi-linear, with up to six linear segments (Fig. B6.3). The stiffness must progressively
decrease with increasing extension. The unloading stiffness is assumed to be equal to the
stiffness of the first segment.

Strain rate effects can be considered, using a nonlinear visco-plastic model. The U-bar
element is modeled as shown in Fig. B6.4, using four main subelements, as follows.

(a) A gap element which is rigid when the gap is closed but has no stiffness when the gap is
open.

(b) A linear elastic spring element.

(c) A rigid-plastic-strain-hardening element.
(d) A dashpot in parallel with the rigid-plastic element.

The damping coefficient of the dashpot can be specified to vary with the dashpot deforma-
tion rate, so that the strength of the element varies with the strain rate. Details are presented
in Section B6.2.3.

In practice, U-bar restraint elements may be quite short in length, so that displacements
of the pipe which are not parallel to the initial restraint axis may produce substantial rotations
of the element. That is, for structural analysis purposes the displacements may be large, and
the influence of change in geometry must be taken into account. The user may specify either
that small displacements of the restraint be assumed or that large displacements be taken into
account.

B6.2.2 NORMAL DISPLACEMENT OPTION
Figure B6.5 shows a typical restraint, in which the axis of the pipe is normal to the plane

of the U bar. In some cases, there may be significant pipe displacements along the pipe axis as
well as in the U bar plane.

When the large displacement option is used, the element extension is the difference
between the current and initial element lengths. All displacements of the restrained node,
including the component along the pipe axis, thus contribute to the calculated extension. If the
U-bar is placed between collars.on the pipe, then the bar will rotate as the pipe moves axially,
and the calculated extension will be correct. However, if there are no collars present, the U-bar
will not be affected by axial movements of the pipe. In particular, closure of the initial gap will
be governed only by pipe movements in the U bar plane.

To allow for this effect, an option is provided to allow node displacements normal to the
U bar plane (i.e. axial movements of the pipe) to be ignored, up to the time the initial gap
closes,

t
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Figure B6.5 shows a length of pipe and a U-bar restraint. The restraint element is defined
. by nodes I and J, as before. In addition, a third node, K, may be specified, such that the UK
| plane is normal to the U bar plane. Typically, the U-bar will be at right angles to the pipe, and
| node K will be a node on the pipe. The angle JIK will then be a right angle, and the direction
!

of th free movement will be along IK. More generally, K may be any point in the plane nor-
mal to the U bar plane, as shown, in which case the free movement is along line IK', wherc K'
is in the IJK plane and angle //K'is a right angle. Point K'is determined automatically by the'

WIPS code.

If node K is specified to be nonzero in the input data, pipe displacements along IK' are
ignored in computing the new axial length of the element. This is done until the new axial
length exceeds the original length plus the clearance. The U-bar then functions to restrain the

-

pipe. After this time, all pipe displacements are used to calculate the axial length of the ele-
ment (that is, the bar is assumed not to slip alorg the pipe) until such time as the gap reopens.

B6.2.3 VISCO-PLASTIC OPTION

Strain rate dependence can be introduced through the nonlinear dashpot in parallel with
the rigid-plastic element (Fig. B6.4). The damping coefficient may be specified to vary with the

;

dashpot deformation rate (i.e. the deformation rate of the rigid-plastic element)~as shown in
Fig. B6.6a. The force in the dashpot thus varies with plastic deformation rate as shown in Fig.i
B6.6b. This dashpot force represents the increase in the strength of the U-bar due to strain rate'

effects.

A typical relationship between total strain rate and increase in yield stress is shown in Fig.
:

! B6.7. A similar relationship between deformation rate and strength increase can be expected
for U bar restraints. It can be assumed for practical purposes that the total and plastic strain
rates are equal. The element then permits a trilinear approximation of the curve, as indicated
in Fig. B6.7. This approximation should be sufficiently accurate for practical purposes.

B6.2.4 STIFFNESS REFORMULATION TOLERANCE
With the WIPS strategy for nonlinear analysis, the structure stiffness matrix is modified

only when changes occur in one or more elements. If the behavior of the structure is piecewise
J

linear, as is often the case for small displacement analyses, the structure stiffness is modified
only at each yield event. For large displacement analyses, the element stiffnesses change con-

?-

tinuously, and hence the structure stiffness should strictly be modified in every time step. In
many cases, however, the stiffness change from one step to the next may be small, and it may .
be reasonable to retain the same stiffness for several steps. To allow this, some of the WIPS
elements contain stiffness reformulation tolerances, which enable the user to control the fre-

,
1

quency of stiffness reformulation.

For the U-bar element, stiffness changes occur when the tangent stiffness changes and as-
! the orientation of the element changes (large displacements option). The reformulation toler-

ance applies to the change of orientation. If the change of orientation is small, the stiffness
} change will be small, and a modification of the structure stiffness will not be necessary. The
i

reformulation tolerance is an angle. Each time the element stiffness is changed, the direction
of the element is saved. -If the angle between the current direction and the previous direction is
less than the toierance angle, the stiffness is not changed. An angle of about 0.1 radians is sus-i gested.

1

i

'
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B6.3 THEORY AND COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE

I

B6.3.1 ELEMENT STIFFNESS

B6.3.1.1 Stiffness Matrix
The matrix of direction cosines of the line from node J to node I (Fig. B6.2) is

(B6.3.1)I - < d, d, d, >

where d,, d,, d, = direction cosines with respect to the global X,Y,Z axes. For the large dis-
placements option, the direction cosines are continually updated. For the small displacements
option, they remain constant.

For any given state of the element, the current extensional stiffness, K, is determined
(equal to zero for an open gap; a nonzero value depending on the force in the element when
the gap is closed). Hence, the element stiffness matrix, K, is

K - fr K I (B6.3.2)

B6.3.1.2 Current Extensional Stiffness
The total load-extension relationship for zero strain rate (Fig. B6.3) can be decomposed

into a linear relationship for the linear spring and a rigid-nonlinear-plastic relationship for the
rigid-plastic element. For a trilinear relationship, the decomposition is illustrated in Fig. B6.8.
The stiffnesses K|(i = 2,3,etc.) of the rigid-plastic element are given by

k l- h (B6.3.3)
K, K Asi

or
Ks

K,. -K (B6.3.4)i Ks - Kg

The dashpot in parallel with the rigid-plastic element has the effect of modifying its stiffness.
The modification depends on the step-by-step integration scheme being used, and on the
integration time step. For the trapezoidal integration rule, which is consistent with the tra-
pezoidal scheme used for the step-by-step analysis of the complete structure, the stiffness is

K[ - K| + 1 C (B6.3.5)
At

in which C - current value of the dashpot coefficient. Analyses have shown that for large
values of At, the results given by the trapezoidal rule may oscillate numerically. Accordingly,
the integration within the element is based on the backwards difference rule, for which

K[ - K| + C (B6.3.6)

The effective extensional stiffness, K, is then given by

(B6.3.7)+-

of

K,"
K-Ki .

(B6.3.8)
Kn + K,
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B6.3.I.3 Damping Load

When viscous damping effects are accounted for by modifying the element stiffness, an
additional load term must also be introduced. For the dashpot in parallel with the rigid-plastic
element, the additional load term, Afs, is

AEs a C 5 s (B6.3.9)

in which 5s = deformation rate of dashpot at beginning of time step; and a - 2 for the tra-
pezoidal rule or 1 for the backwards difference rule. The force AFs acts in the dashpot, and
hence acts on point M (Fig. B6.4). For application to the structure, it must be converted to an
equivalent load on node I. This is done by static condensation, giving the force

K,
AF - A Fs (B6.3.10)

Kn + Kn

The force AF is transformed to global coordinates and added to the global load vector in
each time step.

B6.3.2 GEOMETRIC STIFFNESS

For large displacements analysis, a geometric stiffness is included. The geometric stiffness
matrix in terms of global translations of node I is assumed to be

y 100
K 010a -

1, (B6.3. ll)
oo1

where F is the current axial force; and I,is the current length of the element.

This matrix is not strictly correct for an engineering large displacements formulation.
However, it is sufficienity accurate, and is convenient to use because it is invariant with respect
to element orientation.

B6.3.3 STIFFNESS REFORMULATION

The stiffness reformulation code is set if (a) the extensional stiffness, K, changes, or (b)
the angle between the current restraint axis and the axis when the stiffness was last reformed
exceeds the user-specified tolerance (the latter for the large displacements option only).

B6.3.4 DISPLACEMENTS NORMAL TO U-BAR PLANE
If node K is specified and the gap is open, the components of nodal displacement parallel

to the IK' disection (Fig. B6.5) are ignored for calculating element deformations and direction
cosines.

Let gir be the direction cosine matrix of IK'. This matrix is calculated for the initial
configuration and is assumed to remain constant during the analysis. Let the vector of incre-
ments in nodal translations at I be Ap. The components of this displacement increment paral-|

!

let to IK' are given by

| tAng - gfg g,r An (B6.3.12) 'x

| Hence, a modified displacement increment is calculated as

An'- A3 - Agg (B6.3.13) j

This modified increnient is used to calculate the element extension and to update the element l

orientation. ,

I
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B7. SHELL ELEMENT

SUMMARY
This section describes the theory of the shell element used to model straight pipe, elbow,

and flat slab substructures. The basic features of the element are described in Sections B7.1
and B7.2. Details of the theory are presented in Section B7.3. A typical WIPS user should be
familiar with the basic features of the element but need not study the theoretical details. j
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B7.1 INTRODUCTION

B7.1.1 GENERAL
Shell elements cannot be specified directly in the WIPS input but are used when pipe,

elbow and slab substructures are defined.

The shell element is essentially a 4-node quadrilateral with six degrees of freedom per
node. Three of the degrees of freedom are translations at the shell midsurface. The remaining
three degrees of freedom are relative translations between the midsurface and the top surface.
The formulation is based on rigorous continuum mechanics theory. There are no restrictions
on the magnitudes of the element displacements. However, small strain plasticity theory is
currently assumed to apply, relating Green strain and second Piola Kirchoff stress. The Mroz
material model, with strain rate dependence, is currently the only model allowed.

The element characteristics and assumptions are described in physical terms in Chapter
B7.2. A brief outline of the shell theory is given in Chapter B7.3. Reference is made to other
publications for details of the theory.

B7.1.2 ELEMENT FEATURES
(1) Warped quadrilateral geometry, with nodes at element corners only.

(2) Eight nodes, four nodes on the midsurface and four on the top surface. Three transla-
tional degrees of freedom at each midsurface node and three relative translational degrecs
of freedom at each top surface node.

(3) Applicable to thin and moderately thick shells.

(4) Thickness may vary over element.

(5) Large displacements may be included as an option.

(6) Elastic or inelastic (Mroz) material model.
(7) Integration order through thickness may be varied to monitor spread of plasticity.

(8) Care must be taken in defining connedions to finite elements of other types because rela-
tive translations, not total translations, are used as degrees of freedom at the surface
nodes. Connection to beam-type elements is considered automatically in WIPS.

I
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B7.2 ELEMENT PROPERTIES

B7.2.1 BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
The inelastic shell element is an extension of the large displacement elastic shell element

developed by Kanoknukulchai [B7.l|. This element, in turn, is based on a small displacement
clastic shell element developed by Kanoknukulchai [B7.2] and a small displacement clastic plate
element developed by Hughes et al [B7.31. A small displacement clastic shell element based on
similar principles has also been developed by MacNeal [B7.4], apparently independently. An
axisymmetric shell element based on similar concepts has been described by Zienkiewicz [B7.51.

The theory of the element is complex, and it is not necessary for a WIPS user to be fami-
liar with the detailed derivations involved, it is, however, desirable for a user to recognize the
assumptions on which the element is based. These assumptions can be explained quite simply,
with reference to a beam element, as follows.

Consider a beam element constructed by degenerating a 4-node rectangular element, as
shown in Fig. B7.1. The most important feature is that independent interpolation functions are
defined for rotations and displacements, whereas in normal beam theory rotations and displace-
ments are not independent. With independent functions, it is necessary to satisfy only C' con-
tinuity, and hence, linear interpolation is sufficient.

For simplicity the axial displacements can be ignored in the following discussion, because
the exact solution is obtained and because axial effects are uncoupled from bending effects in a
straight clastic beam. Hence, consider a beam with only two rotations et the ends (Fig. B7.2).
This beam has two distinct deformation shapes, one for symmetrical bending and the other for
antisymmetrical bending, as shown in Fig. B7.3.

Because the deformed shapes involve substantial shear strains, the basic element will be
grossly overstiff, unless only very short elements are used. However, the shear strain energy
can be reduced by applying reduced (one point) Gaussian integration for shear effects. This.

reduced integration gives zero shear strain energy in the symmetrical deformation mode (Fig.'

B7.3a). Hence, the constant bending behavior of the beam is obtained exactly. However, the
stiffness of the antisymmetrical mode (Fig. B7.3b) is still overestimated, and hence the linear
bending behavior is not correctly obtained.

The effect of using reduced integration is shown in Table B7.1. This table also shows a
further modification introduced by MacNeal [B7.4], in which an artificially reduced shear
modulus is specified to obtain the exact stiffnesses for both symmetrical and antisymmetrical
bending. MacNeal extended this approach to a shell element for small displacements clastic
analysis. The approach has not been used in the element described herein, because of compli-
cations when yielding and/or large displacements are considered.

B7.2.2 NUMERICAL ASPECTS
Shape factions and integration schemes of similar types have been applied to finite ele-

ments for pates, axisymmetric shells, and arbitrary shells [B7.2,B7.3,B7.4,B7.5}. The
effectiveness of the approach was first demonstrated by Hughes et al [B7.3} for a flat plate ele-
ment. This work identified an interesting problem of numerical sensitivity for extremely thin
elements. The shear stiffness (in effect, the antisymmetrical stiffness in Table B7.1) is of the
order of (L/d)2 times the bending (symmetrical) stiffness, where L = element length and d =
thickness. For very large L/d ratios, the shear stiffness can dominate to the extent that compu-
tational precision is affected. Fortunately, the problem does not arise for realistic element pro-
portions and typical computer word lengths.

A further problem identified by Hughes et al is that the plate eleinent stiffness has five
zero eigenvalues, two more than required to allow unrestrained rigid body motion. The reason
is that the reduced shear integration introduces two zero energy deformation modes, as shown
in Fig. B7.4. The shell element described herein has similar zero energy modes. Fortunately, it'
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is very unlikely that a singular stiffness matrix will result for a practical fmite element assem-
blage, because zero energy modes in one element are almost always restrained by adjacent ele-
ments. The problem is thus considered unimportant and is ignored herein.

B7.2.3 SHELL ELEMENT

,
B7.2.3.1 Degrees of Freedom

The shell element is based on a natural extension of the principles discussed for the beani
element. The shell element is essentially an arbitrary 8-node solid with 24 translational degrees
of freedom, equivalent to a four-node solid with three translational and three rotational degrees |

of freedom per node. For small displacements analysis, the 4-node form can be used. For
. large displacements analysis, the form with eight nodes is used. Four of these nodes are at the
! corners of the shell midsurface, with three translational degrees of freedom each. The remain-

ing four are at the corners of the top surface, each with three translational degrees of freedom
relative to the translations of the midsurface nodes. These relative translations replace the rota- 1

tional degrees of frecdom used in the small displacement element, as indicated in Fig. B7.5..

Note that for the simple geometry in this figure, only horizontal relative displacements are
'

needed to represent the rotations. For general geometry, however, the vertical relative dis-
placements must also be considered. The effects of these degrees of freedom are discussed
later.

The use of relative translational degrees of freedom, rather than rotations, greatly
simplifies the large displacements formulation. For small displacement shell elements, the rota-

~

i

| tions are infinitesimal. Hence, each rotation can be regarded as a vector. For large displace-
ment analysis, however, the rotations can be finite and can no longer be treated as vectors,

i because the rules for vector transformation do not apply. Translational degrees of freedom can,
,

however, always be treated as vectors and become a natural choice for large deformation ele- I

ments based on continuum n'echanics theory. The change is not without penalties, however, as
1 considered in the following sections.

B7.2.3.2 Through-Thickness Stiffness;

i For a simple element with its edges parallel to the global axis (Fig. B7.5), the X and Y
i relative displacements define rotations of the shell normal, and the Z relative displacement
! defines through the-thickness extension. : For this case, the Z stiffness is of the order (L/d)2
; times the X and Y stiffnesses, where L - length of element side and d - shell thickness.. For

an element which is arbitrarily oriented in space, the three stiffnesses are transformed and com-
bined to obtain the global stiffness. It is important, therefore, to ensure that the through-
thickness stiffness does not dominate to the extent that numerical inaccuracy is produced.

In the shell element, through-thickness stresses are assumed not to be significant in pro-
ducing inelastic behavior (if they were, a substantially more sophisticated element, with full 3D

| capability, would be needed). Hence, through-thickness strains need not be computed exactly,
| and an exact through thickness stiffness is not needed. It is necessary only to ensure that this

stiffness is sufficiently large that the through-thickness extensions are insignificantly small com-
pared with the rotations of the shell normais. Hence, an artificial stiffness is assigned in the
through-thickness directions. This stiffness is made sufficiently large to ensure that through<

| thickness extensions are insignificant, but sufficiently small to ensure that numerical sensitivity
. is avoided. The procedure has been developed and described by Kanoknukulchai [B7.2].>

It is interesting to note that the through thickness problem encountered in the present
element is the counterpart of the rotation-about-the normal problem encountered in shell ele-
ments in which rotational degrees of freedom are used. In this latter case, however, the prob- -
lem is one of providing stiffness where none exists, rather than avoiding excessively high
stiffness.

I
i
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B7.2.3.3 Shells With Discontinuity
For simple shell geometries, it is not difficult to select the outer surface and midthickness .

nodes to lie essentially on the same shell normal (Fig. B7.6a). However, if the shell is folded
(Fig. B7.6b) or multiply connected (Fig. B7.6c), the elements may be substantially distorted.
At the time of writing, little is known about the effects of this distortion. In WIPS, only
smoothly curved shells without branches have been considered, and no problems have arisen.
For more general applications, it would be advisable to specify short elements close to the
discontinuity, and to make tl.em elastic, allowing yielding to occur only in the adjacent, better-
shaped elements. The calculated stresses in the poorly shaped elastic elements may be grossly
inaccurate. However, such local inaccuracy is acceptable. Note that the state of stress close to
a discontinuity will be complex and cannot be modeled using shell elements.

B7.2.3.4 Connection to Other Elements
Because the degrees of freedom at the surface nodes are relative displacements, not total

displacements, the shell element cannot generally be connected to finite elements of other
types.

In WIPS, pipe and elbow substructures may be connected to beam-type pipe elements.
This is done by slaving the midthickness shell nodes at the substructure ends to the
corresponding beam nodes. This slaving essentially constrains the end cross sections of the
substructure to remain plane and circular. To obtain exactly plane sections, the relative degrees
of freedom at the shell surface nodes should strictly be slaved also. However, the error intro-
duced by not slaving them is small, and is localized near the substructure ends. Hence, in
WIPS these degrees of freedom are left unconstrained.

B7.2.4 PLASTICITY
Any point in the shell is assumed to be in a state of plane stress, considering in-plane nor-

mal stresses and membrane shear stress. Through-thickness stresses are assumed to be negligi-
ble and are not considered. Flexural shear stresses are assumed to be small, so that (a) they do
not influence yield and (b) the element remains elastic for flexural shear.

The element stiffness is determined using 2 x 2 Gauss iritegration over the element sur-
face. Spread of yield through the shell thickness is considered by monitoring the behavior at
Gauss integration points through the thickness. For an element which is known to remain elas-
tic, or which has negligible bending, two integration points through the thickness are sufficient.
For el:ments in which significant inelastic bending is expected, a larger number of points must
be used. In WIPS, the default is five points, and up to seven points may be specified if desired.

At each integration point, the material is assumed to follow the Mroz theory, includir.g
strain rate effects. The user is required to specify a multi-linear uniaxial stress-strain law, with
a maximum of six liaear segments. The numerical implementation of the Mroz theory is
presented in detail in Section B2. The theory strictly applies for small strains only. For the
shell element, it is assumed to relate Green strain to second Piola-Kirchoff stress.
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B7.3 THEORY

B7.3.1 BACKGROUND
The large displacements theory has been presented in detail by Kanoknukulchai [B7.1].

Only a summary of the theory is presented herein.

B7.3.2 SHAPE FUNCTION
The element geometry is defined by natural coordinates r,s,t, such that a unit cube is

uniquely mapped into the shell element (Fig. B7.7). The displacement vector at any point
(r,s,t) in the element is expressed in terms of the nodal degrees of freedom as

s

g(r,s,t) - E N*(r,s,t) y' (B7.3.1)
e-:

where .(.y*, a - 1,4) refers to absolute displacements at the four midsurface (reference) nodes
and (y*, a - 5,8) refers to relative displacements at the four outer surface (relative) nodes.

The shape function is given by

N'(r,s,t) - f(1 + r* r)(1 + s s)a a-1,4 (B7.3.2a)

f(1 + r* r)(a + s* s) a-5,8 (B7.3.2b)-

The element is isoparametric. Relative position vectors are used for the four relative nodes, so
that

s

x(r,s,t) - 1 N'(r,s,t) 3' (B7.3.3)
.-i

in which x* (a - 1,4) is the position vector of reference node a, and x" (a - 5,8) is the posi-
tion vector of relative node a relative to its reference node.

B7.3.3 CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS
The tangent stress-strain relationship at any point has the form

. . . ..

I 0 0 I Ell 11 12 g4 jj

s D D 3 I22 12 22 24 22

s D E (B7.3.4)u u u,

s I I D E12 14 24 44 12

I 0 E23 55 23

s D E33 66 j3
. .. .

For the elastic case, Dii - D22 - 9 + 2g, Du - D55 = D a = .and Xu - X24 - 0, in
which is the shear modulus and 9 is Lame's constant for plane stress, given by

I9 - FE/(1-F ) (B7.3.5)

The value of Du must be large enough so that the relative degrees of freedom accurately
define rotations, but not so large as to overwhelm the in plane stiffness. A method for deter-
mining Du is given (B7.1]. The value depends on the element aspect ratio. For the inelastic "

case, Du, D , and Da re assumed to remain constant, whereas D , D , Dn, and Du55 a
ii 12

) change according to the Mro: theory, and Xa, X become nonzero.24
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The ' constitutive relat!onship is assumed to relate second Piola Kirchof stresses and
Green strains. [
B7.3.4 ELEMENT STIFFNESS: SMALL DISPLACEMENTS

For small displacements, the Anite element stiffness is given by the standard equation
,

[ E** - [ j''Q J' dv (B7.3.6)

| in which p is the material constitutive matrix and j' is given by
. .

N.,3

N.|
*

N,. "'. (B7.3.7)
2 I,

t. -

N.. N..
.

4

3 2
'

N.| N.|
. .

1 The element stiffness is integrated numerically, using a selective reduced integration tech-
j nique. The transverse shear terms are integrated using one point quadrature, and ine remain-
' ing terms using two point quadrature in each direction.; By under-integrating the transverse

shear, terms which cause sheer bckfarare omitted. This improves the behavior of the element
i and extends its applicability to a wide range of aspect ratios. For inelastic problems, the

number of integration points is increased through the shell thickness.,

B7.3.5 LARGE DISPLACEMENTS
b

I The extension of the small displacements element to consider large displacements follows s

nonlinear continuum mechanics principles. The theory is based on the total Lagrangian formu ,-

lation, in which the deformations are measured with respect to the undeformed configuration.
The undeformed body is used as the material coordinate system. Hence, the elasticity tensor.

'

has a simple form (for a linear isotropic clastic material it contains a number of zero elements).
i The Green strain tensor is used as a measure of deformation, deAned as

Eu " h Fu f - 8 (B7.3.8)4 0

'

0 s the Kronecker delta; and Fu is the deformation padient denned asin which 8 i

p Fu - 8, + u,,j (B7.3.9)

The second Piola Kirchoff stress tensor is cordugate to the Green strain tensor and is used in
the computations.

The tangent stiffness in the defornaed configuration is given by

'ff' - [ J**# J' * +[ (VE.} rJ (VE*) A J (B7.3.10)i

M M

in which #| indicates integration over the undeformed configuration of the element; the
'

transformation matrix J is ds8aed as -
;

'. .>
4

j. f /

n >- e, .
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and D is the material constitutive matrix. The transformation in Eqn. B7.3.ll becomes identi-
cal to ik small displacement transformation for the initial configuration, because the deforma-
tion gradent matrix f reduces to the identity matrix. The second term in Eqn. B7.3.10 is tife
initial stress stiffness, for which !is the second Pioia Kirchoff stress, and Vf' is defined as

N,f
vg* - N,f (B7.3.12)

[N,f

;The internal force vector used in the state determination is given by

f' - [ f J Vg' dv (B7.3.13)

B:

B7.3.6 INTERNAL PRESSURE

B7.3.6.1 General 4

Internal pressure affects the behavior of pipes (a) by introducing hoop and axial tension
stress:s which influence the onset of yield and (b) by increasing the ovalling resistance of the
pipe.' These effects are taken into account in WIPS by an approximate procedure. An impor-
tant restriction of the procedure is that it permits only a constant internal pressure.

B7.3.6.2 Procedure
Internal pressure for straight pipe and elbow substructures (nay N incised separately for

each substructure but is assumed to be the same for all shell eleme% f ny substructure and
to remain constant during the analysis. In the initial undeformed dic, , is aMumed that hoop
and axial membrane stresses are produced in the pipe wall b tF 3es s .( These stresses are

calculated as:

'
~~

(B7.3.14)en- 2r,
g

and
'

(B7.3.15)a, - 0. San

in whieti en - hcop stress; a, = axial stress; P = internal pressure; D = inside pipe diame-
ter; and t = pipe wa'J thickness. .
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y For each element, the element internal force vector, f**, corresponding to stresses a,
J 4 and a , is calculated from Eqn. B7.3.13. A force vector E' corresponding to the pressurea

forces on the element nodes is also calculated using a simple tributary area procedure. The
sum of f** and E *, when assembled for the complete substructure, is essentially zero, because
equilibrium is essentially satisfied in the initial state. The sum for any particular element, E",
is not zero, however. This sum is stored for each element. The initial stiffness for the element
also includes the initial stress stiffness corresponding to stresses a, and a..

During the analysis, each element deforms and undergoes rigid body displacement. The
stress state for an element at zero deformation is defined by a and a,, so that the initial stressn
point is not at the origin of the stress space. The state determination calculations for the Mroz
material are carried out starting at this point, with the result that the strains required to cause
yield are different from those for an initially unstressed element.

At each step of the analysis, the resisting force, f', and pressure force, E, are calculated
for the new stress state and displaced configuration. If the sum of these vectors is B" for any
element, the different E" - E", when assembled for the complete substructure, defines the
change in the substructure internal force vector. This change accounts for stress changes, large
displacements of the substructure, and change in direction of the pressure forces. This internal

force change becomes the internal force vector for calculating the unbalanced load on the sub-
structure.

It may be noted that the effect of the modification on the complete substructure is typi-
cally not large because most of the pressure nonlinearity is accounted for by the element initial
stress stiffnesses. The procedure is used because it does not require that the pressure forces
appear as loads on the substructure nodes, and hence, substantially simplifies the analysis.
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TABLE B7.1

' FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATIONS FOR BEAM BENDING

Symmetric Antisymmetric

Case Stiffness Stiffness
(Fig. B7.3a) (Fig. B7.3b)

i

2EI ' ' ' '
(1) Thick beam theory L L 2

(" exact' result). 6EI + GA'L

GAL
(2) 2 x 2 Gauss 2EI , GAL 2

integration (no reduc. L 6

tion).

GAL
Exact(3) 2 x 2 Gauss for 2

axial stress; I point
Gauss for shear.

,

G'AL
Exact - Exact

(4) Case (3) with Mac-
Neal modification on G
(see Note 1).

s

Note I.
Specify reduced shear modulus,

' ~'
2 L 2,

; ~ E 6EI GA'L

I - flexural moment ofinertia
-A = cross section area ,

A' = effective shear area - SA/6

a
'

|

%
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B8. GAP-FRICTION ELEMENT

SUMMARY
l

This section describes the theory of the sap-friction element. The element is intendeu for
modeling the restraining effects of walls or similar barriers, particularly if friction effects are
important. Slab substructures provide a more accurate means of modeling such barriers, but
the gap-friction element is more efficient computationally.

The basic features of the element are described in Section B8.1. Details of the theory are
presented in Section B8.2. A typicar WIPS user should be familiar with the basic features of
the element but need not study the theoretical details.

CONTENTS

B8.1 ELEMENT PROPERTIES

B8.1.1 INTRODUCTION

B8.1.2 GEOMETRY AND PROPERTIES

B8.1.2.1 Location of Barrier Plane

B8.1.2.2 Component Stiffnesses

B8.2 TiiEORY
B8.2.1 SLIP SURFACE

B8.2.2 ELEMENT STIFFNESS
B8.2.2.1 Stiffnesses Before Slip

B8.2.2.2 Stiffness After Slip

B8.2.2.3 WIPS Stiffness and State Determination

B8.2.2.4 Global Stiffnessj

!
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B3.1 ELEMENT PROPERTIES

: |
.

B3.1.1 INTRODUCTION
The gap-friction element provides a computaticnally efficient means of modeling walls or

similar barriers. The essential features of the element are as follows.

|
(1) Idealization as a system of springs oriented normal and tangent to the barrier plane.

(2) Barrier plane may be arbitrarily oriented in space.

(3) Norn sl and tangent springs have zero stiEness when gap is open.

j (4) Normal spring has constant stiKness after sap closes (i.e. linear normal behavior).
2 (5) Tangent springs have specified stiKness if tangent force is less than the slip force (i.e. less
j than normal force multiplied by friction coefficient).

(6) Tangent spring properties are modified to allow slip when tangent force reaches the slip
: force.

| (7) Slip force changes continuously as the normal force changes.

(8) Element is assumed to have zero mass.

! B3.1.2 GEOMETRY AND PROPERTIES
1

Bs.l.2.1 Leestion of Barrier Plane
Each element afects a single node of the pipe system. If several nodes strike the barrier

plane, one element most be specified for each su'h node.
,

| The barrier plane is assumed to be infmitely wide. The element resists deformation nor-
J mal and tangent to the barrier plane. The element consists of two separate components,

namely (1) a bearing compone .t acting normal to the barrier plane and (2) a friction com-.

! ponent acting tangent to the plane.

The element is oriented as shown in Fig. B8.1. The local z axis is normal to the barrier
planc, directed towards the piping system node. The local x and y axes lie in the barrier plane.
The plane is located by the direction cosines of the element x,y,z axes, and the distance (sap)
from the piping system node. A VIPS user specifies the direction of the z axis (the input data
actually definen the -z direction). The x and y axes are then located as follows:

| (1) If the element z axis is not parallel to the global X axis, the element x axis is in the plane
containing the global X and local z axes, with a positive projection on the X axis. This
situation is illustrated in Fig. B8.1.4

(2) If the element z axis is parallel to the global X axis, the element x axis is parallel to the|

global Y axis. In both cases the element y axis is mutually perpendicular to the x and z
3

axes (Fig. B8.1).<

,t B3.1.2.2 Component Stifnesses
1

The bearing component is modeled with an elastic normal spring oriented along the ele-
ment z axis. The friction component is modeled by a pair of inelastic tangent springs in the xy
plane. The spring stiKnesses must be specified by the WIPS user (in the WIPS GAPF module)
and should be realistic values (i.e. not artificially large because no barrier can be actually rigid).

When the gap is open, the springs all have zero stiKness. If the gap is closed but there is
. no slip, the tangent springs are oriented along the element x and y axes (Fig. 88.2a). If the
i resultant force in the tangent springs exceeds the slip force (bearing force multiplied by friction

i
! coef5cient), the tangent springs are modified to provide zero resistance to slip in the radial
] direction (Fig. B8.2b). If the normal force decreases or the direction of slip reverses, the

tangent springs return to the non slip state.
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B8.2 THEORY

B8.2.1 SLIP SURFACE

Let the force in the normal spring be F,, and in the tangential springs be F, and F,. If
the gap is closed, the boundary between the no-slip and slip regimes is defmed by a slip surface
(Fig. B8.3). The equation of the slip surface is:

4 ( F,, F,, F,) - ( F,2 + y,2)w + F, - 0 (B8.2.1)

in which 4 - slip function, p - friction coefficient, and F,is positive in tension.

88.2.2 ELEMENT STIFFNESS

B8.2.2.1 StlNnesses Before Slip

Let the normal spring stiffness be K,,, and let the stiffness in each tangent direction (x
and y) before slip be K. The element stiffness relationship in element coordinates for the no-
slip case is thus:

dF, K ,, 0 0 du,
0 K0 du, - K dy, (88.2.2)dF = dF, -

a

g, 0 0K h,

in which u, - normal deformation; u,,u, - tangent deformatioas; K, " clastic" stiffness
matrix; and dy, " clastic" deformation increment.

B8.2.2.2 SilNness After Sily

If slip occurs, the condition d4 - O must be satisfied. That is, for any force increment
dE,

k,[df - 0 (B8.2.3)

in which

04/OF, p
t,r = 64/6F, -F,lp F, (88.2.4)-

04/6 F, -F)p F,

During slip, any element deformation increment consists partly of clastic deformation and
partly of slip deformation. That is,

@ - dy, + dy, (B8.2.5)

in which dy,,4, - elastic and slip deformations, respectively. The slip deformation must be
in the direction of the resultant of F, and F,. That is,

0
4, - -F,1 F, u,' = y u,' (B8.2.6)

-F)p F,

in which g - a unit vector along the slip direction and u,'- the amount of slip (a scalar).
From Eqns. B8.2.3, B8.2.2, B8.2.5, and B8.2.6, it follows that:

0 :: I$f = k,[E,4 - k,[Kag u,' (88.2.7)
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I:yc. B8.2.7 can be solved for u,*to give:|

+,IE, du (B8.2.8).

u, -
t,[K,g

Hence, from Eqns. B8.2.2, B8.2.5, and B8.2.7:

K
^^, g t, [ K,

du - K,,du (88.2.9)K
dF -
- -a t,[K,1

- - -

K

Eqn. B8.2.9 defmes the " clastic slipping" stiffness matrix, g,,. In expanded form, this matrix is:

K, 0 0
(8.2.10)K,, - K,F,/ F, KF,'/p'F,' -KF,F)*p*F,2

K,F)F, -KF,F/p*F,* KF,'/p F,'

B8.2.2.3 WIPS St!ffness and State Determination
Matrix K,, is unsymmetrical. Because WIPS can consider only symmetrical matrices, the

|
terms K,,(2,1) and K,,(3,1) are ignored in assembling the structure stiffness. For the state

.

determination phase, however, the unsymmetrical stiffness (i.e. Eqn. B8.2.9) is used. This
means that unbalanced loads can develop. The unbalance in any time step is eliminated in the
following step by applying a corrective load.

When the terms K,,(2,1) and K,,(3,1) are assumed to be zero, the stiffness matrix
corresponds to the physical situation shown in Fig. B8.2b.

B8.2.2.4 Global Stiffness
The global stiffness matrix follows from the local stiffness matrix, K, or f,,, by applying

a routine direction cosine transformation.

f

!

|
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